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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Victimhood and Its Perversion
Masochistic Narratives and Cultural Identity in Cold War Central Europe
by
Katja Perat
Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Literature
Washington University in St. Louis, 2022
Professor Anca Parvulescu, Chair
This dissertation offers an analysis of the recurring trope of female masochism in Central
European literary postmodernism. It investigates five foundational novels, from both sides of the
Iron Curtain, written between 1961 and 1986: Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable Lightness of
Being, Elfriede Jelinek’s The Piano Teacher, Peter Handke’s A Sorrow Beyond Dreams and
Repetition, and Stanisław Lem’s Solaris. The dissertation argues that these texts deploy
representations of female masochism in order to frame the relationship between culture and
subject-building, against the background of the region’s borderland status within the cognitive
map created by the Cold War. Despite the fact that masochism as a concept hails from Central
Europe, and despite the popularity of masochistic tropes in Central European postmodernism
(1960 and 1980), the theoretical debate on masochism rarely focuses on this literary geography.
The dissertation offers two explanations for this critical lacuna: the invisibility of female
masochism within the theoretical debate on masochism; and the difficulty of defining Cold War
Central Europe due to its semiperipheral position.
v

Introduction: Masochism as Method: Affective Reconstructions of
Semiperipheral Postmodernism
All the new thinking is about loss.
In this it resembles all the old thinking.
The idea, for example, that each particular erases
the luminous clarity of a general idea. That the clownfaced woodpecker probing the dead sculpted trunk
of that black birch is, by his presence,
some tragic falling off from a first world
of undivided light. Or the other notion that,
because there is in this world no one thing
to which the bramble of blackberry corresponds,
a word is elegy to what it signifies.
Robert Hass, Meditation at Lagunitas

“And what is the moral of the tale?” I asked, replacing the manuscript on the table.
“That I was a fool!” he exclaimed, without turning around, as though embarrassed. “If only I had
whipped her instead!”
“A curious method,” I replied. “Perhaps with your peasant girls …”
“Oh, they are used to it. But think of the effect it would produce on our refined ladies with their
nerves and hysterics!”
“But what about the moral?”
“The moral is that woman, as Nature created her, and as man up to now has found her attractive,
is man’s enemy; she can be his slave or mistress but never his companion. This she can only be
when she has the same rights as he and is his equal in education and work.”
Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, Venus in Furs

1. Introduction
In 2018 Jeffrey Arlo Brown found himself arguing that “Austrian Literature Taught [him]
to Stop Worrying and Hate America.” As scholars of Austrian culture well know, literalized selfhatred is a staple of Austrian literature after World War II. For better or worse, this affect marked
the regional and global literary careers of some of the most recognized and circulated Austrian
1

authors, such as Thomas Bernhard, Elfriede Jelinek, and Peter Handke. As in Brown’s case, this
stance is often interpreted in a regional framework, as a critical response to Austrian complicity
in the war crimes of the Third Reich. Indeed, most of the Austrian literature written after World
War II that became known as anti-Heimat Roman is explicitly anti-fascist and overtly engaged
with the nation’s problematic history, as well as its present (Firth 111).1 Brown’s choice of
words, however, speaks to the fact that the self-hatred at play is more than a mere expression of
collective guilt. For these authors, the source of their disgust is their nation’s “mediocrity,”
“boredom,” and “banality” (Brown). Through these keywords, the guilt over historical crimes
committed against oppressed minorities appears to be contested by an equally strong shame over
enduring provincialism.
This predicament dramatizes an affective inversion I know well personally from what
was once the other side of the Iron Curtain. Post-socialist Slovenia, where I grew up, was—and
remains—obsessed with negative self-identification. Since the dissolution of Yugoslavia, public
discourse has been characterized by the need to define what Slovenes, a nation that acquired
sovereignty only in 1991, are as a people and as a culture. This tendency has been sustained by a
growing realization that transitioning to market liberalism did not amount to the prosperity
advertised by local and global political elites. Social and economic markers—from record–
breaking suicide, domestic violence, and alcoholism rates, to increasing national debt, growing
unemployment, and correlating depopulation—pointed towards a conclusion that something was
wrong. In line with Laurent Berlant’s Cruel Optimism, most discursive strategies deployed to
answer the question as to why, were introverted by nature and reported on a fractured faith in the

1

The anti-Heimat Roman is a regional specificity of Austrian literature that best encapsulated the productive hatred
of the “homeland” Brown seeks to reproduce within an American context. In Catriona Firth’s view, the central focus
of the anti-Heimat Roman is to critique the bucolic image of the Austrian countryside produced by Austrian
literature during the Third Reich (111).
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myth of meritocracy. This realization did not amount to a revolutionary rage but rather to a
speculation that if something was indeed wrong, something must have been wrong with us. One
of the staple articles of this mode of reasoning is a weekly column by Slovene writer and
anthropologist Miha Mazzini, published in the online journal Siol over the span of the last
decade. Highly circulated and often topically repetitive, his columns seek to offer an explanatory
argument as to why Slovenia is a particularly terrible nation, often serving cherry-picked
evidence to prove that the Slovenes are a particularly terrible people:
Comparative psychometric research shows that Slovenes are more aggressive than most
nations. This tendency developed as a historical necessity: a small nation must fight for
its existence at all costs. Simultaneously, we were historically trained in safe modes of
aggression: ones that don’t point towards the foreign masters who might eliminate us, but
are instead turned inwards—perpetual lawsuits, reckless driving, neighbor conflict,
domestic violence, suicide, depression, and anything else we might use to destroy
ourselves and our loved ones. (“Maščevanje”)
These essays, themselves written in an aggressive tone exemplified by the above paragraph,
contribute to a perverted version of a postcolonial framework. What they share with their
liberation–oriented postcolonial predecessor is the assumption that current undesirable social
circumstances are historically conditioned. In the rhetorical figure of “the foreign masters,”
Mazzini is referring to the imperial heritage of the Habsburg Empire and the quasi-colonial status
Slovenes experienced as Habsburg subjects. Importantly, departing from the postcolonial model,
his argument does not amount to a claim that Habsburg internal colonialism might be implicated
in the question of Slovenian structural underdevelopment. Rather, it takes a self-deprecating
stance that begins and ends with a claim that Slovenes are historically prone to aggressive
3

behavior, the majority of which is shaped around self-destructive tendencies. Interestingly,
Mazzini fails to take account of the fact that his argument, as well as his writing style, also
display an array of self-destructive tendencies. The stark difference between this mode of
reasoning and postcolonial theory is not just argumentative—first and foremost it is a difference
in affect. Exemplified by author-activist figures such as Frantz Fanon or Edward Said,
postcolonial theory is often written with an eye towards liberation and emancipation and
generally operates with a tone that honors the experiences of the oppressed and seeks to provide
opportunities for claiming dignity and agency. Mazzini’s account, however, is overtly hostile and
organized in such a way that the reader is invited to feel embarrassed of her own cultural
belonging. It shares in discursive practices of oppression, but, instead of projecting outward, it
internalizes them into the language of self-destruction that it set out to theorize.
Much as in Austria, with which it shares a cultural geography, narratives of self-hatred
and shame in Eastern and Central European post-socialist spaces are most often relegated to
specific regional histories. Sometimes they are attributed to Habsburg imperial heritage, but
more often than not, they are interpreted as a (usually harmful) legacy of socialism. As
exemplified by Milan Kundera’s speech at the 1967 Fourth Congress of Writers in Prague, they
are narratively attached to a presumed existence of objectively bad circumstances that one finds
in the periphery. Invoking unfavorable historical circumstances—namely Russian and German
cultural, political, and military interventions—Kundera argues that Czech literature, once able to
keep up with modernizing trends, has lost touch with modernity, putting the Czech nation once
“again in danger of being relegated to the cultural periphery of Europe” (Beneš 103). For
Kundera, peripherality is not contextual. It is material. What constitutes Czech literature as
peripheral is not its position within the context of World Literature—it’s its ‘objective’
4

backwardness. And while this backwardness might be produced by external forces, the shame
over it is experienced internally.
The intellectual intuition for this dissertation was—or at least that is what it seemed in its
initial stages—quite simple: to argue that the Central European literary landscape after World
War II on both sides of the Iron Curtain was riddled with overt or implicit self-hatred attached to
the notions of peripherality and provincialism. I wanted to interrogate why and how such selfhatred was produced, and what kind of cultural work it was doing—both locally and in the
context of World Literature. Sifting through the archive of what I—at first, somewhat naively—
referred to as Central European Postmodernism, I have come to realize that these narratives of
self-hatred are often structured as either love stories or family novels, most often centering on
submissive female characters negotiating for dignity and personhood from the bottom, while
simultaneously romanticizing or eroticizing their positionality. In short, they were narratives that
focused on female masochism, often analogizing femininity with cultural frustrations in social
contexts, such as nationality, class, status, race, or ethnicity. The central research project for this
dissertation thus became enmeshed in the theoretical debate on masochism.

5

2.

Female Masochism as a Central European Structure of Feeling
In the past decades, masochism has become one of the most useful frameworks to

theorize issues of cultural liminality.2 Adopted by both queer and postcolonial studies, it became
an epistemological, as well as an ethical model on which to re–conceptualize informal modes of
agency in cultural spaces where the question of power relations is particularly contested and
resistant to normative narratives of power, such as social Darwinism.
Masochism is also a Central European heritage narrative. Both Leopold von SacherMasoch, who popularized the masochistic novel as a substratum of the romance novel, and
Richard von Krafft-Ebing, who coined the term, did so in the context of the late Habsburg
Empire. Masochistic narratives have become a staple of Central European modernism, stretching
from its painfully corporeal modes in Kafka’s “In the Penal Colony,” to a culturally inscribed
propensity towards self-destruction in Joseph Roth’s The Radetzky March, defined by
alcoholism, gambling, and pending suicidality. They have importantly resurfaced in Central
European postmodernism. Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable Lightness of Being (1984), Elfriede
Jelinek’s The Piano Teacher (1983), Peter Handke’s Sorrow Beyond Dreams (1972) and
Repetition (1986), and Stanisław Lem’s Solaris (1961)—the novels that have become the subject
of this dissertation—are all profoundly interlaced with masochistic narrative threads. Apart from
The Piano Teacher, however, scholars have rarely analyzed them from this perspective, leading
to a situation in which the masochistic disposition of these texts is hiding in plain sight. Despite
the fact that masochism as fictional trope has been deployed by generations of Central European
authors and appears to accommodate Central European regional specificities particularly well,

2

The majority of contemporary scholarship on masochism has been produced at the intersection of queer theory and
postcolonial studies. Some of the authors that contributed to this body of work are Leo Bersani, John Noyes, José
Esteban Muñoz, Jack Halberstam, and Amber Musser.
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post-Habsburg Central European masochism falls through the cracks of most contemporary
masochist theory. This eloquent lacuna, which proved to be manifold, became the center of my
research.
A part of the problem is the opacity of Central Europe as a category of analysis. Scholars,
who claim their field of research to be Eastern Europe, have often argued that their subject is
particularly slippery and hard to grasp. Anca Parvulescu wonders if Eastern Europe is a
functional category after the end of the Cold War (470). Adam F. Kola urges contemporary
literary studies to account for an almost complete disappearance of Eastern Europe from the map
of World Literature. Joanna Warsza and Jan Sowa remind us that the trouble with
conceptualizing Eastern Europe is historical rather than contemporary:
Something that wants to be, but cannot, that wants to express itself, but is unable to,”
wrote Witold Gombrowicz about Poland. “A space torn between the feeling of
superiority and inferiority both towards the West, as well as the East,” claims feminist
scholar Maria Janion in Uncanny Slavdom. This paradoxical mix of under- and
overestimation of its own importance fuels the current right-wing turn in Eastern Europe,
predominantly in Poland and Hungary. Its symbolics—built on myths of past grandeur
and regional conquests, while simultaneously denying its own colonial mindset—might
not come as a big surprise given the region is obsessed with its own history but reluctant
to critically examine it. (“Eastern European”)
As Larry Wolff states in Inventing Eastern Europe, the resulting opacity is itself a product of the
affective mapping of Western orientalism that coded Eastern Europe as a space of contradiction,
disorienting to the Western mind (19). Wolff also posits that one does not have to travel very far
to find oneself immersed in the ungraspable opacity of the East—as a matter of fact, Eastern
7

Europe lies immediately outside the city gates of Vienna (38). This geographical claim brings me
back to the question of the geographical scope of this dissertation and my decision to focus on
Central, rather than Eastern Europe.
Like Eastern Europe, Central Europe is a convoluted term in and of itself, but the history
of its uses and missuses is slightly different. Within Central Europe itself, its use intensely
resurfaced simultaneously with the rise of the masochist novel, in the last decades of the Cold
War. Popularized by Eastern European intellectuals who sought to distance themselves from the
“East,”—like Milan Kundera, Danilo Kiš, Drago Jančar, and Geörgy Konrád—the rehabilitation
of Central Europe sought to revive a sense of shared post-Habsburg cultural space. Many of
these narratives, Kundera’s “The Tragedy of Central Europe” in particular, do so in a Eurocentric
key that equates the West with civilization and seeks to differentiate the speaker from the Eastern
“barbarians,” while simultaneously affirming the notion that barbarity in fact exists and that it is
indeed situated in the East. However, these attempts also remind us—sometimes unwittingly—
that the Cold War intensification of the global division into “the West” and “the East” produced
a cognitive, as well as an affective map of Europe, that did not sit well with historical experience.
Eurocentrism aside, many of these authors argue that post-Habsburg Central Europe is an
existing cultural space that should be acknowledged. Their laments point towards a transdisciplinary lack of epistemological framework that could account for Central Europe after the
dissolution of the Habsburg Empire. The majority of scholarship concerning Central Europe as a
whole, such as Carl Schorske’s Fin-de-Siècle Vienna or Marjorie Perloff’s Edge of Irony:
Modernism in the Shadow of the Habsburg Empire, remains closely tied to the Habsburg context.
Reading works of Central European authors from both sides of the Iron Curtain side by side, as I
do in this dissertation, can offer valuable insight into what these spaces share long after the
8

dissolution of the Habsburg Empire. Such projects remain extremely rare and built to favor
difference over similarity, as Cold War epistemological categories continue to shape disciplinary
divides.
Recently, Ivonne Zivkovic published The Literary Politics of Mitteleuropa:
Reconfiguring Spatial Memory in Austrian and Yugoslav Literature After 1945 (2021), one of the
first book projects to address post-Habsburg Central Europe as one unit, traversed by shared
discursive currents. Zivkovic argues that the main shared concern across the Iron Curtain was
explicitly regional and tied to the political omission of certain layers of local history concerning
World War II, produced by official memory politics in both Austria and Yugoslavia (6). In the
Austrian case, this meant the suppression of the narratives that would imply national complicity
in the crimes of the Third Reich. In Yugoslavia, it meant sustaining an idealized heroic image of
the partisan resistance that suppressed narratives of the out-of-court executions committed by the
liberators. The revitalization of the Mitteleuropa myth, Zivkovic posits, captured some of the
narrative energies produced by this suppression (277). In her view, the Cold War conversation on
Central Europe became a repository for alternative modes of imagining states, borders, and
cultural identity.
Regional perspectives, like the one proposed by Zivkovic, often focus on the masochistic
tone in Central European fiction through the rhetoric of victimhood. This rhetoric was developed
within and alongside Central European fiction after 1945 and featured prominently within the
debate on Central Europe in the 1980s. It centered on the problem of regional fragmentation
caused by the dissolution of the Habsburg Empire which produced a number of small and
politically insignificant nation states in its wake, leaving them defenseless in the face of more
powerful global actors. While concentrating on the language of victimhood opens a series of
9

relevant questions pertaining to the problems of smallness, defenselessness, and irrelevance as
fundamental to Central European fiction after 1945, it fails to account for the tone of shame that
infuses them. Rearticulating the language of Central European fiction after 1945 within the
context of masochism rather than victimhood offers an analytical framework within which the
aspects of shame and guilt become visible and interpretable. As most of these affects are
narratively attached to issues of marginality, one of the goals of this dissertation is to dissect how
this sense of marginality is produced, and—if Central Europe is to be understood as a margin—
to interrogate the center that produces this marginality. This is why this project, despite its
regional focus, operates with a comparative scope in mind.
Like The Literary Politics of Mitteleuropa, this dissertation stems from an intellectual
intuition that what Central European literary cultures after 1945 share across the Iron Curtain has
to do with a sense of the submerged, hidden, and repressed. But, in opposition to Zivkovic’s
regionalist perspective, I argue that the themes of opacity and submergence coded in the form of
the Central European masochist novel are a response to a global discursive dynamic, intensified
by the Cold War, and a part of a global literary trend once referred to as postmodernism. In my
research, I am less interested in how these novels relate to specific regional histories than in how
they seek to articulate the pressures of belonging in regard to the East/West divide. I demonstrate
how these pressures produced a convoluted affective map of Central Europe that became the
focus of Central European fiction after 1945 on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
This dissertation inherits the concept of affective mapping from Jonathan Flatley, who
seeks to expand Fredric Jameson’s concept of cognitive mapping to include how world-shaping
epistemologies use affect. For Flatley, affective mapping is the dynamic process of attributing
value to things—social positions, material objects, geographical entities—through affective
10

coding (78).3 Flatley states that in this context mapping should be understood largely
metaphorically—the result of affective mapping is a map of social values and tastes that obscures
the material value of any particular thing and replaces it with its status (78). But as Flatley
demonstrates by alluding to the affective map of downtown Detroit produced by regional
suburbanites, these metaphorical processes often shape actual maps. This dissertation is
interested in the intersection of these two perspectives on how to understand and utilize affective
mapping. On the one hand, it focuses on affective production of status, value, and worth in Cold
War Central Europe, paying particular attention to how shame and guilt produce a map of
desirable behaviors and tastes. On the other hand, it seeks to define how global processes of
affective mapping have shaped Central Europe as a space where shame plays such a central role.
In these endeavors, both Flatley and I are indebted to Raymond Williams and his concept
of structures of feeling. In Marxism and Literature, Williams argues that literature has a capacity
to capture human responses to social and political changes before they have been captured by
analytical discourses. In Williams’ view, literature does this through descriptions of tastes, trends
and lived experiences that he refers to as structures of feeling (132). As Flatley posits, the
analytical value of structures of feeling is their ability to grasp values and inclinations in
movement, on a level that precedes notions of worldview or ideology (26). In this regard,
structures of feeling have become a particularly meaningful framework for this dissertation
because of their capacity to capture affective movements that go against the grain of professed

3

In his view, affective mapping is what makes our social life as we know it recognizable to us: “[w]hole sets of
affects—about family, profession, sexual practices, physical appearance, eating habits, and so forth—come into
being only through categories of class and gender. Social hierarchies surely could not work without depression,
cynicism, or despair produced among poor persons by unemployment, discrimination, or not being able to pay one’s
bills or, alternatively, without the joy that accompanies the purchase of a big new house or a fancy car or the
pleasurable sense of achievement and entitlement a high school student feels on admission to an Ivy League
university.” (79)
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ideological positions, revealing the paradox of subjectivity. Specifically, this dissertation traces
masochism in Central European postmodernism as a structure of feeling. I am primarily
interested in the inaugural paradox that seems to define masochism: Why is masochism in
Central European postmodernism simultaneously so omnipresent and so difficult to articulate?
This difficulty is not limited to interpretation; it is inscribed in the content as well as the form of
the novels I study, where it operates as an integral part of the masochism they thematize. In the
novels that I focus on, masochism and discursive difficulty appear as profoundly interlaced and
relational; or, rather, masochism appears to be the affective expression of a problem rooted in
epistemology.
What adds to the difficulty and simultaneously creates a space to better define it is that in
the novels I study —The Unbearable Lightness of Being, The Piano Teacher, Sorrow Beyond
Dreams, Repetition, and Solaris—masochism is gendered. Specifically, its gender is female.
This adds to, rather than helps with the interpretative difficulty because in the theoretical archive
of masochism, female masochism remains largely invisible. The fact that masochism as a
method of analysis continues to have a rich and productive afterlife has come at a somewhat
unexpected theoretical cost. Its proponents within queer and postcolonial theory cherish it
specifically for its potential to mock and subvert positions of power.4 These argumentative
threads almost unwillingly trace masochism back to its birthplace in Krafft-Ebing sexology,
seeing it as inseparable from the figure of Sacher Masoch—not literally, but structurally:
sometimes as a man, other times as a vector of imperial power, and often as both. Hence,
women are rarely considered masochistic subjects and female masochism continues to linger in
the realm of the normative and expected. This dissertation is not a call to queer female

4

Most notably the subversive ethics of masochism is explored in Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure.
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masochism. To the contrary, reading the novels at the center of my research, I have come to
understand that the normativity of female masochism lies at the heart of their attention. These
novels analogize femininity and cultural marginality as lacking, shameful conditions that can
only be addressed, and potentially pacified by masochism. In this aspect, the value of masochism
is two-fold: on the one hand, it is valuable as a phantasmatic structure designed to mediate the
feelings of shame and guilt. On the other hand, it is also valuable because of its revelatory
function: because of its phantasmatic nature, masochism becomes the space where the
submerged content of shame and guilt finally becomes visible. In one way or another, the five
novels that form my central archive mobilize this revelatory function of masochism.
Since Eve Sedgwick’s “Paranoid Reading,” revelational modes of reading and writing
have fallen into disfavor. This dissertation, however, seeks to historicize and recuperate the
purpose of revelation as an affective need of a certain historical moment, defined by the
discursive opacity of the Cold War. All five of these novels are thoroughly, profoundly, and at
times painfully committed to the project of revelation, uncovering, bringing to light—and
mobilize desire as a narrative vehicle for this goal. But, in contrast to the paranoid affect invoked
by Sedgwick, the affect I encountered was profoundly anxious. More than by desire for mastery,
these novels seemed motivated by a lust for a stable cognitive mapping, made elusive by the
affective map that rendered Central Europe ungraspable. Like the proverbial Freudian “woman,”
Central Europe was condemned as an unknowable space. As Jameson states in his argument for
the importance of cognitive mapping, “the incapacity to map socially is crippling to political
experience” (238). I propose that in these novels, the desire for revelation professed by
masochistic imagery speaks to a need to supplement the affective map of Central Europe created
from without by an operational cognitive map created from within.
13

Masochism, as I will show, is a Central European heritage narrative, regarding fiction as
well as theory. From Leopold Sacher-Masoch and Richard Krafft-Ebing, Freud and Roth, to
Kundera and Slavoj Žižek, Central European discourses have cultivated a focus on the personal,
intimate, familial, and sexual. The epistemology of desire made synonymous with the intellectual
project of psychoanalysis over the course of the twentieth century remained at the center of much
of Central European fiction and theory after 1945. Many Central European novels, and all of the
novels that are the subject of this dissertation, are modeled on psychoanalytical structure. They
are explicitly dedicated to the analysis of affect that transpires through a combination of dialog
and introspection, hence their propensity to showcase structures of feeling. Focusing on the
structures of feeling as a social imprint on the personal, they are invested in the interrelated
questions of subject- and culture-building as emotional rather than rational.

3. Theorizing Masochism
Masochism was created at the intersection of theory and fiction in the late nineteenthcentury Habsburg Empire.5 We inherit the term from Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s Psychopathia
Sexualis—one of the earliest studies in sexology that sought to categorize “pathological” sexual
behaviors. Krafft-Ebing derived the term, as well as the concept, from the name and the works of
Leopold von Sacher-Masoch—a contemporary Habsburg literary superstar, famous for his
romantic realist novels that depicted sexual, as well as political turmoil in the Empire’s
easternmost province of Galicia.

5

This does not mean masochism was invented exclusively in the Habsburg context. As John K. Noyes shows in
Mastery of Submission: Inventions of Masochism, modern masochism came to be through a series of historical
eruptions that can be traced throughout the history of the long twentieth century, as well as on a global scale. (8)
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Masochism caught Krafft-Ebing’s curiosity because of its failures in the context of
masculinity. The epistemological framework of Psychopathia Sexualis operates with clear and
normalized divisions along gender lines, manifesting a worldview in which men in general, and
noblemen specifically, are expected to exercise their mastery over women and their subjects—
and find this exercise sexually stimulating. In Krafft-Ebing’s view, failure to enjoy their position
as the head of the family, as well as the state, is a pathological condition that requires analysis
and treatment. Effectively, the cause of the masochist’s condition is his deep, affect-driven
rejection of masculinity (180).6
With psychoanalysis, masochism became a speculative space to develop alternative
models for the function of desire. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Sigmund Freud seeks to
address the human propensity to desire and orchestrate presumbaly undesirable scenarios. At the
core of Freud’s argument lies the idea of stability. Freud claims that masochism is structurally
repetitive. It latches onto painful experiences and seeks to repeat them, stabilizing singular
events into patterns, transforming the unknown into the habitual, thus creating the illusion of
control over things that in fact cannot be controlled. Both comforting and destructive, the
masochistic mode of desiring creates repetitive patterns that start out as a defense mechanism
attempting to protect one from the source of trauma but ultimately result in transforming the
trauma into one's destiny.
Initially Freud defines masochism as an economic problem. Because masochism leads
beyond the pleasure principle, it negates the core assumption of nineteeth-century epistemology
that people instinctively strive toward maximization of profit or happiness. Working with World

6

Krafft-Ebing specifically argues that a masochistic structure of desire is built on the female model: “The masochist
imagines himself in a passive, feminine role toward his mistress whereby his sexual gratification is governed by his
experiencing a successful illusion of complete subjection to the will of the consort. The pleasurable feeling, call it
lust, resulting from this act does not differ per se from the feeling which woman derives from the sexual act.” (180)
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War I veterans suffering from PTSD, many of whom have integrated their trauma by way of
repetition, Freud is forced to abandon his initial assumption of masochism as a glitch in the
economy of desire and embrace it as its integral part. Seeking to establish a functional theory of
masochism, he is forced to remodel his own assumptions about the structure and purpose of
desire and replace the primacy of the pleasure principle with the principle of homeostasis.
In Masochism in Sex and Society, Theodor Reik universalizes Freud’s assumptions about
masochism as a homeostatic tool. For Reik, masochism is synonymous with the human condition
and almost entirely separated from sexuality. Reik borrows the notion of “moral masochism”
from Freud and extends it into the concept of “social masochism” so as to encompass all layers
of human activity, from illicit love affairs to skiing. Importantly, Reik attaches masochism to the
source of internal contradiction (12). He maintains that masochism emerges when our desires
and our ideals contradict each other and serves the conservative purpose of preventing actions
that would disturb communal peace. In this claim, Reik mirrors the argument Freud makes about
the cultural function of the superego in Civilization and its Discontents.
Roy Baumeister, who also places skiing high on the list of masochistic activities, offers a
more corporeal and immediate theory of masochism. In “Masochism as Escape from Self,” he
claims that masochism is a response to anxiety produced by hyper-awareness (29). Like Reik, he
seeks to universalize and depathologize masochism, critiquing The Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders for listing masochism as a mental disorder.7 Baumeister’s
conceptualization of masochism also argues for its rootedness in internal contradiction: stating
the inability to find emotional consensus within oneself is particularly difficult to withstand and
can be often experienced as a desire for self-annihilation. This perspective was an important

7

Baumeister is citing DSM-III (30).
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point of departure for theorists who sought to account for masochism in individuals that did not
fit Krafft-Ebing’s portrait of the privileged masochist.
Another such perspective is framed by Sándor Ferenczi in “Confusion of the Tongues
Between the Adults and the Child.” Ferenczi doesn’t invoke masochism as a term but
investigates certain traits in sexual abuse survivors that psychoanalysis habitually listed as
masochistic in other contexts—notably internalized feelings of guilt and shame. He argues that
these this affective inversion—the victim internalizing the emotions expected from and absent in
the perpetrator—is a result of the desire to suspend external reality:
Through the identification, or let us say, introjection of the aggressor, he disappears as
part of the external reality, and becomes intra- instead of extra-psychic; the intra-psychic
is then subjected, in a dream-like state as is the traumatic trance, to the primary process,
i.e. according to the pleasure principle it can be modified or changed by the use of
positive or negative hallucinations. In any case the attack as a rigid external reality ceases
to exist and in the traumatic trance the child succeeds in maintaining the previous
situation of tenderness. (228)
Ferenczi’s argument is structurally similar to the one Freud makes in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle but, importantly, degenitalized. Ferenczi does not seek to make a claim for masochism
as a general human condition or a lacking mode of inhabiting social privilege. He focuses on
masochism as an adaptive mode resulting from the need to mediate trauma caused by abuse of
power. While Ferenczi primarily focuses on children, his perspective on masochism proved to be
particularly useful within the debate on female masochism that emerged in the late 1980s and
sought a model on which to conceptualize masochistic tendencies in domestic abuse survivors.
Ferenczi’s conceptualization of masochism as an adaptive strategy to abuse proved to be
17

particularly meaningful because it transported the conversation on masochism outside of the
realm of “perversion.”
While psychoanalysis sought to normalize masochism, its most important developments
in critical theory followed a radically different impulse. If Krafft-Ebing’s pathologizing
epistemology did not survive further developments in gender and sexuality studies, his
intellectual intuition that masochism operates as a rejection of masculinity became an important
facet of its theoretical afterlife, solidifying masochism as a space of liminal exceptionalism and
celebrating it for its rejection of normativity. This perspective was consolidated in 1967 with
Gilles Deleuze’s Coldness and Cruelty. The text offered a post-psychoanalytical interpretation of
Venus in Furs and portrayed Masoch not only as a proto queer, but also a postcolonial figure. At
the same time, it established masochism as a space where the social Darwinism of the late
nineteenth century, including its ideal of personhood modeled on Western colonial masculinity,
could be mocked and subverted. If Krafft-Ebing saw masochism as a problem seeking to be
fixed, Deleuze addressed as a possibility that needed to be explored.
Despite his attempt to move away from Freudian psychoanalysis and an explicit rejection
of Freud’s interpretation of masochism, Deleuze’s interpretation operates on a psychoanalytical
assumption that the self is divided into separate, antagonistic sub-sectors and that masochism is a
result of an internal struggle between them. For Deleuze, a latent heir to Freudian epistemology,
the human emotional apparatus remains divided into three faculties: the subconscious realm of
the id, the pretense of personal agency we have come to know as the ego, and the super-ego, the
slice of personhood which harbors internalized social pressures resulting from upbringing.
Freud—at least the Freud we encounter in Deleuze’s interpretation—argues that masochism
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serves the conservative goals of the super ego.8 Deleuze offers an alternative interpretation,
claiming that masochism is in fact a faculty of a particularly aggressive ego:
The masochist ego is only apparently crushed by the superego. … The weakness of the
ego is a strategy by which the masochist manipulates the woman into the ideal state for
the performance of the role he has assigned to her. If the masochist is lacking in anything,
it would be a superego and not an ego at all. In projecting the superego onto the beating
woman, the masochist appears to externalize it merely in order to emphasize its derisory
nature and make it serve the ends of the triumphant ego. (106-107)
As much as the interpretative movement between id, ego, and super ego has lost much of its
interpretive appeal, the core of Deleuze’s argument became—and remains—one of the most
often mobilized theoretical frameworks of masochism. Rearticulated, his argument captures
masochism as a form of resistance within the context of masculinity, painting an image of a son
rebelling against the father and rejecting the social role imposed onto him. Against the grain of a
popular stereotype, the Deleuzian masochist does not seek to be punished for his lack of
masculinity—he seeks to relinquish masculinity through the act of humiliation. In the punished
body of the masochist, the faculty being punished is his paternal heritage, not his inability to
inherit. In Deleuze’s, words, “[i]t is not the child but a father being beaten” (66).
Because Deleuze’s interpretation of masochism is inseparable from the figure of SacherMasoch, this rejection of the patriarchal order is inseparable from the rejection of colonialism
8

Freud, following his habitual argumentative method, makes several competing arguments concerning the
emergence of masochism. In The Economic Problem of Masochism, he indeed appears to make an argument for
masochism if a form of projecting the super-ego to the outside world: “[m]asochism creates a temptation to perform
“sinful” actions, which must then be expiated by the reproaches of the sadistic conscience […] or by chastisement
from the great paternal power of Destiny. In order to provoke punishment from this last representative of the
parents, the masochist must do what is inexpedient, must act against his own interest, must ruin the prospects which
open out to him in the real world and must, perhaps, destroy his own real existence.” (Freud 281-283) At a different
moment in the text, however, he claims the source of masochism is ego’s desire to portray emotional life as
undivided, combined with the irreconcilable difference between ego and ego-ideal. (280)
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and imperialism. In the opening paragraphs of Coldness and Cruelty, Deleuze situates Masoch
within the Habsburg imperial context, arguing that his work was “deeply influenced by the
problems of nationalities, minority groups and revolutionary movements in the Empire” (9). For
Masoch, a son of the Lemberg police chief, these problems were both personal and formative.
Masoch grew up in a household profoundly engaged in the life of the borderland Habsburg
province of Galicia. Born in 1836 and relocating in 1848, following his father’s transfer to
Prague, he witnessed the turmoil of emerging nationalisms and changing social conditions
firsthand. This was a historical moment defined by the nationalist revolutions of 1848, which for
Galicia meant the eruption of competing Ruthenian and Polish nationalist narratives that
sometimes erupted into violence. On the other hand, it was also a historical moment when the
stratification of society was questioned, and the issue of serfdom became a question of a
parliamentary debate (Wolff 111). As Wolff argues in The Idea of Galicia: History and Fantasy
in Habsburg Political Culture, the Habsburg presence in Galicia—Galicia became a part of the
empire with the first partition of Poland in 1772—was envisioned as a civilizing mission to
develop underdeveloped Eastern lands (26). This colonialist vision was inspired and justified by
orientalist discourses on Eastern Europe produced by the Western European enlightenment (49).
In Deleuze’s view, Masoch’s romanticization of the Ruthenian cultural heritage, combined with
his erotization of surrender across the gender and ethnic divide, speaks not only of a rejection of
a patriarchal masculinity but denounces the Habsburg colonial project.9 Reinventing Masoch as a
9

In Wolff’s view, Masoch’s masochism was a narrative—as well as emotional—mode of integrating the traumatic
memories of violence and oppression he witnessed in Galicia: “[t]he fascination with slavery—its violence, its
obligations, its humiliations – was … perfectly consistent with the Galician context of Sacher-Masoch’s childhood
in the 1840s. It was during that decade that the brutally oppressive conditions of serfdom in Galicia were being
discussed in the Galician Sejm and within the Austrian administration, focusing especially on the contractual
obligations to perform forced labor. Peasant rage erupted in the massacres of 1846 and was ultimately appeased with
the emancipation of the serfs in 1848. Until then, it was not uncommon to describe the condition of serfdom in
Galicia … as a sort of slavery, comparable to contemporary African-American slavery in the United States. For
Sacher-Masoch, then, slavery was neither an exotically or anachronistically remote subject of interest, but the
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proto-queer and postcolonial subject, Deleuze reshaped the rhetoric on masochism along two
lines: on the level of structure, he helped situate masochism as a discourse particularly well
suited to accommodate the complicated relationship between desire and agency as it reflects the
movement between the personal and the political. But on a more specific level, he situated
masochism as a mode of ethics, built around its capacity to transgress social and gender roles.
In queer theory, the ethics of masochism resurfaced during the HIV crisis. As Leo
Bersani maintains in “Is the Rectum a Grave,” the HIV crisis forced the gay community, briefly
granted access to normativity during the civil rights era, to revisit their liminal status, imposed
onto them by the two-fold pressures of increasing social persecution and a heightened sense of
mortality. Structurally, Bersani’s argument for the ethics of masochism is parallel to
Baumeister’s but importantly diverges from it at the level of stakes: for Bersani, masochism is
not a temporary suspension of self; it is a categorical rejection of selfhood.10 Bersani is not a
utopian writer. In passing, he denounces any desire to claim the queer community as a space of

burning issue of his own childhood’s time and place, the issue that made an indelible mark on his developmental
psyche.” (Wolff 112-113) To demonstrate his thesis, he offers an excerpt from Masoch’s private correspondence:
““My father protected the east of the land from rebellion, as he discovered and arrested the leaders of the
insurrection in Lemberg; when the Polish revolution broke out at the same time in the west, and the peasants, taking
sides against the nobility, killed the insurgents, set fire to the noble manors, and produced a horrible blood bath, the
precautions of my father were gratefully recognized even by the Poles. Only one leader of the insurrection escaped
arrest in Lemberg. He gathered together in Gorozani the conspirators and the peasants, but the peasants here too
turned their murderous scythes against the Poles. It was the only place in the east where blood flowed. I saw the
insurgents arrive, some dead, some wounded, on a overcast February day, escorted by armed peasants. The
insurgents lay upon miserable little carts, the blood ran down from the straw and the dogs licked it up.” (Wolff 143)
10
Bersani calls for a polyamorous gay sexuality—which, in the context of the HIV crisis, is also inherently selfannihilating—as an ethical antidote to individualism: “[t]hat judgment, as I have been suggesting, is grounded in the
sacrosanct value of selfhood, a value that accounts for human beings' extraordinary willingness to kill in order to
protect the seriousness of their statements. The self is a practical convenience; promoted to the status of an ethical
ideal, it is a sanction for violence. If sexuality is socially dysfunctional in that it brings people together only to
plunge them into a self-shattering and solipsistic jouissance that drives them apart, it could also be thought of as our
primary hygienic practice of nonviolence. Gay men's "obsession" with sex, far from being denied, should be
celebrated—not because of its communal virtues, not because of its subversive potential for parodies of machismo,
not because it offers a model of genuine pluralism to a society that at once celebrates and punishes pluralism, but
rather because it never stops representing the internalized phallic male as an infinitely loved object of sacrifice. Male
homosexuality advertises the risk of the sexual itself as the risk of self-dismissal, of losing sight of the self, and in so
doing it proposes and dangerously represents jouissance as a mode of ascesis.” (Bersani 222)
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embodied egalitarianism, arguing that anybody who ever entered a gay bar will know that the
community itself is profoundly implicated by social Darwinism. Regardless, he advertises the
ethics of masochism within the queer community as an alternative to normativizing aspirations,
which proved to be unachievable and might also be considered undesirable.
Queer ethics of masochism received ample criticism within the realm of feminist
scholarship. In Sublime Surrender: Male Masochism at the Fin-de-Siècle, Suzanne Stewart
insists masochism’s presumed subversive capacity is no more than smoke and mirrors that leaves
existing power relations intact. Stewart, like Deleuze, traces the discourse on masochism back to
its birthplace at the turn of the century. Her argument, however, is significantly less celebratory
than Deleuze’s. For Stewart masochism, performative by nature, is less a symbol of a genuine
desire to reject the patriarchal system of power and more an orchestrated attempt to appear
revolutionary while simultaneously maintaining the position of power. Stewart’s argument—as
well as Deleuze’s—is consistent with the historical Sacher-Masoch. Stewart highlights
biographical details in Masoch’s biography that Deleuze overlooks so as to sustain the
subversive potential of masochism that he sought to establish. Stewart insists on the
phantasmatic function of masochism, arguing that all subversion of power positions that might
transpire within a space of masochistic fantasy is staged and temporary, and hence immaterial.
The revision of masochism within a postcolonial context redirected the debate on
masochist ethics away from the pro et contra model and proposed that the actual value of
masochism as an interpretative model lies within its multidirectionality. In The Mastery of
Submission: Inventions of Masochism John K. Noyes points out that the Deleuzian synonymizing
of masochism with the figure of Masoch unnecessarily limited its theoretical potential. Like
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Deleuze and Stewart, Noyes attaches the emergence of the masochist rhetoric to nineteenthcentury normativity built around imperialist masculinity.11
In Noyes’ view, masochism is inspired by the nineteenth-century zeitgeist, capturing “the
contradictory positions of nineteenth-century liberalism” (54). For Noyes, the body of the
masochist is a site where the ideal of the nineteenth-century liberal subjectivity that dictates the
will to power in a pseudo ethical key proves to be unsustainable. Because this contradiction is
emphatically heightened in colonial settings, masochism as rhetoric captures the complexity of
coloniality so well:
White liberalism is the seedbed of European male masochism in the colonies, since it
encourages supremacist feelings of “sadistic aggression towards the black man,” while
“the democratic culture of the county in question” stigmatizes these feelings. The white
man is burdened with a guilt complex concerning his own violence in a social setting
where violence has come be increasingly identified with masculinity. (Noyes 110)
Noyes’ colonial masochism frames the question of ethics in masochism as secondary (and
perhaps unnecessary) and reframes masochism as a site of revelation where the pressure of
coherency is broken down. In Sensational Flesh: Race, Power, and Masochism, Amber Jamilla
Musser seeks to extend the argument for the multidirectionality of masochism outside of the

11

Noyes defines the body of the male white masochist as site of the failed marriage between liberalism and
imperialism: “[o]ne of the ongoing projects of the liberal imagination was to isolate the subject as a realm of
normative sexuality, desire, intention, and free will, an “inside” that could be quarantined from the field of historical
phenomena and social life. And this “inside” was thought of as existing in a dialectic relationship to the “outside” of
sociohistorical phenomena. … The body of a masochist is also a place where this project failed. Masochistic
imagery emerged on the fine line between the successful pathologization of nonproductive social violence and the
return of repressed social violence in the forms of representation. The modernist imagination produced the
masochist subject as one of the places where representation failed to come to terms with subjectivity. … The body
of the masochist became marked with the return of all those problematic sociohistorical aspects that have been
banished when the liberal subject was imagined as self-determining and free, aggressive and self-controlled.”
(Noyes 6)
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nineteenth-century colonial setting and outside of its inseparability from masculinity and
privilege. Arguing against the usefulness of masochism as form of exceptionalism, Musser draws
attention to masochism as a structure, framing it as a “relationship between sensation and power”
(2):
This history of reading for exceptionalism has disavowed difference in its quest to
decenter the subject. …When sexuality is placed at the core of exceptionalism, other
markers of difference are either forgotten or marginalized. … What, however, would it
mean to see masochism not as a practice of exceptionalism or subversion but as an
analytic space where difference is revealed? (19)
To answer her own question, Musser invites the reader to reconceptualize masochism as a form
of embodied experience of power, not limited to masculinity or privilege that could—and
should—account for positionalities historically excluded from its scope. This dissertation shares
in this commitment but is perhaps more directly invested in the question of the erasure of
masochism from the margins. In this regard, the debate on female masochism serves as a model
on which to think about marginal masochism as an epistemological problem. While male
masochism has experienced a rich and multifaceted theoretical afterlife, female masochism
largely remains a subject of practical debate at the interaction of legal studies, social work, and
psychiatry.
As Noyes reminds us, this debate flared up in popular media between 1985 and 1989,
following an intra-disciplinary revolt of feminist psychiatrists concerning the definition of
masochism in the 1980 edition of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (15).12

12

As provided by Noyes, the definition is as follows: “Sexual masochism could be diagnosed as is either (1) or (2)
holds true:
(1) A preferred or exclusive mode of producing sexual excitement is to be humiliated, bound, beaten, or
otherwise made to suffer
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The object of the debate was that DSM operated with a simplistic notion of universal female
masochism: “Feminist critiques of DSM-III pointed out that it is a small step from the doctrine of
feminine masochism to the doctrine of women’s masochism and professional speculation ‘that
victims of wife beating stay with their mates because of a secret liking of punishment’” (17). At
the heart of the matter lay not so much the disciplinary dissemination of a socially constructed
stereotype, but the practical consequences that formalizing these stereotypes has on the victims
of domestic violence in the court of law.13 The pressure of legal risk presents a difficulty to
expanding the debate on female masochism, creating a discursive lack and hindering the process
of cognitive mapping in regard to female masochism.
This stark difference in the conditions for and possibilities of the debate on female
masochism is produced by the fact that female masochism exists within the realm of structural
(and often literal) vulnerability. There have been attempts to subsume female masochism into the
narrative of queer masochism ethics. Notably, this was done by Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art
of Failure, resulting in the concept of shadow feminism. Halberstam conceptualizes shadow
feminism as an alternative to liberal feminism, rejecting its propensity to envision equality as
equal access to power. Much like Bersani’s queer figure driven by the death drive, the shadow
feminist showcases her exclusion from power as a source of liberation. Attractive as it might
seem, however, shadow feminism fails to account for the fact that, in contrast to queer
masochism, female masochism often doesn’t inhabit a subcultural space where power relations
are subjected to playfulness. Rather, it is normative, encouraged, and made invisible by the
patriarchal imbalance in power relations across the gender divide.

(2) The individual has intentionally participated in an activity in which he or she was physically harmed or his
or her life was threatened, in order to produce sexual excitement (16).
13
As Maneesha Deckha argues, invoking masochism in a legal battle often proves to be a losing strategy (444).
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Birgit Rommelspacher invites us to reconceptualize the notion of female masochism as a
survival strategy (31). She interprets female masochism as adaptational and relational, a product
of female adaptation to masculine usurpation of power in both domestic and public relations
(37). In her view, the most discursively responsible decision would be to abandon the term
altogether and refocus our attention on the processes of inequality that create the behavioral
patterns we habitually interpret under the banner of masochism. In this sense, removing
masochism from a list of sexual disorders and immobilizing its legal consequences would be an
important step in suspending the legal and psychiatric debate on female masochism that
historically brought more harm than good to those who were implicated in it. However,
inspecting the erasure of female masochism from the otherwise extensive debate on masochism
within critical theory remains of extreme importance. The importance is not one of simple
inclusivity: it is produced by the fact that female masochism is a forceful (perhaps even
omnipresent) trope in many contexts and that there is no consistent framework that could account
for its specificity. One of the goals of this dissertation is to help produce such a model.
In many ways, my concept of female masochism draws on the functions it shares with
masochism in general. Much like Musser, I argue that masochism is structural and
multidirectional; if we are to theorize effectively, we must theorize it in such a way that it can
account for the difference in its uses. Accordingly, this dissertation centers on two aspects of
masochism—one pertaining to the shared, structural level of masochism as fantasy and another,
specific to female masochism. Regarding female masochism, this dissertation focuses on the
affective inversion that Ferenczi and Rommelspacher sought to articulate in their work with
survivors of sexual and domestic abuse. This is a facet of masochism that habitually escapes all
interpretations of masochism that operate on the assumption of the exceptionalism of the
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masochistic subject. Rather than the exceptional masochist, this dissertation centers on the
habitual masochist, interpreting masochism as a mode of adaptation to a traumatic externality.
The need to elevate the quotidian masochist to the level of theory arose from the material
analyzed in this dissertation. The Unbearable Lightness of Being, The Piano Teacher, Sorrow
Beyond Dreams, and Solaris all use masochistic tropes not to investigate its subcultural,
subversive, or liberational facets. Instead, they focus on the figure of a female masochist as a
vehicle for the pressures of normativity regarding gender, class, status, race, or ethnicity. In one
way or another, these narratives examine masochism in the context of lack, seeking to explore
the feelings of guilt and shame it produces.
Regarding the shared structure of masochism, this dissertation is particularly invested in
masochism as a site of revelation. This facet of masochism is often implied, but rarely developed
or contextualized. At different times Freud, Deleuze, Bersani, Halberstam, and Noyes all argue
that masochism is a privileged space for revelation, where the repressed “truth” of the matter—
be it repressed individual feelings or convoluted political ideologies—is allowed to erupt.
Drawing on Freud’s assumption that masochism is related to internal contradiction, Noyes
specifically argues that masochism functions as a site of relief from the unbearable paradox of
colonialism, simultaneously grounded in the pseudo-charitable ethics of civilization and extreme
cruelty of material exploitation. This dissertation follows the rhetoric of masochism outside of
the nineteenth century context, where it is still often historicized. Focusing on masochism as a
discourse situated at the intersection of the personal and the political, this dissertation explores
what kind of work its reemergence in Central European fiction after 1945 is doing, particularly in
regard to the Cold War.
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4. Masochism as the Language of the Semiperiphery: Situating Central Europe on the
Map of Cold War World Literature
In one way or another, all of the novels I focus on in this dissertation refer to the spaces
they seek to define as borderland spaces.14 As Wolff reminds us, the borderland status of Central
Europe is not new and dates back to the Orientalizing appetites of the English and French
enlightenment. With the discursive invocation of the Iron Curtain, however, the question of the
border between the “East” and the “West” in Central Europe regained acute urgency that echoes
throughout Central European fiction after 1945. In this sense, this dissertation interrogates how
the Cold War shaped the conditions for World Literature in general, and Central European
fiction specifically. In response to the linguistic turn, Cold War studies of the twenty-first
century has been defined by positivist and empiricist trends.15 In his forward to an edited volume

14

A vast and fairly diverse array of scholarship is dedicated to the inquiry of Eastern and Central European spaces in
the borderland context. Alongside Larry Wolff’s Inventing Eastern Europe, I should mention, for example, Omer
Bartov and Erich D. Weitz’s edited volume Shatterzone of Empires: Coexistence and Violence in the German,
Habsburg, Russian, and Ottoman Borderlands, Anne Appelbaum’s Between East and West: Across the Borderlands
of Europe, and Andrew C. Janos East Central Europe in the Modern World: The Politics of Borderlands from Preto Postcommunism. The majority of these endeavors, however, are dedicated to political history and memory politics
and refer to literature only marginally. In Wittgenstein’s Ladder: Poetic Language and the Strangeness of the
Ordinar,y Marjorie Perloff stages Austrian literature as borderland literature, showing how Thomas Bernhard and
Ingeborg Bachmann take Wittgenstein’s assumption that “the limits of my language are the limits of my world”
literarily: “The famous proposition ‘The limits of my language mean the limits of my world’ … is read by Bernhard
(as it is by Ingeborg Bachmann, who cites it admiringly a number of times), not, in the usual way, as the assertion
that one has no access to the world independent of one's language, but rather (and somewhat eccentrically) as a
statement about human limits, those limits (Grenzen) that ultimately lead to the inability to say anything, that is, to
silence. This twist is not surprising when one remembers that postwar Austrians like Bernhard and Bachmann had
good reason to be sensitive about Die Grenzen, given that warning signs bearing the word Grenze were an everyday
sight, designating the border between inside and outside, between the safe and gemutlich Austria where one was at
home and the feared and alien Ost-Europa just a hundred miles or so to the north (Czechoslovakia), east (Hungary),
and southeast (Yugoslavia).” (145–146) Perloff’s contribution to how we might conceptualize borderland literature
in general, and Austrian borderland literature specifically, lies largely in calling to an awareness that in the
“borderlands” the convolutedness of language and failure of speech, that are often interpolated as “postmodernist”
and apolitical, are a response to material, and often hyper-politicized conditions. This dissertation, however, claims
that this condition holds true for Central European literature on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
15
This trend is also indicative of the state of Cold War scholarship within the literary studies, which has largely been
interested in its extra-literary life and cultural diplomacy. Richmond Yale’s Cultural Exchange and the Cold War:
Raising the Iron Curtain analyzes the ways and modes in which knowledge traveled across the Iron curating, mostly
from West to East. Cold War Cultures: Perspectives on Eastern and Western European Societies, a collection of
essays edited by Annette Vowinckel, Marcus M. Payk, and Thomas Lindenberger brings together authors arguing
for the correlation between political pressures, subject-building, and cultural identity but likewise engages in very
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of essays The Cultural Cold War in Western Europe 1945-1960 (2003) David Caute postulates
that Cold War studies has been damaged by an overload of discourse analysis and that the only
way to salvage it as a reasonable discipline is to limit it to archival research. In his view, critical
theory “strangulated” the Cold War as a topic “by means of esoteric jargon clogged with
abstraction, nouns tortured into verbs, cinematic metaphors, or website prose” (i). In Caute’s
words, “it is not the book, painting or symphony which counts as the last analysis, but who paid
for the printer’s ink, the canvas and the orchestra’s travelling expenses. Scholars should therefore
devote themselves to archival exposure of who paid the piper, and more or less forget about the
tune” (ii). Caute’s methodological conclusion, as well as his advice to others who seek to
interpret the Cold War, is to abandon discourse analysis altogether.
In his preface to Campaigning Culture and the Global Cold War: The Journals of the
Congress for Cultural Freedom, Matthew Spender articulates similar concerns, albeit with less
disciplinary prejudice. Seeking to estimate the influence of the journals supported by the
Congress of International Freedom and hence the CIA, Spender finds himself wondering how
one might estimate their reach, particularly in the decolonizing Third World and socialist Second
World where they were received with ample skepticism (ix). While the CIA claims that the
journals were “a success” in regard to the global dissemination of market liberalism—which I
agree with, albeit not sharing in the Agency’s enthusiasm—Spender is concerned with the
question of how this success can be measured (ix). How does one measure the cultural or
affective effects of the written word? Much like Caute, Spender is convinced that these questions
are ultimately unanswerable and should remain a matter of private speculation.

little in-depth textual analysis. Andrew N. Rubin’s Archives of Authority: Empire, Culture, and the Cold War
examines how American post-1945 shaped the landscape of contemporary Weltliteratur through the institutions such
as the Congress for National Freedom.
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Louis Menand, on the other hand, claims that such questions can, and should be
answered, arguing that one method of answering is to redirect our attention back to the tune. His
The Free World: Art and Thought in the Cold War demonstrates that historiographic methods
and discourse analysis are not mutually exclusive; placed in dialogue, they amount to a
productive framework for undertaking intellectual history. Focusing on the role social networks
and government policies play in the circulation of ideas, Menand’s account of the cultural Cold
War encompasses more than just a list of invoices issued by the piper and paid for by the CIA. In
his view, the cultural policies of the Cold War had far-reaching consequences on the discursive
landscape of the late twentieth century. This interrelatedness of culture and politics that
transformed cultural institutions into active battlegrounds for discursive domination restructured
the position culture previously held in the society (Menand 6). It transformed the “questions
about value and taste, form, and expression, theory and method into questions that bore on the
choice between “alternative ways of life” (Menand 6).
Menand characterizes the Cold War as an imperial conflict for global domination
between the United States of America and the Soviet Union in the aftermath of World War II. In
his view, the specificity of the historical moment after the defeat of fascism shaped the Cold War
into a prevalently ideological conflict:
During those years, each nation accused the other of cynicism and hypocrisy. Each
claimed that the other was seeking to advance its own power and influence in the name of
some grand civilizing mission. But each nation also honestly believed that history was on
its side and that the other was headed down a dead end. This meant that the outcome of
their rivalry could not properly be decided by military superiority alone, since the matter
was not finally about brute strength. It was about ideas, and ideas in the broadest sense –
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about economic and political doctrines, theories of human nature, the meaning of truth.
(Menand 5)
In Menand’s view, the conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union was a conflict
between two competing visions of postwar modernization, both of which depended on the
conviction that they were inherently ethical and ripe for global expansion. Menand stops short
from asserting that such “honest beliefs” served as a façade for imperialist goals. Totalizing
globalist ideas of global capitalism and global communism in the Soviet key were often deployed
to serve significantly more material goals, such as land or resources acquisition. In other words,
ethical arguments were often manipulated to serve imperialist goals.
Caute argues that Cold War studies are, much like their subject, divided into two blocks:
one side largely devoted to demonizing the role of the Soviet Union, focusing on its imperialist
appetites in Eastern and Central Europe, and the other side dedicated to the demonization of US
imperial expansion in Asia and South America. In part, this dissertation seeks to overcome this
division. A part of my argument is that the Cold War as an interimperial conflict of two large
superpowers had a colossal impact on the use of language and the accessibility of the “truth”
precisely because it was predominantly fought through the means of espionage and cultural
policies on both sides. The conflict also created a cognitive map of the world that rendered
smaller actors invisible. This erasure strongly resonated within Central European fiction after
1945 and is, in many regards, still relevant today. It resonated on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
In the “East,” authors such as Kundera resented simplistic amalgamation as figures of anti-Soviet
dissent that eradicated regional differences between the countries of the Warsaw pact and created
a specter of an undivided, Russian-flavored “East.” In Austria, the problem was mediated by its
relationship with Germany and the global disappearance of Austrian specificity as a pseudo31

German space. Through Autstria’s attachment to the “West” and Germany, Austrian specificity
and its historical multilingualism were rendered invisible.
But the creation of the Cold War cognitive map was not defined exclusively by the broad
brush of the division between the “East” and the “West.” Epistemologically and discursively
speaking, the global influence of the United States and the Soviet Union was marked by a
profound inequality, created by an immense infrastructural privilege on the side of the US: the
privilege of global English. In his 1946 speech “Sinews of Peace,” Sir Winston Churchill took
the liberty of crowning the United States as the rightful heir to the British Empire, bestowing
upon it the task to defend the World as—in his view—Britain once had. While British political
strength waned, the postwar United States were, as Churchill would have it, “at the pinnacle of
global power” (Churchill). Symbolically, Churchill’s speech—today mostly remembered for its
invocation of the Iron Curtain—served as a declaration of an imperial inheritance transferred
from Britain to the United States. The infrastructure of global English was central to this
inheritance. By March 1946, English has already been globally disseminated by British language
politics across the Commonwealth, often at the expense of local languages. Because the Cold
War, in contrast to other interimperial conflicts, depended so heavily on discursive and
ideological warfare—as professed by the changes of the function of culture invoked by
Menand—the linguistic advantage of the United States allowed for an easier circulation and
dissemination of “pro-American values,” situating the United States as the global center for
epistemological production.
Between the binary interimperial competition between the United States and the Soviet
Union and the globalization of regional American perspectives on the wings of global English,
the Cold War produced the cognitive map of the World still in use today. This map,
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conceptualized by Immanuel Wallerstein’s world-systems analysis, has become the basis of
many disciplines in the humanities, including literary studies. It also became the normative
model on which many of us, as if instinctively, imagine the World. As much as Wallerstein’s
world-systems analysis is structural rather than essentialist, the majority of word-systems maps
that divide the world into imperialist core countries, aspirational semiperipheral countries, and
the exploited periphery, do so mobilizing the interimperial map of the Cold War, merging the
core–periphery-semiperiphery model with the model that divides the globe into the First, Second,
and Third World. This is why, regardless of Caute’s skepticism, discourse analysis of the Cold
War remains a necessary endeavor: it helps us to historicize the ways of seeing the world that are
still in active circulation and remain used with an unexamined naivete.
While all these units suffer from the broad brush of the three-fold mapping, the presumed
semiperiphery has suffered the greatest epistemological damage and is often least represented in
the attempts to define what these categories factually entail. This is particularly true for the
mobilization of world-systems analysis within literary studies. The expansiveness of postcolonial
theory within literary studies was designed to capture the relationship between the center and the
periphery particularly well, constituting the semiperiphery as an afterthought, sometimes
blending the periphery and semiperiphery together and sometimes raising doubts as to whether
the latter should be considered an independent category of analysis. Franco Moretti and the
Warwick Research Collective draw a parallel between the system of World Literature and the
world-system as created by the global expansion of capitalism. Both of these arguments present
World Literature as an interconnected system within which the center defines the discursive
conditions for the periphery and the semiperiphery, rendering these two categories as
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indistinguishable in as much they are both subaltern in their position vis–à-vis the center. As
Moretti states in “Conjectures on World Literature”:
I will borrow this initial hypothesis from the world-system school of economic history,
for which international capitalism is a system that is simultaneously one, and unequal:
with a core, and a periphery (and a semiperiphery) that are bound together in a
relationship of growing inequality. One, and unequal: one literature (Weltliteratur,
singular, as in Goethe and Marx), or perhaps, better, one world literary system (of interrelated literatures); but a system which is different from what Goethe and Marx had
hoped for, because it’s profoundly unequal. … This is what one and unequal means. The
destiny of a culture (usually a culture of the periphery …) is intersected and altered by
another culture (from the core) that ‘completely ignores it’. (“Conjectures”)
From the perspective of the center as a space where epistemological categories are created and
disseminated globally, the periphery and the semiperiphery are equally illegible. The argument I
am making by directing my focus to masochism in Central European fiction after 1945, however,
seeks to encapsulate how the condition of semiperipherality is experienced from within. In many
ways, this dissertation centers on the question of auto-stereotype, focusing on how marginality is
internalized and experienced as lacking and shameful. With this perspective in mind, the
category of the semiperiphery is relevant to my research because of its capacity to capture the
aspirational pressures in spaces that—from the perspective of the center—are marginally closer
to achieving the proposed civilizational standard. This aspirational inbetweenness makes
semiperipheral spaces—like the Cold War Central Europe—particularly difficult to grasp and
has historically contributed to their epistemological invisibility. As I argued earlier in this
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chapter, this invisibility is often mistaken for a factual material lack that produces masochistic
tropes that became the subject of this research.
Throughout this dissertation, I myself use notions of the margin, the periphery, and the
semiperiphery interchangeably. This usage is largely due to the fact that the majority of the
authors I focus on interpret their own positionality as “peripheral” and in those instances, I
remain faithful to their self-identification. My argument aspires to capture the specificity of the
semiperiphery, which I further explore in my chapter on Lem’s Solaris. In this context, the
affective inversion of masochism provides a much–needed interpretative framework to
understand the intense shame of “provincialism” that defines so much of Central European
fiction after 1945. In my first chapter, which focuses on Kundera’s The Unbearable Lightness of
Being, I define this affect as the anxiety of insufficiency and show how Kundera uses the
masochistic imagination to pacify its unbearable weight.
The longevity of masochistic imagery in Central European fiction speaks to the
historicity of Central Europe’s semiperipherality that can, as Wolff might argue, be traced back
to the enlightenment. This dissertation, however, shows that use of masochistic imagery in
Central European fiction after 1945, particularly in the last two decades of the Cold War, does
more than simply update semiperipheral concerns for a new historical context. It argues that
Central European fiction utilizes masochism’s capacity to serve as a site of revelation to address
a global discursive crisis that marked the second half of the twentieth century by using regional
narrative heritage. Seeking to account for the effect that the Cold War had on the landscape of
World Literature, I claim that it shaped more than its map. As Menand argues, it helped to
elevate the status of cultural production, raising the stakes for what discourse and art are
expected to do both socially and politically. While raising the stakes and mobilizing culture for
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propagandist purposes, it produced an affect of anxiety and frustration within culture itself; it
created the perception that what is being said and how it is being said were simultaneously of the
utmost importance and always in danger of manipulation. This dissertation places Central
European fiction after 1945 within the context of the crisis of representation produced by the
centrality of discursive warfare to the Cold War. In this sense, it focuses on the historical
specificity of fiction after 1945, resurrecting the critical debate on postmodernism that has fallen
into neglect in the last decades.
Much like “Central Europe,” “postmodernism” has become an increasingly opaque and
contested term. One of the goals of this dissertation is to reintroduce it as a functional analytical
category. For the purpose of this dissertation, postmodernism primarily functions as a temporal
frame, insofar as it informs the decades of the 1960s through the 1980s. Moreover, in claiming
the novels I am analyzing as specifically postmodernist, I also seek to offer a historical
perspective on postmodernism as a discursive response to the Cold War. The purpose of this
endeavor is thus two-fold. Reconstructing postmodernism from the margins, this dissertation
pushes the debate on postmodernism in a direction it previously neglected. But perhaps more
importantly, my dissertation reformulates several aesthetic and ethical facets of the debate on
postmodernism to account for a stylistic, as well as an epistemological imprint of the Cold War
on the landscape of World Literature.
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5. Masochism as a Site of Revelation: Postmodernism and the Crisis of Representation
As if in passing, Fredric Jameson proposes the female masochist as the central figure of
postmodernism:
[C]oncepts such as anxiety and alienation (and the experiences to which they correspond,
as in The Scream) are no longer appropriate in the world of the postmodern. The great
Warhol figures—Marilyn herself, or Edie Sedgewick—the notorious burn-out and selfdestruction cases of the ending 1960s, and the great dominant experiences of drugs and
schizophrenia—these would seem to have little enough in common anymore, either with
the hysterics and neurotics of Freud’s own day, or with those canonical experiences of
radical isolation and solitude, anomie, private revolt, Van Gogh-type madness, which
dominated the period of high modernism. This shift in the dynamics of cultural pathology
can be characterized as one in which the alienation of the subject is displaced by the
latter’s fragmentation. (Jameson, Postmodernism 14)
Like Eve Sedgwick, Jameson diagnoses self-annihilating tendencies of this figure (in his text
represented by Marylin Monroe and Edie Sedgwick) as psychotic. Much like Bersani, he claims
that the masochism these figures represent, is defined by fragmentation, or even complete
disappearance of subjectivity. In their structural similarity, Jameson’s, Sedgwick’s, and Bersani’s
arguments share an intuition that the zeitgeist they are in conversation with is defined by a
psychotic deterioration of the subject. Albeit for different reasons, Jameson and Bersani identify
this fragmented subject in the figure of the masochist. These readings correspond to Brian
McHale’s interest in how postmodernist fiction differs from modernist fiction, making the case
that the epistemological dominant that energized much of the latter, has been sidelined by the
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ontological dominant. In other words, if modernism engaged with the lack of ability to fully
understand the world, postmodernism became concerned with the very nature of this world.
At the core of McHale’s argument lies an intellectual intuition that postmodernism offers
another turn of the screw to the project of cognitive distrust launched by modernism. I, however,
find that this turn remains profoundly epistemological. As François Lyotard argues in The
Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, the postmodern condition is primarily
constructed around the problem of knowledge. For Lyotard, this problem is centered on a lack of
stable authority and an inflation of scientific and discursive practices. In various iterations, this
theme is ingrained in the majority of poststructuralist thought from Derridean impossibility of
interpretation to Althusserian omnipresence of ideology. These theoretical frameworks share
their emergence from a crisis of representation, defined by the impossibility of fruitful
relationship between the word and the world and the inherent inaccessibility of the “truth”
produced by this fraught relationship. With this in mind, this dissertation makes a case that
postmodernist fiction is globally defined by a crisis of representation, produced by the Cold War,
and seeks to recuperate postmodernism as a periodizing term particularly well equipped to define
this crisis.
In the last two decades postmodernism, once a vibrant and captious catchphrase, has lost
much of its theoretical appeal. In literary studies, early twenty-first century was largely defined
by the return of/to modernism. Postmodernism was somewhat deliberately, somewhat
spontaneously sidelined in favor of so-called “long modernism.” Amy Hungerford, who coined
the term long modernism, argues that the theoretical frameworks of postmodernism needed to be
transcended because they were designed to exclude the majority of non-masculine authors and
authors of color, who did not practice experimental fiction—labeled postmodernist within the US
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context—in favor of more overtly socially engaged writing (411).16 In this view, postmodernism
should be understood more as a triumph of modernist elitism than its alternative (418).
Inflation of modernist studies at the expense of more constrained narratives concerning
twentieth-century fiction marked a desire for more flexible, expansive, and creative modes of
historization, periodization, and mapping in literary studies. It proved to be particularly fruitful in
reinstating the importance of longue durée processes, in political as well as literary history.
Within this context, the authors and novels that figure in this dissertation are often read as
modernist. In Modernist Futures: Innovation and Inheritance in the Contemporary Novel, for
example, David James makes a case for a modernist reading of Kundera. In his view, the legacy
of modernism survives in contemporary fiction in the ways these works combine political
engagement with a formalist commitment (4).17 By claiming authors like Kundera for
modernism and arguing that what is particularly modernist about them has to do with political
engagement, James unwillingly reiterates the conviction that modernism is inherently political—
hence good, and postmodernism in inherently apolitical—hence bad. James’s account is one of
many that signal a theoretical discomfort with postmodernism. While it has largely become
obsolete as functional tool for literary analysis, postmodernism continues to trigger an intense—
and largely negative—response when invoked. Arguably, this has something to do with its
peculiar epistemological status.

16

Hungerford is an Americanist and her argument is designed around the question of how to historicize American
literature after 1945, but her notion of long modernism was applied and explored globally.
17
Somewhat ironically, these are procedural perspectives that move away from the idea that clear cuts and genuine
novelties are factually possible in the interconnected world we inhabit – an idea inherent to many intellectual
movements that have erupted in the first half of the twentieth century we have once identified as modernist. What is
perhaps even more ironic is that many perspectives on postmodernism that were constructed in the nineteen eighties
and nineties lost their theoretical appeal precisely because of their progressivist (and, ultimately, modernist)
perspective that prioritized narratives of change, novelty, caesurae, and difference. In this sense, the contemporary
return to modernism has evolved in a somewhat antimodernist mode, while postmodernist interventions of the last
decades of the twentieth century remained significantly more modernist than they considered themselves to be.
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Despite Jameson’s appeal to historicize, historicize, historicize that lies at the core of his
exceptionally influential interpretation, postmodernism has never been fully historicized.
Jameson, much like Terry Eagleton, Linda Hutcheon, Charles Jencks, and many others who
sought to historicize it in the last two decades of the twentieth century, largely did so while
postmodernism was still an active style. Although this presumption might insult some of these
theorists, they were themselves profoundly postmodern. Postmodernism was conceptualized
while it still existed and quickly fell from grace after that, never having received an epilogue.
Contemporary accounts of postmodernism often approach it as if it were itself contemporary and
sedimented in the present by way of inheritance even as it belonged to a zeitgeist that has passed.
These uses never quite fit, producing an eerie effect in their turn. Instead of acknowledging the
difference between the contemporary and the postmodern, many of these accounts invest
significant critical energy into arguing why keeping postmodernism alive is aesthetically,
ethically, and politically problematic.
In contrast, this dissertation defines postmodernism as a neutral and multidirectional
umbrella term for an amalgamation of discursive practices that culminated in the second half of
the twentieth century, with an understanding that several of these practices have a long historical
pedigree and many of them continue to circulate today. These practices include but are not
limited to: a heightened interest in language and form, as well as their ability to convey “truth”; a
heightened interest in “ideology,” that often serves as a term interlacing questions of language,
politics, and affect; and a heightened—often negative—interest in the questions concerning
representation. In this context, the narrative role of masochist fantasy is to serve as a site of
revelation, where “truth” becomes accessible through the mediation of sexuality or desire. In
Central European fiction specifically, this crisis of representation encompasses many levels,
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from the contested role of language to the impossibility of fiction to represent reality. The novels
I analyze in this dissertation mobilize female masochism, the narrative structure of desire, and
psychoanalytical causality to give shape to the opaque, ungraspable reality they seek to
represent.
This dissertation contributes to an ongoing conversation about global postmodernism. In
contrast to the expansive nature of contemporary modernist studies, the debate on
postmodernism remains constrictive not only in its temporal, but also in its geographical scope.
In “What Was Postmodernism” (2007) Brian McHale warns of the dangers of defining
postmodernism too broadly:
These theorists seem to hold the view that postmodernism is a sort of blanket condition …
that it constitutes a really “big tent,” extending right across the whole culture, affecting all
genres and media, all disciplines of thought, all forms of practice and behavior in our time.
Reading these theorists, you might think that everyone in the world had all joined hands
and stepped across the same threshold all at the same time into postmodernity. But this is
certainly not the case; just look around you at the unevenly postmodern world in which we
live in Europe and North America, let alone the rest of the world, where the further one
ventures, the less synchronized and “contemporary” the world seems, despite the inroads
of Americanization and globalization. (“What Was”)
In McHale’s view, Jameson’s definition of postmodernism as a trans-discursive event that marks
the historical moment of late capitalism is too broad not only for its transdisciplinary appetites,
but predominantly for its implicit assumption that postmodernism—like capitalism—is a global
event. He reiterates this position in his afterword to a special issue of Narrative, “Postmodernist
Fiction: East and West” (2013), arguing that theories of global postmodernism, most of which
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were constructed in the West should consider their own West-centric bias and refrain from
deploying analytical frameworks developed to capture particularly Western phenomena globally.
McHale’s concern is ethically motivated and points to a problem that many of the theoretical
attempts he criticizes indeed share—making globalist claims based almost exclusively on texts
created in the West. From Pruitt-Igoe to Jameson’s favorite Andy Warhol, to Jordan Peterson’s
demonizing list of French poststructuralist philosophers, the archive invoked under the umbrella
of postmodernism is often indeed a profoundly West-centric one.
Wang Ning, who coedited “Postmodernist Fiction: East and West” with McHale, shares
several of his concerns. In his view, Jameson’s take on postmodernism as an intellectual
expression of late capitalism is particularly problematic because it ipso facto excludes the
possibility of postmodernism in non-capitalist cultures, such as China (Ning 264). Ning,
however, does not conclude that this should serve as an argument against a global
postmodernism:
[I]n reality, uneven development in politics, economy, and culture undoubtedly manifests
itself as postindustrial symptoms in the economy and postmodern elements in political life
and culture in these societies, too. To that end, the articles in this special issue will confirm
that postmodernism is by no means merely a Western phenomenon; it also appears in
different forms elsewhere. So the grand narrative of (global) postmodernism has finally
been relocated to different (local) “petites histoires. (264)
Ning argues for an interpretation of postmodernism that could encapsulate its global appeal as
well as its regional specificities. This interpretation has been proposed by one of the first
exhaustive projects to map and historicize postmodernism as a traveling genre: Hans Bertens’
and Douwe Fokkema’s edited volume of essays International Postmodernism: Theory and
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Practice (1997). In his review of the collection, Christian Moraru argues that its goal was to
capture postmodernism as a “global mode [with] local moods” (236). In Bartens’s words, this
goal was centered on the commitment to cultural difference (ix).18 In many ways, “Postmodernist
Fiction: East and West” represents an expansion of this commitment to a global scale, paying
closer attention to postmodernism outside Europe.19 In his closing remarks, Ning calls for a
“reconstruction of postmodernism in a global context,” hoping to resuscitate the term with the
geographically expansive energy cultivated by modernist studies (269).
This dissertation shares in Ning’s intellectual intuition that reconstructing global
postmodernism would bring a much-needed dialectical convergence of the geographically
expansive frameworks prevalent in contemporary modernist studies with a shorter periodization
model that has gone out of style in the last couple of decades. While long modernist perspectives
have their uses, their propensity to analyze trends as waves rather than particles makes them less
useful for the analysis of a specific relationship between literature and zeitgeist in any given
historical moment, to which this dissertation aspires. Engaging with postmodernism within a
shorter temporal frame is particularly useful because its popularity peaked during the second half
of the twentieth century—a period that immediately preceded our own historical moment and
that has not yet been fully historicized. Understanding postmodernism as a trend of a particular
era helps to historicize the era itself. By and large, the second half of the twentieth century was
marked by the Cold War—a global conflict that was, on a somewhat unprecedented scale, fought
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For Batens, paying attention to cultural difference means cultivating the awareness for how specific cultural
conditions re-shape travelling concepts, such as postmodernism: “the varying literary and cultural conditions in this
world are bound to produce endless varieties of postmodernism. When, for instance, postmodernism reached Russia
or India the concept changed to such an extent that it can hardly be identified with its earlier manifestations.” (ix)
19
International Postmodernism was not a deliberately Eurocentric (and explicitly not West-centric) project and
sought to include essays that historicize postmodernism across the continental divide. That being said, the vast
majority of collected essays are dedicated to postmodernism in Europe.
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by cultural and discursive means that had an extensive effect on the use of language across the
disciplines and the arts. For this reason, historicizing its discursive practices is of particular
urgency. As I will show, postmodernism emerged as an attempt to articulate these effects. In this,
my argument is parallel, yet not synonymous with Jameson’s argument that postmodernism was
produced by multinational capitalism.
While Jameson’s critics such as Ning and McHale assert that his amalgamation of
postmodernism and the spirit of late capitalism a priori excludes non-capitalist cultures from the
debate on postmodernism, I maintain that this rejoinder fails to account for capitalism’s
globalizing nature, which affects even the places that partake in it in less obvious ways. By way
of example, the member states of the Warsaw pact were not capitalist states, yet they were not
excluded from the global conversation on capitalism. The debate on economy in relation to both
politics and ethics was central to the Cold War and disseminated globally; it recreated many of
the pressures inherent in capitalism in spaces where capitalism was not operating as an
economical system. As Menand claims, this debate was disseminated globally by means of
culture, eliminating the difference between ethics and aesthetics and transposing the question of
style and taste onto a particularly charged level. My argument diverges from Jameson’s in my
claim that capitalism was only a facet of the multilayered and multidirectional process defined by
the Cold War.
This dissertation does not claim that Central Europe is a privileged site for understanding
global postmodernism. Global postmodernism, however, might be a particularly useful lens for
articulating many aspects of fiction written in Central Europe between 1945 and 1989 that escape
most other accounts of this moment in intellectual history and geography. It is divided into four
chapters that focus on five Central European postmodern novels from both sides of the Iron
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Curtain—two novels from Austria, written in German; a Polish novel, written in Polish; and a
Czecho–Slovak novel, written in Czech, but first published in French translation. The novels in
question are Stanisław Lem’s Solaris (1961), Peter Handke’s A Sorrow Beyond Dreams (1972)
and Repetition (1986), Elfriede Jelinek’s The Piano Teacher (1983), and Milan Kundera’s The
Unbearable Lightness of Being (1984).20 These are some of the most translated, most widely
circulated, most interpreted representatives of Central European postmodernism. Handke and
Jelinek were both Nobel laureates, Solaris was adapted for film in the Soviet Union as well as
the United States. The Unbearable Lightness of Being is one of the few international bestsellers
written in a minor language. From Handke’s eulogy at the grave of Slobodan Milošević to Lem’s
conflict with the Science Fiction Writers of America, Kundera’s public correspondence with
Václav Havel on the nature of Czech fate, and Jelinek’s status as a persona non grata in
conservative Austrian circles, these authors have been the subject to public scrutiny in their local
environments, as well as globally. Like their works, their political positions have been
extensively interpreted, often to be declared problematic in one way or another. Their notoriety,
combined with the vast circulation of their work, was one of the central criteria for focusing on
these authors and these particular novels. I concentrate on the authors that have, despite ample
public attention, continuously maintained that their works and positions have been
misinterpreted. I am primarily interested in how this sense of illegibility in the context of World
Literature permeates their works, in turn shaping Central European postmodernism along the
tropes of illegibility, representational lack, and discursive difficulty.

20

These are not the only novels in this genre. Ingeborg Bachmann’s Malina and Ágota Krisztóf’s Trilogy are some
other examples that come to mind.
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The chapters are organized so as to display the multidirectionality of Central European
postmodernism, as well as masochism as method. The first chapter, “The Anxiety of
Insufficiency: Female Masochism in Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable Lightness of Being,”
examines the representation of female sexual desire and its “inherent” masochism in one of
Milan Kundera’s most celebrated novels, The Unbearable Lightness of Being. It examines
Kundera’s amalgamation of female sexuality and the modern political destiny of the small
nations of Central Europe turned Eastern Europe, caught in the crossfire of larger imperial
interests. It pays particular attention to the narrative investment in the discursive cluster of
smallness, powerlessness, vulnerability, and humiliation at the intersection of sexuality and
cultural identity. I develop the concept of anxiety of insufficiency to encapsulate the affective
function of female masochism in The Unbearable Lightness of Being with respect to Kundera’s
persistent concerns with marginality, peripherality, and provincialism.
The second chapter, “Deformed Desires: Masochism and Complicity in Elfriede Jelinek’s
The Piano Teacher,” examins the anxiety of insufficiency as an operative concern on both sides
of the Iron Curtain, demonstrating that the concerns of provinciality were not limited to State
Socialism. Focusing on Jelinek’s handling of the anxiety of insufficiency, I account both for the
geographical continuity of the concept as well as the difference specific to Jelinek’s work, as
defined by her feminism. Reading Jelinek as a feminist author, this chapter anlayzes how
incorporating feminist perspectives on female masochism influences its uses outside of the realm
of gender and sexuality.
The third chapter, “Ideology of Suffering: Assimilationist Guilt and Self-Annihilation in
Peter Handke’s A Sorrow Beyond Dreams and Repetition,” focuses on Handke’s mobilization of
the case study genre in his attempts to narrate his mother’s suicide in the short form of the
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novella. This chapter inspects the way in which Handke correlates masochism, capitalism, and
ethnic passing, following how the themes he begins exploring A Sorrow Beyond Dreams
transform into his thematization of self-sacrifice in his 1980’s novel Repetition. It thereby also
offers a perspective on the role of language in Austria, recontextualizing Austrian literature
within the Central European rather than a German-oriented relationship.
The final chapter, “Strategic Masochism: Affective Costs of Peripheral Legibility in
Stanisław Lem’s Solaris,” examines how Lem mobilizes the genre of science fiction to portray
regional Central European concerns as structural conditions of semiperiphery. The chapter
centers on Lem’s interest in illegibility which defines him as a novelist and as critic, showing
how Lem’s argument against the US monopoly within the genre of science fiction is reflected in
his novels. Focusing on Lem’s paralleling of female masochism and epistemological critique, I
read Solaris as a novel invested in inspecting the interrelatedness of the systems of oppression.
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1. Chapter 1
The Anxiety of Insufficiency: Female Masochism in Milan Kundera’s
The Unbearable Lightness of Being
1. Introduction
For Kundera, the revelatory aspect of masochism is central to the art of the novel as such.
In The Curtain, a collection of essays designed around an open-ended question regarding the
purpose of fiction, he argues that the “identifying sign of the art of the novel” is its “tearing
through the curtain of pre-interpretation,” that makes the “soul of things” accessible to the
author, the reader, and the history of World Literature (92). In a 1980 interview with Philip Roth,
he mused “that a scene of physical love generates an extremely sharp light which suddenly
reveals the essence of characters and sums up their life situation” (Roth). In such attempts to
contextualize his writing and the art of the novel, Kundera habitually draws parallels between the
epistemology of the novel and the epistemology of sexuality, often bringing them together
through a language of revelation, truthfulness, and shared human experience.
Much like Williams, Kundera claims that literature—and the novel in particular—has a
capacity to construct an epistemology that is qualitatively different from that generated by
science, philosophy, and historiography due to its attentiveness to the structures of feeling. In
Kundera’s view, the novel’s main task is to serve as a “searchlight circling around human
existence and throwing light onto it, onto its unexpected possibilities” (Kundera, The Curtain
68).21 As the postmodernist construction of his novels such as The Unbearable Lightness of
21

Kundera adds in The Curtain: “novelistic thinking, as Broch and Musil brought in into the aesthetic of the modern
novel, has nothing to do with the thinking of a scientist or a philosopher: I would even say it is purposely aphilosophic, even anti-philosophic, that is to say fiercely independent of any system of preconceived ideas; it does
not proclaim truths; it questions, it marvels, it plumbs, its form is highly diverse: metaphoric, ironic, hypothetic,
hyperbolic, aphoristic, droll, provocative, fanciful; and mainly it never leaves the magic circle of its characters’
lives; those lives feed and justify it” (70,71).
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Being (1984, translated into English by Michael Henry Heim) shows, the key word in this
context is possibility. One of the operating, as well as titular, metaphors of the novel is lightness.
The novel fixates on the indeterminacy of life, defined by an intersection of historical complexity
and the paradox nature of desire. Sexuality, as Kundera claims, is a space where this
complexity—otherwise particularly difficult to narrate—can come to life.
But as much as Kundera depends on the revelatory function of masochistic imagery, he
never specifically invokes it as masochistic, and maintains that the subject of his interest is
“sexuality” in and of itself. But the sex scenes one encounters in a novel such as The Unbearable
Lightness of Being are composed with unmistakably masochistic imagery, foregrounding the
pleasure derived from an imbalance of power, depending on fantasies of humiliation,
submission, surrender, or even public rape. Importantly, these scenes often refer to humiliation
on cultural terms invoking notions of provincialism and peripherality. As Timothy Wayne West
suggests, Kundera’s aim “was always to rescue Czech literature from its own smallness; to
prevent it from disappearing into provincialism and irrelevance in the broader European
context,” an aspiration exemplified by his speech at the Fourth Congress of Writers on June 27,
1967 (iii). His statements testify to a double, paradoxical relationship with the conditions of his
international career, sometimes pointing towards a criticism of the tokenization of second-world
authors, and at other times revealing an internalization of a “peripheral” position, marked by
shame and insecurity.
This chapter interrogates Kundera’s textual masochism as a vehicle for novelistic
revelation, characters’ relationships to their destinies, as well as a platform for staging Kundera’s
paradoxical relation to his career in World Literature. Kundera’s nonfiction concerning the
conditions of Central Europeanness, particularly “The Tragedy of Central Europe,” largely
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expands his 1967 thesis, namely, that the peripheral status of contemporary Czechoslovak culture
constituted a material fact, created by militarized imperial interventions, which suspended
regional modernization. His novels, on the other hand, convey a more complex set of power
relations and responses. This chapter traces these relations, following a blueprint suggested by
Kundera himself: turning to “what only a novel can say.” It examines the discursive cluster of
provincialism, peripherality, smallness, and vulnerability, which Kundera understood as crucial
to the definition of Central Europeanness and its structures of feeling.
Kundera often lamented the modes of reception of his work in France, his chosen
homeland, and elsewhere west of his native Czechoslovakia, voicing fierce opposition to what he
perceived as the practice of politicizing and historicizing novels in general and his novels
specifically.22 These laments emerged from his frustration with the conditions of his reception on
the stage of World Literature, created and curated by institutions largely located in Western
Europe and the United States. Kundera’s concerns with provincialism were amplified by his
immigration to France in 1975 and his entrance into the French literary market. He perceived his
French reception as marking him with foreignness and attaching him symbolically to the circle of
Soviet dissent. Kundera worried that such a positioning risked the eradication of cultural
differences between Eastern Europe and his own Central Europe. “In the nineteen-sixties I left
my country for France,” he wrote in The Curtain, “and there I was astonished to discover that I
was ‘an East European exile’” (43). This frustration fueled Kundera’s many non-fictional
attempts to claim Central European exceptionalism. It also shaped his subsequent fiction, most
importantly by sedimenting the structures of feeling his novels grappled with at the time of his
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Kundera’s stance has been immortalized in an anecdote included in the preface to his novel The Joke: "When in
1980, during a television panel discussion devoted to my works, someone called The Joke 'a minor indictment of
Stalinism,' I was quick to interject, 'Spare me your Stalinism, please. The Joke is a love story!’” (Crain xi).
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relocation to France. This is particularly the case with The Book of Laughter and Forgetting and
The Unbearable Lightness of Being—both written in Czech, but published first in France. In the
character Sabina, an émigré painter struggling with similar conditions of reception, The
Unbearable Lightness of Being explicitly thematizes the illegibility of Central European art to
Western audiences and its dependence on political context as a marketing tool. The novel, in
accordance with Kundera’s conviction about its social role, is most demonstrative when
portraying the conditions of provincialism that shape the intimate lives of its characters. In this
context, female masochism registers as the central structure of feeling in The Unbearable
Lightness of Being. The implication is that masochistic modes of attachment convey a certain
truth about life in the global semiperiphery, including Central Europe, which would otherwise
remain invisible.

2. Submissive Femininity in The Unbearable Lightness of Being
Kundera’s representation of submissive femininity is habitually a subject of scholarly
scrutiny. Most feminist scholars argue that his portrayal of women is limited and misogynistic. In
John O’Brien’s view, the core of the problem lies in Kundera’s limited imagination concerning
women, which confines his female characters to a binary system of simple oppositions, along a
Madonna-whore dyad inherited from the nineteenth century novel (61). Frances L. Restuccia
maintains that the textual sexuality of Kundera’s fiction is constructed around sadomasochistic
relations between a normative masculinity and a normative femininity, whereby men are abused
by “the System,” women are abused by men, and both enlist the experience of abuse as the core
of their subjectivity through gestures that are simultaneously compliant and subversive (282).
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Scholars have also argued that these representations are to be understood as realist
portrayals of Czech femininity, based on historical women. Karen von Kunes proposes that
Kundera inherited the model for “a simple heroine”—most often working class, uneducated, and
naïve—from socialist realism (144). Socialist realism, the style of Kundera’s youth, which
helped establish his early local fame as a poet, Kunes implies, derives its aesthetic model from
the material conditions of Czechoslovak socialist society. For Kunes, this society is defined by
stark gender divisions and a lack of both discursive and practiced feminism. “Under
communism,” she writes, “the life of Czech women was hard and daunting enough that the idea
of feminism had not gained much popularity. Even today, feminism is perceived as a negative
concept, viewed as anti-family, anti-child, anti-men, and anti-feminine” (Kunes 144). In this
view, Kundera’s representation of women, their relations to society, their partners, and their
sexuality, closely mirrors both the material conditions of the culture it emerges from and the
discourse other members of the same society, including women, would use to describe the same
set of characteristics. If Kundera is read as an anti-feminist author, Kunes argues, this is largely
due to the fact that his writing springs from an anti-feminist environment. Kunes thus claims that
Kundera’s representation of female characters was normative within Czechoslovak discourse and
remained invisible to him until his move to France—his first point of contact with Western
feminist criticism: “For forty-six-year-old Mr. Kundera, stepping out of the collectively and
hermetically enclosed society of former Czechoslovakia—where women loved their men for
virility, sexual dominance, and aggressiveness—to French society, where men have been sneered
at for the same attributes, must have been a shocking experience” (144). This is why, Kunes
adds, the relocation to France signifies a change in his representation of women, making room
for a more sympathetic and complex approach to female modes of desiring and being in the
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world: “Once he had left Czechoslovakia, his authorial treatment of Czech female characters
became more sympathetic. The barbed wire dividing France and his home country gave him a
sense of security and a desire to erase his past, to start anew. To some degree, his outlook on
women has changed, and the isolation from his homeland allowed him to invent female
protagonists to his liking” (Kunes 154). Kunes detects a correlation between Kundera’s
emigration and a change in his representations of female subjectivity, but fully attributes it to his
adaptation to an environment more permeated by feminist sensibilities.
Czech feminists argue, however, that Kunes’ argument is rooted in her lack of
understanding of socialist feminism. In her introduction to Czech Feminisms: Perspectives on
Gender in East Central Europe, a collection of essays historicizing feminism in Czech cultural
spaces from the Habsburg empire to the contemporary Czech Republic, Iveta Jusová points out
that the perception of a non-existent feminist discourse under Czechoslovak state socialism often
springs from a lack of scholarly attention to how feminism adapted to different historical
conditions and a “widespread disregard in public memory and general educational curricula”
concerning feminism in East Central and Eastern Europe (5). In order to conceptualize feminism
as a multifaceted global phenomenon, she proposes, one must question the presumed lack of
feminism as a movement in socialist states, where in fact many of the struggles facing the United
States and Western European feminist second wave (reproductive rights, employment,
education) had been overcome (at least partially) as a part of the socialist project (5-6).
According to this perspective, in spite of the fact that feminism in state socialist Czechoslovakia
did not share the trajectory or the language of Western feminism, Czech women of the sixties
and seventies did not inhabit a premodern patriarchal society where gender relations were never
questioned.
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In turn, Alena Wagnerová adds a significant fold to Jusová’s argument, claiming that
Czech society experienced a rise in sexism after the end of the Cold War in 1989. Wagnerová
explains this situation by pointing to the fact that, in spite of the paternalistic role of the
Czechoslovak Communist Party, the socialist system often benefited women more than men,
triggering an unarticulated resentment in men. Wagnerová writes, “the nationalization of wealth
under socialism meant a historical loss for the male sex, just as the emergence of capitalist
private property had meant, with Engels, a historical loss for the female sex” (82). Wagnerová
suggests that the temporary eradication of private ownership eliminated a layer of gender
inequality created by earlier regional takes on capitalism, stripping socialist men of the
opportunity to perform a masculinity based on the ideals of breadwinning and presiding over a
domestic economy. In spite of the fact that state socialism in Czechoslovakia—as Kunes, Jusová,
and Wagnerová agree—did not amount to a full eradication of gender divisions and failed to
resolve particularly the problem of domestic labor, which remained firmly the uncompensated
burden of women, it intervened in the patriarchal scheme of normative gender relations.
Kundera’s representation of love affairs between hyper-masculinized men and submissive
women appears therefore to be more a wish-fulfillment strategy of a frustrated machismo than a
realistic portrait of gender relations under Czechoslovak state socialism.
Interventions by Czech feminist scholars such as Jusová and Wagnerová thus render it
improbable that Kundera’s migration to France can stand for anything more than changing one
set of complicated gender relations for another. Likewise, Kundera’s emigration likely did not
amount to a qualitative change in the manner of representing female subjectivity. In The
Unbearable Lightness of Being, at its core a love story, the two female protagonists (Tereza and
Sabina) remain women who love “men for virility, sexual dominance, and aggressiveness.” What
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does change, however, is the relative importance of these female characters to the narrative.
After his move to France, Kundera becomes even more invested in describing his female
characters’ masochistic modes of attachment to their realities, allowing them to become more
than vehicles of wish-fulfillment and props for their partners’ masculinity.
Contemplating Kundera’s propensity to adorn his female characters with suicidal
tendencies, Kunes concedes that his “weakness for weakness in women” cannot be mapped onto
the material conditions of Czechoslovak culture that encouraged divorce in the face of marital
abuse” (161). This weakness, often accompanied by a plethora of masochistic fantasies, therefore
serves purposes other than the portrayal of real-life women in socialist Czechoslovakia. A closer
look at these fantasies discloses that they often serve as attempts to structure the peculiar
relationship between shame and desire. This relationship is best encapsulated in the character
Tereza—a small-town waitress with artistic appetites, on a mission to reinvent herself as a
member of intellectual circles, who marries Tomas, a notorious Prague surgeon, womanizer, and
socialite, against the background of the 1968 Prague Spring.
Following the Warsaw pact invasion, Tereza, who has established a career for herself as a
photographer during the Prague Spring, becomes one of the many Czechoslovak citizens
penalized by the processes of so-called Normalization and once again finds herself working in a
bar. Burdened by her jealousy over her husband’s transgressions, yet convinced she is not
entitled to demand marital exclusivity, she decides she should take on a lover herself. At the bar
where she works, she meets an engineer who tries to attract her attention. She deflects his
overtures twice but accepts the third invitation and follows him to his working-class apartment.
After intercourse, she finds herself seated on his toilet:
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Toilets in modern water closets rise up from the floor like water lilies. The architect does
all he can to make the body forget how paltry it is, and to make man ignore what happens
to his intestinal wastes after the water from the tank flushes them down the drain. Even
though the sewer pipelines reach far into our houses with their tentacles, they are
carefully hidden from view, and we are happily ignorant of the invisible Venice of shit
underlying our bathrooms, bedrooms, dance halls, and parliaments. The bathroom in the
old working-class flat on the outskirts of Prague was way less hypocritical: the floor was
covered with gray tile and the toilet rising up from it was broad, squat, and pitiful. It did
not look like a water lily; it looked like what it was: the enlarged end of a sewer pipe. ¼
She was sitting there on the toilet, and her sudden desire to void her bowels was in fact a
desire to go to the extreme of humiliation, to become only and utterly a body, the body
her mother used to say was good for nothing but digesting and excreting. And as she
voided her bowels, Tereza was overcome by a feeling of infinite grief and loneliness.
(156-157)
This is one in a series of key episodes in The Unbearable Lightness of Being that take place in a
toilet. For Kundera’s narrator, convinced that “shit is a more onerous theological problem than is
evil” (246), the lavatory is the place where the flawed ontology of the world is revealed through
the unavoidable act of excretion. Defecating, his characters are forced to realize that the level of
purity they strive for is unattainable. For them, excretion does not only produce its inevitable
outcome, but also an affect of utmost humiliation. But since, as Kundera suggested to Roth, the
truth of the human condition is most readily available in the context of sexuality, most of the
novel’s many fecal excursions are simultaneously excursions into the filthy nature of desire. For
Kundera’s narrator, excretion is not just an affective expression of the uneasy union of the mind,
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seeking purity, and the body, (re)producing dirt; it also serves as source of sexual arousal. In the
affective universe of The Unbearable Lightness of Being, there cannot be excretion without
humiliation and there cannot be humiliation without arousal. Desiring what they dread the most,
Kundera’s characters are constructed through repetitive sets of masochistic fantasies, particularly
invested in excretion.
In his 1997 Seven Veils of Fantasy, Slavoj Žižek, himself a theorist of both masochism
and small states in Central Europe, follows in Erica Jong’s footsteps to argue that the lavatory
constitutes a space of revelation. Žižek’s claim is more modest than Kundera’s: while the Real
remains inaccessible even on the john, its architecture and the attitudes it inspires announce the
cultural truth of the society that designed it. The German lavatory is designed for inspection, the
French for revolutionary expulsion, the Anglo-Saxon serves as a utilitarian synthesis of the first
two (Žižek 4-5). While Žižek’s and Kundera’s attempts at developing a normative theory of the
lavatory as a cultural practice differ in stakes, they share a hidden assumption: they both assume
a “civilized” lavatory is only possible in “the West.” Kundera’s account of Tereza’s masochist
desire to humiliate herself through the act of excretion in her lover’s less-than-civilized
apartment is framed by a vocabulary of comparison that elevates a presumed “modern” water
closet, glittering with progress, above the “bathroom in the old working-class flat on the outskirts
of Prague.” If, according to Žižek, a toilet metonymizes the culture that created it, this
Czechoslovak “enlarged end of a sewer pipe” reveals a “backward” culture lagging behind an
idealized vision of modernity, itself metonymized by the first toilet.
Just as the toilet Tereza is sitting on appears lacking to the mind of the narrator, Tereza
herself is characterized by an anxiety of insufficiency. Ashamed of her rural background,
epitomized by her loud, vulgar mother, Tereza is constructed around an impostor syndrome and
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adjacent aspirational “vertigo” (Kundera, The Unbearable 60).23 Frustrated by the anxiety that
her metropolitan-born husband might expose her inadequacy, Tereza harbors an overriding
fantasy of deliberate exposure. The ugliness of the toilet and Tereza’s desire to humiliate herself
by allowing her body to act without following the constraints of the mind, imply debasement, but
also a certain truthfulness. In the Czechoslovak universe, Kundera appears to suggest,
“civilization” is synonymous with relentless aspirational suppression, while relief is only
available at the cost of “barbarity.” Both the paradigmatic Czechoslovak toilet and Tereza, the
paradigmatic Czechoslovak subject, are thus constructed through the language of shame and
insufficiency, on the one hand, and the language of honesty and revelation, on the other. The text
establishes Tereza as a metonym for her nation through a fantasy in which she identifies herself
with its humiliated president, Alexander Dubček. She is often caught reminiscing about the
speech he gave on the national radio after his return from a hearing in Moscow in 1968 following
the Prague Spring:
She kept coming back to the speech Dubcek had given over the radio after his
return from Moscow. Although she had completely forgotten what he said, she could still
hear his quavering voice. … Everyone present hated Dubcek at that moment. They
reproached him for compromising; they felt humiliated by his humiliation; his weakness
offended him. [Tereza] realized that she belonged among the weak, in the camp of the
weak, in the country of the weak, and that she had to be faithful to them precisely
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The text defines aspirational vertigo in the following terms: “Anyone whose goal is “something higher” must
expect some day to suffer vertigo. What is vertigo? Fear of falling? Then why do we feel it even when the
observation tower comes equipped with a sturdy handrail? No, vertigo is something other than the fear of falling. It
is the voice of emptiness below us which tempts us and lures us, it is the desire to fall, against which, terrified, we
defend ourselves” (Kundera, The Unbearable 60).
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because they were weak and gasped for air in the middle of the sentences. (Kundera, The
Unbearable 73)
Tereza’s insistence on self-identification with Dubček attributes her sense of insufficiency to the
fact of Soviet dominance and Czechoslovak national defeat. But her aspirational vertigo—and
the shame she feels whenever she suspects her provinciality might be exposed—disclose the
source of her anxiety to be embarrassment, rather than defeat.
The novel introduces Tereza through an alienating gesture of character-production. The
narrator declares that Tereza was born out of a “situation which brutally reveals the
irreconcilable duality of body and soul”—a rumbling of the stomach (Kundera, The Unbearable
39). But the description of this “situation” and its subsequent summary do not align. Visiting
Tomas for the first time, Tereza bursts into tears after her stomach, after she has not eaten the
entire day, announces its presence and exposes her as not exclusively a book-loving soul but also
a digesting body. While the narrator postulates that the source of Tereza’s shame is the
irreconcilable duality of body and soul, the description of the event suggests that Tereza is in
fact ashamed of having a body in the first place. In a different episode, Tereza’s hatred of
corporal reality is ascribed to her valorization of individualism. In a dream, she is forced to
march naked around the pool in a formation of women, singing and doing knee-bends, while her
husband is shooting at those who are not able to keep the pace.24
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This is the narrative description of the dream: “While she marched around the pool naked with a large group of
naked women, Tomas stood over them in a basket hanging from the pool’s arched roof, shouting at them, making
them sing and do kneebends. The moment one of them did a faulty kneebend, he would shoot her. … The horror did
not begin with Tomas’s first pistol shot; it was horrifying from the outset. Marching naked in formation with a group
of naked women was for Tereza the quintessential image of horror. When she lived at home, her mother forbade her
to lock the bathroom door. What she meant by her injunction was: your body is just like other bodies; you have no
right to shame; you have no right to hide something that exists in millions of identical copies. In her mother’s world
all bodies were the same and marched behind one another in formation. Since childhood, Tereza has seen nudity as a
sign of concentration camp uniformity, a sign of humiliation. There was yet another horror at the very beginning of
the dream: all the women had to sing! Not only were their bodies identical, identically worthless, not only were their
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In both the passage that posits Tereza’s birth out of the intestinal noise and in the context
of this dream, the source of humiliation and shame is twofold: Tereza’s inability to perform a
desired (pure, a-corporal, original) identity and the presence of the subject that in her mind posits
the expectation. On both occasions, she is not ashamed of her weakness, but of the fact that the
banality of her corporality is revealed in front of the man she wishes to impress, as he serves as a
vehicle of her upward social mobility. But while in the first case this revelation is a matter of
factual experience, the second case reframes it as a dream. Together with the Petřín dream
(Kundera, The Unbearable 148), in which Tereza nearly volunteers to be murdered by a firing
squad at Tomas’ request, the text constructs a diptych of dreams to which The Unbearable
Lightness of Being ascribes a phantasmatic value through their aesthetic eloquence and structural
repetition. Tereza is said to be “coming back to her dreams, running them through in her mind,
turning them into legends,” dreaming about self-annihilation as if she “really wanted to quit this
world” (Kundera, The Unbearable 59). Like the phantasmatic lapse of self-imposed humiliation
on the engineer’s toilet, her dreams impose a link between what she dreads the most and what
she desires, thus constructing Tereza as a masochist. In establishing a masochistic phantasmatic
scenario that exposes the dreaded reality of her insufficiency while simultaneously prescribing a
punishment for it, the text reveals the question of weakness and victimhood in the face of Soviet
imperialism to be of lesser importance than an anxiety concerning cultural inferiority.25
Organized around Tomas—that is, presupposing the desire of the other—Tereza’s fears
and their phantasmatic reimaginings suggest that humiliation and shame arise through an

bodies mere resounding soulless mechanisms – the women rejoiced over it! Theirs was the joyful solidarity of the
soulless.” (Kundera, The Unbearable 57).
25
Arguing for the intersubjective character of fantasy, Žižek claims that “the desire ‘realized’ (staged) in fantasy is
not the subject’s own, but the other’s desire,” providing an answer to the enigma of what the subject represents to
the others that constitute her World (8-9).
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assumption of the gaze one seeks to satisfy, rather than that one openly opposes. Pierre Bourdieu
shows that masculine domination—in this case, the basic condition of Tereza’s marriage—
remains invisible because it is inscribed into the desire of the dominated through the mechanisms
of symbolic violence that dictate tastes, modes of speech, and lifestyles (1–2). Along similar
lines, by desiring to fulfill Tomas’ expectations of a non-resentful wife that accommodates his
transgressions, Tereza renders herself unable to see the imbalance of power in her marriage, a
situation that in turn gives shape to what she can or cannot desire. Tereza’s phantasmatic fixation
on her shame structures her life as a repetitive pattern of humiliating exposure of her
insufficiency; it serves as both the revelation of her “true self” and punishment for it and thus
constructs a work in which the gaze that imposes the set of expectations that make her appear
insufficient remains invisible and blameless. If, as Kundera might have wished, we approach The
Unbearable Lightness of Being as simply a love story, we are left with a story of a woman who
fully submits to the standards her husband sets for her existence. In the pallet of affects Tereza is
assigned, certain feelings are notably absent—namely the feelings that might result in conflict
and endanger the façade of marital bliss. As Tomas’s infidelity and his material superiority are
never questioned in the novel, Tereza never evinces anger, resentment, or disappointment—to
her, the gaze of her husband is the unquestionable norm. If she is hurt by his actions, the only
possible agency is to change herself. This is why her masochism constitutes a tool of compliance
that makes it possible to be the wife she wants herself to be, displacing the disruptive affect to
the outside of her relationship with her husband.

3. The Anxiety of Insufficiency
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Paired with performative subversiveness, this complacency is one of the central problems
of interpreting masochism in a revolutionary key, Suzanne R. Stewart argues. In Stewart’s view,
masochism is inherently unable (and perhaps unwilling) to dismantle the oppressive connotations
of normativity (13). In the case of The Unbearable Lightness of Being, this failure is most visible
in Tereza’s inability to abandon the discourse in which she is continuously forced to experience
herself as shameful and lacking. Importantly, this inability is plotted in relation to Russian
literature. The reader is told that Tereza’s taste is marked by an aversion to all things Russian.
When she and Tomas revisit a small spa town, she is shocked to discover that after the invasion
of 1968, it “suddenly metamorphosized into a miniature imaginary Russia,” as all the street
names have been Russified (Kundera, The Unbearable 166). Tereza finds it impossible to spend
the night in the spa. The Prague Spring and thus resistance to Russian invasion represent the
pinnacle of her personal development. She—a waitress-turned-self-taught-photographer—
documents the historical moment, unrolling among the ranks of the photographers that will, for
the first time in history, document the “crimes of the Russian empire” in a “carnival of hate filled
with a curious (and no longer explicable) euphoria” (67).
Despite her aversion to Russianness, however, the novel equips Tereza with a leitmotif
derived from Russian culture—Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, the only object (her heavy suitcase
aside) she brings to Prague when she decides to visit Tomas:
He had invited her to come to his place the following evening. That night, she had slept in
a cheap hotel. In the morning, she carried her heavy suitcase to the station, left it there, and
roamed the streets of Prague the while day with Anna Karenina under her arm. Not even
after she rang the doorbell and he opened the door would she part with it. It was like a
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ticket into Tomas’s world. She realized that she had nothing but that miserable ticket, and
the thought brought her nearly to tears. (53)
“A ticket into Tomas’s world,” Anna Karenina soon becomes a symbol of Tereza’s impostor
syndrome. The copy of the novel reminds her that she used it to prove to Tomas that she
belonged to the ranks of the cultured bourgeois bohemia:
She told herself: Their acquaintance had been based on an error from the start. The copy
of Anna Karenina under her arm amounted to false papers; it had given Tomas the wrong
idea. In spite of their love, they had made each other’s life a hell. The fact that they loved
each other was merely proof that the fault lay not in themselves, in their behavior or
inconstancy of feeling, but rather in their incompatibility: he was strong, and she was
weak. She was like Dubček, who made a thirty-second pause in the middle of a sentence;
she was like her county, which stuttered, gasped for breath, could not speak. (Kundera,
The Unbearable 75)
Anna Karenina is thus interpellated as the object that, first, produces meaning, and second,
produces it under the sign of shame. The narrator ascribes the source of shame to the fact that
Tereza uses a copy of Anna Karenina to perform the identity of an intellectual to which she does
not feel entitled. In her mind, the difference between those who are born into a status identity
and those who aspire to claim it is fundamental. Tereza’s awareness that she belongs to the ranks
of the latter constitutes the source of the vertigo that propels her masochist fantasies.
Ashamed of her inadequacy, Tereza moves from one scenario of its revelation to the next
in order to sustain the social order represented by her marriage. To herself, she is both shameful
and guilty: shameful because of her cultural inferiority to her husband, and guilty because of her
jealous fear that he might abandon her for a more suitable contender. Envisioned as a form of
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self-punishment, her dreams and fantasies of humiliation deliver a temporary relief for her
feelings of guilt and shame, but their repetitive structure stabilizes them as her destiny. Through
this sense of fadedness, Kundera’s construction of female masochism as paradox is profoundly
Freudian.
In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud proposes that the compulsion to repeat
(sometimes referred to as the compulsion of destiny)—the tendency to reproduce traumatic or
humiliating scenarios, central to the masochistic mode of attachment to external conditions—
serves the purpose of establishing the feeling of control over an exteriority that can never be
controlled (Freud, Beyond 15). In “The Economic Problem of Masochism,” he attaches the
mechanism of compulsive repetition to the concept of moral masochism, the temptation to
orchestrate actions that the self considers shameful or humiliating along with the prescribed
punishment for the transgression in the form of guilt. Freud locates its source in the conflict
between the individual’s self, which craves seeing itself as coherent, independent and in control,
and the internalized sets of social values it has to submit to in order to sustain social cohesion
(Freud, “Economic” 80). In turn, Civilization and its Discontents mobilizes the notion of moral
masochism and adjacent compulsion to repeat in order to prove how the individual, burdened by
her social anxieties concerning communal rejection, stages a series of transgressions and
punishments that come to represent her destiny in order to sedate feelings of guilt that arise from
her desire to claim agency through the negation of inherited social norms (Freud, Civilization 7879). Freud therefore recognizes moral masochism as a means of social integration, orchestrated
by the subject’s super-ego—the slice of selfhood mandated to serve conservative impulses that
bind one to the confines of communal life.
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In the character of Sabina, Tomas’s lover and an émigré painter of Czechoslovak origin,
who first makes a name for herself in Switzerland and subsequently in the United States, the
anxiety of inefficiency is interlaced with Kundera’s criticism of the reception of Central
European artists in the West:
Sabina had once had an exhibit that was organized by a political organization in
Germany. When she picked up the catalogue, the first thing she saw was a picture of
herself with a drawing of barbed wire superimposed on it. Inside she found a biography
that read like the life of a saint or martyr: she had suffered, struggled against injustice,
been forced to abandon her bleeding homeland, yet was carrying on the struggle. Her
paintings are a struggle for happiness was the final sentence. She protested, but they did
not understand her. Do you mean that modern art isn't persecuted under Communism?
My enemy is kitsch, not Communism! (Kundera, The Unbearable 254)
Uncomfortable with the commodification of her status as a persecuted artist from the global
periphery who cannot be legible to the Western public without simplification, Sabina reaches the
conclusion that the most pragmatic gesture might be to conceal her ethnicity and reinvent herself
as an “American.” The source of her discomfort lies in the fact that her identity, as appropriated
by the marketing mechanisms of art institutions in Western Europe and the United States, loses
the aesthetic value that can only be produced by individuality. Earlier in the text, the narrator
defines kitsch—both Sabina’s and Kundera’s mortal enemy—as an artistic gesture that creates
the ground for a mass, collective experience by making the object of its presentation simple
enough to be available to everybody. Like Tereza’s dream of marching naked by the pool
surrounded by a multitude of interchangeable female bodies, Sabina is terrified by the thought of
losing her originality, which she considers the necessary condition for human dignity. As artists
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and desiring subjects, Tereza and Sabina measure their value in accordance with a category
neither of them questions: originality. Both Tereza and Sabina find popular (vulgar) tastes
insulting and fear that they would unwittingly find themselves partaking in them. But, much as
they are disgusted by the idea of their bodies or their works being seen as mass-produced, their
desires continuously orchestrate fantasies in which they are revealed as such.
Wanting to mark Sabina’s fixation with authenticity with a material token, the narrator
ascribes her a fetishistic relationship to a bowler hat—the only family heirloom she inherited
from her father. The hat, the narrative voice assumes, is important to Sabina as a memory of her
almost forgotten grandfather, as a memento of her father, as an erotic prop, as a symbol of her
individualism, and as a sentimental object, reminding her of Czechoslovakia after her emigration
to Geneva. Maria Němcová Banerjee and John O’Brien agree that the hat also functions as a
reminder of her capacity (and desire) to imagine a multitude of meanings simultaneously—as a
woman, a lover, and an artist. But the hat, as first introduced in the novel, appears to be first and
foremost a fetishized object in Sabrina’s masochistic relationship with Tomas:
Once, during a visit to her studio many years before, the bowler hat had caught Tomas’s
fancy. He had set it on his head and looked at himself in the large mirror. … When
Sabina started undressing, he put the hat on her head. … When they looked at each other
in the mirror that time, all she saw for the first few seconds was a comic situation. But
suddenly the comic became veiled by excitement: the bowler hat no longer signified a
joke: it signified violence; violence against Sabina, against her dignity as a woman. She
saw her bare legs and thin panties with her pubic triangle showing through. … The fact
that Thomas stood beside her fully dressed meant that the essence of what they both saw
was far from good clean fun; … it was humiliation. But instead of spurning it, she
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proudly, provocatively played it for all it was worth, as if submitting of her own will to
public rape. (Kundera, The Unbearable 87)
In spite of the fact that Sabina is embarrassed and annoyed at being interpellated as a persecuted
subject from a war-torn country by the press and art institutions in the West, the realm of her
masochistic desire constitutes her as such. In the revelatory light of desire that Sabina, much like
Kundera, deems the gateway to understanding the human condition, she is revealed as a subject
who has thoroughly internalized the modes of being imposed on her from outside, which she
consciously rejects. Her phantasmatic life, like Tereza’s, albeit more clearly articulated, is built
around a hyper-masculinized man that exposes her vulnerability, revealing the constant fear that
this vulnerability might arise unannounced, catching her unprepared. Like Tereza, identified with
Dubček’s weakness and ashamed of her identification, Sabina desires the moments that reveal
her own weakness and the lack of originality at the core of her being. At one point in the novel,
Sabina rejects her Swiss lover, Franz, because he is unable to cater to her desire on account of his
own weakness: “Franz would never give Sabina orders. He would never command her, as Tomas
had, to lay the mirror on the floor and walk back and forth on it naked. Not that he lacks
sensuality; he simply lacks the strength to give orders. There are things that can be accomplished
only by violence. Physical love is unthinkable without violence” (Kundera, The Unbearable
111). In spite of her commitment to her independence, Sabina’s desire discloses a subject who
first and foremost fantasizes about being told what to do and then fulfilling these commands,
thus foregoing the free will to keep her head above the sea of kitsch.
Perhaps even more than Tereza’s, Sabina’s masochistic mode of attaching to the world
and its conditions serves Kundera’s ambition to use textual sexuality to portray the paradox of
the human condition divided into what we aspire to consciously and what we desire without
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knowing. For Kundera, using masochistic imaginary to disclose the complexity of being-in-theworld serves the purpose of liberating his characters from the constraint of over-politicized
reading and allows them to stand in for the generalized human experience, rather than the
experience of life behind the Iron Curtain. But, under the conditions of Kundera’s own reception
in the theater of World Literature, these characters still appear as windows on the world of
Eastern or Central European gender relations, giving the false impression that there is no
feminism indigenous to state-socialism, and against Kundera’s wishes—but affirming his
anxieties—often serving as proof that Central Europe is a provincial space lacking in modernity.
Like the mechanism of a masochist fantasy thematized in his work, this strategy of entering the
stage of World Literature represents an adaptation to existing conditions of power that turns out
to be unable to sustain its subversive potential by reproducing the conditions it seeks to overturn,
contributing to the paradoxical status of Kundera’s work.

4. Masochism and Paradox: Complicating the Romance Novel
Many critics agree that paradox is central to Kundera’s writing. As Banerjee submits, it
lies at the core of his novelistic epistemology. In her view, Kundera’s “thinking” novel is
particularly designed to expose a complex, multidirectional modernity, in which insistence on a
single interpretation suffocates the multiplicity of meanings that amount to the genuine human
experience of being-in-the-world. Along the lines of this definition, Tereza’s and Sabina’s
masochism metonymizes this overarching sense of paradox: on the one hand, it serves as a mode
of revelation in which the complexity of desire reveals itself, performing the subversive labor of
truthfulness; on the other hand, it remains in the sphere of the phantasmatic, thus not disturbing
existing power relations.
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This becomes particularly obvious through his depictions of Sabina self–understanding,
oscillating between her distaste of kitsch and subconscious erotization of cultural stereotypes she
rejects as an artist. Unlike Tereza, who pours her propensity for paradox into dreams and
fantasies, Sabina begins to explore it through art. Because Kundera constructs Sabina as an artist,
his descriptions of her work and artistic credo become a space where his investment in paradox
begins to take the shape of an aesthetic theory. When Tereza visits her in her studio, she explains
that her work focuses on the practice of double exposure:
“Here is a painting I happened to drip red paint on. At first I was terribly upset, but then I
started enjoying it. The trickle looked like a crack; it turned the building site into a
battered old backdrop, a backdrop with a building site painted on it. I began playing with
the crack, filling it out, wondering what might be visible behind it. And that’s how I
began my first cycle of paintings. I called it ‘Behind the Scenes.’ Of course, I couldn’t
show them to anybody. I’d have been kicked out of the Academy. On the surface, there
was always an impeccably realistic world, but underneath, behind the backdrop’s cracked
canvas, lurked something different, something mysterious or abstract.” After pausing for
a moment, she added, “On the surface, an intelligible lie; underneath the unintelligible
truth.” (Kundera, The Unbearable 63)
In line with Baneerje’s claim about the role of paradox in Kundera’s fiction, Sabina’s description
of her artistic goals speaks to a desire to represent the complex and paradoxical nature of the
lived experience. Much like Kundera—himself a self-professed elitist—Sabina articulates her
artistic practice highlighting the ways in which it departs from the socialist realism she is taught
at the Academy. Her attention is dedicated to “the crack.” Her work emerges from an accidental
spill of red paint over one of her student paintings, but carries over into her later work. Admiring
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her more recent canvases, Tereza observes that “all Sabina’s paintings, past and present, … treat
the same idea” (Kundera, The Unbearable 63). The “idea” in question is tied to a concern that
dominant discourses—in her case, the discourse in question is socialist realism—serve to conceal
some sort of a fundamental “truth” about the human existence, and that she needs to mobilize all
of the resources available to her in an attempt to reveal it. Describing the role of “the crack” in
her work, Sabina reiterates Kundera’s dependence on masochism as a locus of revelation,
emphasizing his conviction that the purpose that art and sexuality share is to expose the paradox
of existence other discourses seek to conceal.
Kundera’s critics, however, claim that his professed aesthetics of paradox is in service of
another, much more quotidian paradox—that of his own literary career in the field of World
Literature, suspended between the criticism and manipulation of its mechanism. This criticism
was particularly avid in Kundera’s native Czechoslovakia. Milan Jungman argues that Kundera’s
own literary career depended heavily on his status as the émigré writer from the East he
presumably detested. “He turned his biography into kitsch for uninitiated foreign readers,”
Jungman writes, adding, “he succumbed to the mentality of exiles unable to explain to foreigners
the complexity of the Czechoslovak development” (154). By extension, one might say that
Kundera’s literary fixation on paradox emanates from an extra-literary source: the paradox of his
positionality as a semiperipheral author. In this case, his semiperipherality was defined by his
inhabiting an intersection of two positions: writing about a space that the market for World
Literature was intensely interested in and refusing to familiarize itself with it in any particular
detail.
In his assessment, Jungman disregards the pressures on the émigré author imposed by the
expectations of the literary market, which Kundera himself considered problematic. As Mirjam
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Tautz indicates, Kundera’s presence on the French literary scene was largely marked by the
overstating of his foreignness and a simplified sociogeography of an “Eastern Europe” he
refused to identify with (76). Likewise, highlighting his dissatisfaction with the label of the
“Eastern European dissident,” Iris Llop is convinced that the desire to render the complexity of
his positionality readable to his Western audiences informed Kundera’s conviction that a novel
must create “a parallel narration that contrasts with the historical, political or ideological one”; it
shaped his outlook on the novel as a separate epistemological strain, centered on the complexity
of the lived experience, rooted in desire (41). These statements evidence the pressure and
influence that the expectations of World Literature as a market had on Kundera’s fiction. They
did not consist exclusively of an unquestioned adaptation to external expectations—or, to put it
simply, “selling out.” Rather, Kundera tried to adapt to the conditions of the market, while
simultaneously subverting them: a dynamic captured by his depictions of female masochism in
The Unbearable Lightness of Being.
In part, this adaptation is visible in his treatment of the genre of the romance novel.
Because Kundera is so eager to claim cultural elitism, the fact that his novels are in fact written
as fairly accessible genre novels often hides in plain sight. This practice, too, is analogous with
Sabina’s artistic project, particularly if one focuses on what is omitted by her description. What
Sabina never articulates is that in the strictest sense, her technique of double exposure remains
based in socialist realism. It offers a playful, complicated, paradox-focused version of it, but
throughout remains in conversation with the genre she is critiquing. In this, Kundera’s staging of
her work provides a commentary on the role of genre and the capacity of the artist to manipulate
it with the available aesthetic trends imposed onto her by external circumstances.
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There is an intense resemblance between Sabina’s treatment of the formal procedures of
socialist realism to Kundera’s relationship to the romance novel in The Unbearable Lightness of
Being. Like Sabina, Kundera commits to conventions of a popular and widely accessible genre,
seeking to explore and subvert it from within. In the novel, much of this subversive labor is
offloaded onto the scenes that center on masochism. Despite Banerjee’s claim that Kudera’s
novels primarily seek to represent a “modernity” riddled by “terminal” paradoxes, his treatment
of the romance novel proves to be profoundly postmodernist, owing its formal structure to the
practice Charles Jencks refers to as double coding (14). Jencks defines double coding as an
artistic practice that tears down the barrier between elite and popular cultural practices. In many
of his novels and particularly in The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Kundera mobilizes the
accessibility of the romance novel so as to convey a particular cultural experience of the Cold
War Czechoslovakia through a lens of a general human experience that could be legible to a
wider global audience. In this context, his mobilization of masochist imagery serves to
complicate the genre of the romance novel by introducing the paradox of desire and thus
elevating it above the level that Kundera himself would interpret as kitsch. Read through the
interpretative lens of double coding, The Unbearable Lightness of Being, seeks to satisfy two sets
of expectations: on the one hand to overcome Kundera’s sense of cultural illegibility through
accessibility of the genre of the romance novel, and on the other to remain firmly situated in the
realm of highbrow literature by complicating the role of desire within the romance novel. The
paradoxid nature of this desire—to submit to external expectations and try to subvert them from
within is thus both one of the central themes of the novel, as well as its raison d’être.

5. Conclusion
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In The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Kundera claims his novel should be read as “an
investigation of human life in the trap the world has become” (Kundera, The Unbearable 221).
In this vein, his female masochists constitute an exploration of the options one has to exercise
one’s freedom under conditions of entrapment. Their masochism thus serves a double purpose:
first, to portray a mode of attachment that tries to adjust to oppressive conditions while
attempting to subvert them from within, doubling as a meditation on Kundera’s relationship with
his career as an émigré writer in France, and second, to dramatize their desire as a proof of
human experience, rather than a token of cultural exclusivity. In this way, Kundera’s deployment
of sexuality indeed mimics the double ambition of his novelistic oeuvre, which strives to fulfill
the expectation of the market of World Literature so as to be legible, read, and sold, while
simultaneously trying to escape the narrow confines this market imposes.
This strategy, however, had limited success. In his preface to Milan Kundera, a collection
of critical essays, Harold Bloom confesses that, at the time of the Prague Spring, he had
considered Kundera’s work to be canonical (understanding The Unbearable Lightness of Being
as a part of “the Western canon”), but since that historical moment had passed, he was forced to
realize that the novel is but a period piece, “formulaic, over-determined, and in places
unbearably light” (1). In the context of his depoliticized vision of the processes of canonization
captured in The Western Canon, Bloom argues that literary history is governed by a contingency
that produces an anxiety of influence, which he understands as the condition of writing as an art
(Bloom 11-12).26 In this conception, all authors, regardless of their positionality, share the same
anxiety concerning the heritage of World Literature created by their predecessors. In spite of
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Bloom claims that, “contingency governs literature as it does every cognitive enterprise, and the contingency
constituted by the Western literary Canon is primarily manifested as the anxiety of influence that forms and
malforms each new writing that aspires to permanence” (Bloom 11-12).
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Bloom’s unwillingness to recognize their merit, postcolonial and feminist critics have greatly
contributed to our understanding of canonization as a political project that often elevates some
authors while simultaneously disregarding others, thus creating cultural hierarchies.27 From
feminist and postcolonial perspectives, literary history and canon creation are in fact not
contingent; rather, they are overtly or implicitly curated by extra-literary power relations. As a
consequence, anxieties that shape authors’ relations to the history of World Literature differ
greatly. The anxiety of insufficiency Kundera thematizes in The Unbearable Lightness of Being
is, in this sense, limited to authors of “small literatures,” entering the stage of World Literature
without the assumption of universality.
Despite his persistent criticism of the pressures the market for World Literature imposes
on authors entering it from the global periphery, Kundera’s work attests to his adaptation to
many of these pressures. The adoption of a Eurocentric modernist aesthetic that privileges
exceptionalism, inaccessibility, and originality as the standard all art should be measured against
was central to this process. In this view, Tereza’s architectural criticism of her lover’s toilet and
Sabina’s manifesto for an art without a trace of kitsch stand for Kundera’s rejection of the
socialist realism of his youth. The mature Kundera’s artistic credo, formed by his migration to
France and his desire to establish a name for himself in a literary market that claims the right to
define modernism, is constructed around the shame of once belonging to a different strain of
modernism, based on populism and accessibility.
Wishing to distance himself from a stereotype of the émigré writer from “the East”
created by French literary criticism, Kundera seeks to refashion himself as a proto-Western
27

Gloria Fisk’s Orhan Pamuk and the Good of World Literature offers an important analysis of Pamuk’s
omnipresence in the field of World Literature today in correlation to his performance of “infrastructural work …
between the Judeo-Christian West and the Islamic East, providing a bridge where one is needed, a diplomat between
warring parties, and a window from one side of the world to another” (4).
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modernist, amplifying his commitment to Eurocentrism and cultural elitism and rejecting
literatures that don’t abide by the same standard as lacking. This desire renders him unable to
envision a World Literature beyond the Western canon and unwilling to formulate ties to other
peripheral authors on subversive or emancipatory grounds, despite an often-expressed desire to
the contrary. In The Curtain, Kundera refers to the sense of kinship he feels towards Latin
American writers he is meeting in Paris—such as Gabriel García Márquez and Carlos Fuentes—
but he articulates this kinship by claiming they all belong to “the edges of the West,” boiling a
potentially fruitful analogy between the two regions down to a Eurocentric simplification and
suggesting that the two literatures can only be deemed valuable if they are to be understood as
“Western” (82). In this context, Tereza’s and Sabina’s masochistic modes of adaptation to
domestic and artistic oppression inscribed in The Unbearable Lightness of Being channel
Kundera’s own relationship to the pressures of normativity, which they reveal as a form of fatal
attraction.
As one scrutinizes the phantasmatic tissue of The Unbearable Lightness of Being, one
thus discovers its masochistic scenarios, riddled with Bloomian concerns about originality as the
condition of worth, and unmasking a conviction that certain positionalities, like femininity in
Czechoslovak state socialism, cannot cultivate worth. This does not mean that Kundera should
be understood as a postcolonial (let alone feminist) author. On the contrary, in both its
Eurocentrism and hyper-normative descriptions of gender roles, his work attests to masochistic
modes of uncritical adaptation to normativity, but in doing so, it offers rare and valuable insight
into its affective cost.
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2. Chapter 2
Deformed Desires: Masochism and Complicity in Elfriede Jelinek’s The
Piano Teacher
1. Introduction
When asked about her thoughts on Austrian identity, Elfriede Jelinek answered that it
was one of amnesia (Bethman 62). As with Kundera, most of Jelinek’s writing centers on
sexuality as a place where suppressed social and intimate realties, created by this amnesia, are
allowed to reveal themselves. She has often argued that “sadomasochism” is her “number one
theme” (Biron). If Jelinek shares the epistemological purpose of sexuality in fiction with
Kundera, both the affect and the tone in which said affect is expressed in her work significantly
differ. This difference is perhaps best encapsulated by Jelinek’s 1983 novel The Piano Teacher
(1983, translated into English by Joachim Neugroschel). The novel dramatizes a sadomasochistic affair between a middle-aged piano teacher, Erika Kohut, and her student, Walter
Klemmer. Their relationship, which is depicted with an often traumatizing explicitness that
leaves little to the imagination, amounts to a painful reading experience. Jelinek often describes
this narrative brutality as the core of her artistic credo. For her, the literary act of revelation is by
necessity painful.
Jelinek’s novel—like most of her other work—focuses on the formation of female
subjectivity under the sign of masochism, produced by the joint pressures of patriarchy,
capitalism, and supremacist Eurocentrism. In many ways, The Piano Teacher is a novelistic
intervention in the debate on female masochism of the nineteen eighties and addresses several
questions traversed by this debate: should BDSM be understood as sex or as violence? Should
female desire be treated (and respected) as a form of agency even when its objective is assisted
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self-harm? How do we allow space for female sexual agency while simultaneously
acknowledging that desires are formed in the context of patriarchal enculturation that pushes
women into subservient roles?
For many feminist critics, The Piano Teacher has come to represent a synthesis of the
conflicts produced by the sex wars. Maneesha Deckha argues that The Piano Teacher offers a
dialectic structure that can simultaneously accommodate the argument that sex is in some way
related to violence and the argument that sex is a meaningful playground for personal agency. In
Deckha’s view, the novel establishes masochism as inherently multidirectional by pointing out
how the pressures of the patriarchal order inflict the processes of subject-formation, while
simultaneously demanding that the reader respect the agency of the novel’s protagonist even
when the result of exercising it is self-harm (459). But like most of Jelinek’s work, The Piano
Teacher also mobilizes its masochistic imagery to shape an affective critique of Austrian postwar society suspended between suppressed historical responsibility for the crimes of the Third
Reich, imminent concerns with provincialism, and rising xenophobic sentiments directed at the
other side of the Iron Curtain. Critics who have focused on Jelinek as primarily a critic of postwar Austria, and only secondarily as a feminist author, are less likely to detect sex-positive traces
in her handling of masochistic imagery. Allyson Fiddler and Matthias Konzett agree that a part
of Jelinek’s recognizable style is her unwillingness to portray human interactions in a
redeemable way, implying that not only sex, but all human behavior is essentially defined by
violence.
In this chapter, I explore how Jelinek utilizes the revelatory propensity of masochism in
line with her conviction that the social role of literature is inseparable from its capacity to disturb
the illusion of the “common sense” created by suppression and omission. In Fiddler’s view,
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Jelinek’s insistence that the mirage of the “common sense” which the regimes of power use to
legitimize oppression by making it invisible, can only be deconstructed through the violence of
the narrative practices that single out the ugly, the brutal, and the cruel (31). For Jelinek, the
revelatory violence of critique is both her principal literary tool and at the core of her ethical
credo. In line with Zivkovic’s view that Austrian literature in the second half of the twentieth
century focuses on the national suppression of the complicity in the war crimes of the Third
Reich, Jelinek mobilizes masochism as a mode of exorcism, creating space for a presumably
healing revelation of the uncomfortable power dynamics behind the Austrian claim of historical
victimhood (6). Much like Kundera, Jelinek parallels masochistic imagery and the cultural
discourse of victimhood. In stark opposition, however, Jelinek does not romanticize, or even
empathize with this condition. Instead, she stages masochism as a site of complicity that is
primarily interested in situating the masochist within the existing order without having to take
any responsibility for the violence of its maintenance.
Within Austrian studies, Jelinek’s critical position towards Austria is most often
interpreted in a West-centric key. Konzett, whose reading of Jelinek’s work is in many ways
representative of this position, claims her main goal is to reveal Austria as a “pars pro toto for
Western European culture,” based on the hypocrisy of liberalism (8-10). In his view, Jelinek is
particularly interested in the ways in which Austria parades the langue of an “open society”
while simultaneously sheltering colonial, supremacist, and racist legacies. This chapter seeks to
expand this interpretation by showing how The Piano Teacher constructs Austria as a
borderland, an inherently multicultural space, interlaced with semiperipheral concerns about
provinciality and relevance in the global context. In this context, it pays particular attention to
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how The Piano Teacher constructs Erika as an aspirational character who seeks to rise above her
station, often alluding to her provincial background as one of the sources of her lack.

2.

Corporeal Critique: Gender, Race, and Class of the Austrian National Body
Zooming in on an image of one of the most famous Austrian bodies—one of young

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Helga Kraft identifies the model Austrian body—in popular
imagination as well as in Jelinek’s work—as one of a white, Western man bustling with
musculature, inherited from the pseudo-classical ideal produced by the body politics of National
Socialism (222). By contrast, Jelinek inherits (and creatively reimagines) the female body,
portrayed with strong biblical overtones, derivative and unable to sustain itself without
supervision. The Piano Teacher suspends the drama of masochism as a space in which the
questions of ownership and personal agency are negotiated between these two bodies: an
incomplete female body of a teacher, damaged by self-mutilation, that—in spite of its age—has
not yet reached maturity, and the hyper-masculinized body of her student, characterized by
health and formed by his commitment to sports. But, contrary to Kraft’s extrapolation, Jelinek
does not locate the allegorical seat of the Austrian national body in Walter’s strength and
perfection, but rather in Erika’s lack of these qualities.
Erika is raised by a status-obsessed mother who grooms her to become a musical genius,
whose genius will elevate them above their station. Simultaneously, the mother hinders Erika’s
personal development so she will not leave her side. Erika is thus fixed in an eternal state of
arrested development and unable to envision personal liberation. Hungry for change, she is only
able to fantasize offering herself to a different owner. Erika is said to have inherited her mother's
particular combination of frustrations and values: her utmost concern is that she would be forced
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to see herself as a part of the “barbaric masses.” Her value as an individual depends entirely on
her ability to stand out.28 Like her mother, she too is only able to envision a social mobility by
proxy.
The novel reduces Walter to a slender set of characteristics that can be used to feed the
phantasmatic structure of Erika’s world. He becomes the object of her desire when she identifies
him as a potential source of this upward mobility. In this sense, “mobility” is decidedly
unmaterial and coded in the language of raw power. In other words, Erika’s desire is not
informed by wealth. Rather, she seeks to attach herself to those she understands as powerful:
“She wants to side with the powerful so they’ll pull her up” (Jelinek 83). To construct the genesis
of this structure of desire, the narrative voice retreats to a flashback, reconstructing Erika’s first
love interest: her cousin. At the time the memory is formed, Erika and her mother are living in a
peripheral Alpine village, so the cousin, a student of medicine visiting them from Vienna,
emerges as the promise of freedom incapsulated in a vision of urban life. An athlete, he is
portrayed almost exclusively through his physicality, which indeed brings to mind the image of
the young Arnold Schwarzenegger invoked by Kraft:
The boy prefers wearing very skimpy bathing briefs. … The boy’s genitals are just barely
squeezed into a pouch, which is attached to two strings; these strings run over his hips,
and are knotted on each side, left and right. They're bound sloppily, he’s not such a
stickler. Sometimes the knots unravel, and the boy has to tie them again. It’s a miniswimsuit. More than anything else, the young man enjoys showing off his latest wrestling
moves, right here on the mountain, where he can reap admiration. … The girls bounce
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Fiddler argues this is characteristic attribute shared across the spectrum to Jelinek’s lower-middle class characters.
(Fiddler 148)
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around the boy like ripe fruits falling from a tree. The young athlete only has to pick them
up and gulp them down. … They slide down hills and giggle, they sly into gravel or
thistles and screech. The young man stands over them, triumphant. (Jelinek 38–39)
His physicality is described with sexual overtones. His sexuality, on the other hand, is
characterized not as sexuality in and of itself but as sexual capital that situates him firmly in the
position of power. He is the ruler of the village, and all its inhabitants—particularly young
women—are subservient to his will to reign. His sex appeal elevates his desire to the heights of
omnipotence. His all-encompassing desirability constitutes him as the sovereign of desire who
dictates whose carnal wishes will be fulfilled and who is abandoned. Despite her mother’s
prohibition, Erika seeks out his company and surrenders to his “wrestling moves” that facilitate
her first adolescent encounter with male genitalia. Following a sequence of sporting maneuvers,
the “pouch” she previously observed from afar is dangling in front of her face like a “package
[that] has been arranged for her” (Jelinek 43). This encounter, which “triggers a landslide” within
Erika, is followed by an introduction to her self-harm practices. After the moment of pre-sexual
tension inevitably passes, Erika does not seek to expand it towards fulfillment. Rather, she
retreats to her quarters and proceeds to cut herself with a razorblade (Jelinek 43-44). Unlike her
cousin, she does not feel entitled to delegate her desire to others; nor does she feel permitted to
explore it on her own. She transposes the force of the desire she cannot share with its object onto
the space of self-mutilation that simultaneously offers affective release and marks her body with
the sign of lack. Her body, marked by self-inflicted wounds, serves as proof that she is not like
her cousin, but his absolute negation.
Erika’s relationship with Walter Klemmer is a repetition of the (im)balance of power
introduced by the fleeting encounter between Erika and her cousin. When Walter and Erika meet,
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she is a middle-aged piano teacher living with her mother, who dictates every minute of her
spare time as well as every detail of her physical appearance. The desired goal of this
micromanagement is to make sure Erika would attract as little (male) attention as possible so she
would never be desired enough to be tempted to leave her. Walter, on the other hand, is a young,
handsome sportsman (his expertise is white-water canoeing), fully in charge of his sex appeal
and without any reservations about following his desire wherever it may lead, even when it
points towards his much older piano teacher. Secure in his body, which he understands as an
embodiment of health, Walter never doubts his impulses:
Yes, indeed, in case of doubt, Klemmer always listens only to his own body, which is
never wrong, and which speaks in the language of the body. In addicts or invalids, the
body may often fail to tell the truth because of weakness and misuse. But Klemmer’s
body is healthy, thank you very much. … during a workout, Klemmer’s body always tells
him when it’s had enough or when there’s still something left in the reserve tank. Until
he’s given his all. (Jelinek 202)
Klemmer’s self-assurance is presented as an amalgamation of physical and emotional strength,
blurring the line between ethics and aesthetics. His body, like the body of Erika’s cousin, invokes
Nazism’s infatuation with the simplified ideals of classical antiquity. Because Walter doesn't
engage in “degenerate” activities that would deform his desires, he is entitled to pursue them,
intuitively aware that they are right, pure, and justified. He is captivated by Erika because he is
drawn to her mastery in art. He desires her based on the assumption that her relationship to music
stems from the same taste for perfection as his commitment to white-water canoeing. Erika, on
the other hand, is attracted to Walter because she is aware of the difference between them. Early
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in the novel they engage in a conversation on musical genius, and she argues for its correlation
with madness as the absence of health:
The fading of Schubert’s, of Schumann's, life-light is the extreme opposite of what the
healthy masses mean when they call a tradition healthy and wallow in its luxuriantly.
Health – how disgusting. Health is the transfiguration of the status quo. … Well, health
always sides with the victors; the weak fall away. … A sensitive person gets burned, like
a delicate moth. (Jelinek 71)
Alluding to the familial history of mental illness (her father was interned to the Steinhof mental
asylum, where he died), Erika attaches herself to the legacy of mentally compromised artists,
who cannot rely on their bodies as a source of guidance. She uses her attachment to the genius
of music as the last defense against her identification with the barbaric masses she wants to
separate herself from. As Karl Ivan Solibakke states, “paradoxically, Erika fights for what she
maintains to be the redemption of art, while she herself is little more than yet another
representative of the brutal mob that she has been admonished to disdain” (255). The paradoxical
nature of Erika’s mode of identification is further complicated by her desire to attach herself to
Walter as the source of “normality,” which goes against the grain of the pride she takes in her
exceptional lack.
Pointing towards the sight of the construction of what she takes to be the “Austrian
national body,” Kraft invokes Adolf Hitler and his attempt to present himself as Aryan despite
his lack of Arian attributes through his fashion choices, tone of voice, and a “societal discourse
… used to mask his body” (227). In Kraft’s view, the Austrian national body in question is
defined by masking. Erika shares this endeavor with Hitler. On the one hand, she seeks to
conceal her lack by claiming (and gatekeeping) mastery in classical music. On the other, she
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hopes to surpass her lack by attaching herself to those who are not defined by it, such as Walter
Klemmer.
Like Kraft, Barbara Kosta argues that Jelinek pays particular attention to the ideal
Austrian body and the processes of erasure (of non-white, minority, and disabled bodies)
involved in its creation (92). However, The Piano Teacher also creates a platform where the
convoluted and multifaceted nature of the actual Austrian body becomes visible. As Lacan might
argue, if Klemmer is constructed as the Ideal Austrian body, Erica uncomfortably emerges as the
Real Austrian body. Dictated by her mother’s puritanism (not only is Erika not allowed to date,
she is also not allowed to spend money on clothes or socialize without her mother’s approval),
Erica’s life is shaped by extreme pressure to suppress desire. Her “perversion,” however, speaks
of the impossibility of such endeavors. Through the novel, Erika continues to remain a desiring
subject despite her mother’s disapproval, showing that sexuality cannot be erased. Importantly,
most of Erika’s sex life takes place in the most multicultural parts of the city, paralleling the
impossibility of sexual repression with the impossibility of ethnic erasure in the context of the
Austrian national body.
The novel limits Erika’s personal agency to the adventures of a perverse flaneuse seeking
out peepshows and stalking sexually active couples around the Vienna of early eighties. The
Vienna that the novel constructs around her walks is a quintessentially multicultural city.
Jelinek’s Vienna is a border city where the West and the East bleed into each other, raising the
stakes of self-identification for its inhabitants. As Philip Ther argues, Cold War Vienna, situated
at the immediate proximity of the Iron Curtain, was a vibrant trade center for financial and
cultural exchange capitalizing on visa-free travel for vendors and tourists from the states of the
Warsaw pact and Yugoslavia (172-173). Fiddler and Ther agree that the eighties, with the end of
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the Cold War appearing on the horizon, led to an increase in immigration anxieties concerning a
potential influx of immigrants from the East and an unwelcome change in the ethnic structure of
the Austrian national body. In their view, these changes facilitated the rise of nationalist
populism, embodied by the figure of Jörg Heider and his Freedom party (Freiheitliche Partei
Österreichs) that gained popularity over the course of the nineties (Fiddler, The Art 13).29
Jelinek’s Vienna indeed channels many of these anxieties:
You can hear the bellowing Turkish vowels. A second voice instantly enters: a guttural
Serbo-Croatian countertenor. Gangs of men, on tenterhooks, small troops, hurrying here
in dribs and drabs, now turning underneath the roaring elevated train: A peep show has
been set up under one of the viaduct arches. The space is exploited so efficiently, down to
the very last nook and cranny, no centimeter wasted. The Turks are, no doubt, vaguely
familiar with the arch shape from their mosques. Maybe the whole thing recalls a harem.
(Jelinek 47-48)
The streets Erika walks in search of sexual fulfillment are swarming with “barbarian hordes” of
Eastern men whose ethnicities bleed into one another, bound by the shared aura of threat. But the
unspecified quality of “Easternness” is not exclusive to men: it is importantly attributed to the
architecture harboring their presence. The accents and body language of the men are not the only
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As Fiddler argues: “political historians have traced how the FPÖ’s ascendancy under Heider is matched by its
increasing distance from ‘liberal’ politics per se and its espousal of nationalist, anti-immigrational policies. … The
‘Österreich zurest’ (Austria First) referendum of 1992 asked for popular approval to ‘shore up Austria against
immigration, to reject bilingualism in schools and to increase domestic policing (particularly against asylum
seekers).[…] Many of the other political parties adopted anti-immigrationalist stances, as the fall of the Berlin Wall
saw migration from former Eastern Bloc countries, and many agreed with the argument that EU should not see
further expansion ‘to the east.’ … In the 1999 campaign, other parties were campaigning along similar lines, but
none of the slogans used was ‘as explicit as those used by the FPÖ [that read] “Stop der Überfremdung” (“Stop
foreign infiltration”), a term coined by the Nazis and used by Goebbels in 1933.” (Fiddler 13)
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Orientalized presence in the passage—in the eye of the narrator, Vienna itself emerges as an
inherently “oriental” city. The "East" is inscribed in the tissue of Vienna, reminding the reader of
the sediments of Habsburg imperial multiculturalism. In this passage Jelinek suggests that there
is no need for “the barbarians” to invade from outside the city gates, as the city itself is already a
part of the “East” it seeks to erase from its history. This is not to say that Erika embraces the
multicultural nature of Vienna. Like the mob in general, she despises the multiethnic and
multiracial “barbarians” specifically and does not shy away from overt racism. However, in
sharing pornographic experiences with the “Turks” and the “Yugoslavs,” she also shares in their
liminal status.
The novel does not limit this liminal status to sexuality. Importantly, it also transposes it
into the realm of classical music, where it gains aspirational overtones. Erika and Walter share a
meaningful conversation on the exceptional status of art in the apartment of a Polish émigré
family that seeks to achieve naturalization to Austrian society through the promotion of AustroGermanic cultural production. In terms of status rather than ethnicity, Erika and her mother are
also portrayed as using classical music as a source of social mobility. Their investment in
classical music is what gives them the opportunity to leave the village and relocate to the city.
Like the anxiety of insufficiency that consumes Tereza in Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable
Lightness of Being, Erika’s discomfort emanates from the suppression (or almost complete
elimination) of her status as a villager and the compensation of her unenviable social standing
(she and her mother share a one-bedroom apartment as Erika is the sole breadwinner in the
family) with her dedication to high-brow culture. She, like Walter and her mother, identifies the
ability to thrive and dominate others as an integral part of the Austrian ethnic and racial program.
Unable to do so, she finds herself consumed by doubt. Her inability to comfortably claim her
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right to what she understands as an “Austrian tradition” extends itself into her doubt concerning
her ethnic belonging, producing a sense of shame that seeks out punishment.
The thematic choice of masochism itself ties The Piano Teacher to the narrative legacies
problematizing questions of race, ethnicity, and sexual as well as political power in Central
European spaces. As Noyes notes, masochism as mode of aesthetic expression was popularized
in the nineteenth century by “Sacher-Masoch’s fascination with gross social injustices and
violence in Eastern Europe in the fading days of the Habsburg empire,” justified by the division
of imperial subjects into civilized Westerners and barbaric easterners that must be cultivated by
any and all means, violence included. Jelinek repurposes Sacher-Masoch's model for an
understanding of the imbalance of power in Central Europe through the prism of sexuality for
her contemporary Cold War reality. This reality importantly differs from the Habsburg colonial
context that preened itself for its multiculturalism by insisting on a myth of quasi-Germanic
ethnic purity. If Sacher-Masoch's characters sacrifice themselves—often figures of imperial
bureaucracy—at the hands of subaltern tormentors to restore social balance, Erika is portrayed as
a subject seeking out a sufficiently Arian punisher that will chastise her for her insufficient
Westernness. She discovers one in Walter.
Recognizing that he would perfectly fulfill the structural position she is seeking to cast,
she writes him a letter that discloses the masochistic nature of her desire and lists a set of
demands. After Water reads it, his admiration is swiftly replaced by disgust. This string’s
negative affect, however, does not prevent him from seeking sexual gratification from her. After
a failed performance of fellatio that leaves Walter flaccid and Erika vomiting, he delivers the
first in a series of punishments he has in store for her—verbal humiliation:
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Outside, the clouds are darkening the world. Klemmer keeps repeating—senselessly,
because he was understood the first time—that Erika stinks so horribly that the whole
small room reeks of her, it’s disgusting. She wrote him a letter, and now his reply is: He
wants nothing from her, and besides, she stinks to high heaven. Klemmer pulls Erika’s
hair. She should leave town, so his young, fresh nostrils won’t have to smell that peculiar,
repulsive stench, that animal emanation of putrescence. Goddamnit, but you stink, piano
teacher, you just can’t imagine how bad you stink. Erika glides down into warmth, the
body-warm brook of shame, a bath in which one submerges cautiously because the water
is rather dirty. Things well up, gush up. Filthy whitecaps of shame, the dead rats of
failure, scraps of paper, wooden scraps of ugliness, an old mattress caked with sperm
stains. (Jelinek 246)
Walter’s insults display the revelatory goals of a masochist fantasy. Delivering his derogatory
speech, Walter negates Erika’s aspirational view of herself (i.e., that her commitment to highbrow culture elevates her above the unclean body of the masses), placing her firmly within the
realm of “the stinking mob.” Is this revelation (and with it the suspension of her aspirational
anxiety) the desired outcome of Erika’s fantasy or a proof that the gendered violence inscribed
into the nature of BDSM makes it impossible for the female masochist to exercise her agency in
the same way as the male masochist would? The answer varies in regard to which of the two
registers of critique embedded in The Piano Teacher one focuses on. Through its double-coding,
The Piano Teacher makes space for two different readings of Erika’s masochism—a feminist
reading, which focuses on the structural limitations of female masochism within the context of
abuse, and an allegorical reading that constitutes Erika’s masochism as a parallel to an Austrian
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problematic attachment to the Third Reich (interpreted as both its perpetrator and an unattainable
ideal), recognizing as a tool of affirming the oppressive order.

3. The Failed Masochist
Most contemporary debates on masochism stem from Gilles Deleuze's conclusion that the
traditional psychoanalytical chimera of sado-masochism by which sadism and masochism are
complementary conditions joined by a shared interest in the amalgamation of power and
sexuality, as well as by taking an interconnected place the ontogenesis of a human psyche, is
false. In Deleuze’s view, sadism and masochism share but one thing: they are phantasmatic
projects and as such they only allow for one agent at a time. As much as a sadist would be
uninterested in a victim that would take pleasure their machination, a masochist could not
tolerate a tormentor who would act on their own accord (Deleuze 40-41). Although the
masochistic fantasy is constructed around surrender, the masochist has to be the architect of this
surrender, taking on a pedagogical role through which he grooms his tormentor to deliver the
punishment he desires. This is why, according to Deleuze, a contract plays such a central part in
the masochist phantasy: it grants the masochist his authorial role, while simultaneously
launching the ritual of punishment that elevates his tormentress into the position of the one who
executes the law. As I explain in the introduction, this interpretation is limited by the gendered
structure of Deleuze’s argument. For Deleuze, masochism is a gendered game where the
masochist is always a man and his torturer always a woman. Although the male masochist’s
contract awards his tormentor the power to execute the Law, the contract itself (operating as the
metonymy of the Law) can only be composed by a man.
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Fiddler identifies Erika, the female masochist, as a failed masochist. Focusing on her
inability to “educate her partner into a willing participant in her fantasies,” Fiddler implies that a
contract written by a subject who does not hold the power to wield the instruments of the Law is
de facto not binding (150). In an attempt to invite Walter into her sexual life under her
conditions, Erika produces a letter stating her masochistic demands and expectations which is to
function as their contract (Jelinek 190). But instead of abiding by her instructions to secure his
place in her emotional life, Walter entirely rejects her attempts at “leading from the bottom”: he
would only be willing to enter a relationship in which he would be the one setting the rules.
Unwilling to allow Erika to exercise her erotic agency, he tells her: “there’s nothing worse than a
woman who wants to rewrite creation” (Jelinek 263). Although Erika’s affection for Walter is
narrated in a language of perversion and Walter’s affection for her takes on the language of
romantic love, his rejection of her narrative and unwillingness to adapt his expectations to
construct a shared language constitute the actual source of violence in the narrative. When
Walter voices his disgust with Erika’s masochism, she is willing to abandon the mode of her
desire in favor of their relationship whereas he, once he becomes aware that he is not the sole
agent between the two, cannot forgive her for her ambition to partake in shaping the nature of
their contact. Finally, their affair culminates in a rape scene where Walter forces himself into the
apartment Erika shares with her mother and de facto executes many of the actions Erika has
requested from him in the letter, but without her consent. For comparison, these are some of
Erika’s requests voiced in her letter:
Her most haunting wish—the adored Herr Klemmer reads—is for you to punish me. She
would like Klemmer as her punishment. And in such a way that he ties her up with the
ropes I’ve collected, and also the leather straps and even the chains! Hogtie her, bind her
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up as thoroughly as he can—solidly, intensely, artfully, cruelly, tormentingly, cunningly.
He should bore his knees into her abdomen, if you’ll be so kind. … If I ask to loosen the
rope, darling, then I may be able to free myself should you go along with my request.
That's why you must pay no attention to my pleading, that’s very important! (Jelinek 21517)
The rape scene is more than ten pages long and opens with Erika’s joy at Walter’s late-night
visit, accompanied by her renunciation of the “stupid letter” (Jelinek 262). She is committed to
their romantic partnership and eager to discuss their plans for a shared future whereby she is
interrupted with a slap in the face. After her mother’s unsuccessful intervention, Walter isolates
Erika in her room where he proceeds with the beating, smashing his fist into Erika’s belly despite
her continuous pleading to stop (Jelinek 266). Klemmer’s next step is to mock the content of her
letter, asking her to fetch the ropes she was referring to, stating he is “only executing [her]
orders” (Jelinek 267). Erika tries to escape but finds herself unable to compete with Walter’s
physical strength (Jelinek 268). As the scene proceeds, Erika is mocked for her age and her lack
of sex appeal, all the while being continually beaten, Walter breaking her nose and a couple of
ribs in the process (Jelinek 269-270). He rapes her, after taking a break from the beating to
refresh himself with a glass of water, so as to exemplify that Erika is not desirable enough for
him to hurry. During the rape, he asks her to love him, while she is said not to feel a thing. “The
core of this love,” the narrator concludes, “is annihilation” (Jelinek 270). The scene is staged so
as to reveal the ethical, as well as legal complexity of female masochism.
Walter’s response to the structure of Erika’s desire offers an answer to Deckha's question
of how to approach the question of consent regarding female masochism. While Deckha sees the
central problem of consent within the realm of female masochism in the fact that desire is
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produced by enculturation and can therefore help disseminate patriarchal values harmful to
women, the issue with consent in The Piano Teacher is in fact formal (426). The devil’s
advocate might argue that Erika has given her consent in advance by stating that Walter should
proceed with executing sexual violence against her even in the case of her pleading him to stop.
But because Walter has made it clear that his abuse is taking place outside of their contractual
relationship, as he is not willing to admit her capacity to form legally binding contracts, the
consent articulated in her letter should be considered null. This dynamic is clarified by a brief
exchange of opinion that transpires between Walter and Erika during the rape scene:
While hitting her lightly, Klemmer tells the woman this is exactly what she wanted. Erika
tearfully protests that this isn’t what she wanted, she wanted something different. Well,
then you’ll have to express yourself more carefully next time, the man replies. Kicking
her, he demonstrates the simple equation: I am I. And I am not ashamed. I’m behind me
one hundred percent. He threatens the woman: She has to take him just as he is. I am as I
am. (Jelinek 271)
At the core of Erika’s desire is her ambition to bring it to life, functioning as its agent. Walter’s
refusal to accept her on her terms renders any fulfillment of her fantasy impossible. While he
demands that she accept him for what he is, he is unwilling to extend that privilege to her. In
Walter’s character, Jelinek draws the limits of the usefulness of Deleuzian masochism without
sadists, which appears unable to transgress gender lines and their inherent imbalance of power.
Feminist criticism of female masochism (not as a fantasy, but as a practice limited by the
conditions of existing inter-gender relations) embedded in The Piano Teacher highlights the
assumption that a female masochist might find it difficult to avoid accidentally enlisting an
actual sadist who will prevent her from being de facto in charge of her envisioned debasement,
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pushing it out of the space of fantasy and into the realm of reality. Regardless of the importance
of Deleuze’s reading for our contemporary understanding of masochism, it is important to take
Jelinek’s claim that she is primarily interested in sado-masochism at face value. In opposition to
Sacher-Masoch's narrative world that is largely bereft of real violence due to its allencompassing romanticism, Jelinek is de facto committed to exploring sadistic violence and the
appeal it has for a non-masochian masochist such as Erika. Although the rape scene amounts to
an event that was not desired, her desire for Walter still depends on his ability to create such
scenes. If the object of the male masochist's desire as proposed by Sacher-Masoch is a woman
who on her own has no wish to inflict violence, Erika is portrayed as desiring violent men from
the start. This, I argue, is where Jelinek’s feminist endeavors bleed into her attempts to formulate
a critique of victimhood as the Austrian national stance toward its history, positing that
victimhood becomes a superfluous category when the victim upholds the ethics of the perpetrator
or herself inflicts harm onto others.

4. Masochism and Complicity
Formulating Jelinek’s distrust in the emancipatory potential of masochism, The Piano
Teacher makes the important claim that Erika is herself violent. The introduction to her sadistic
tendencies is planted between the descriptions of her hatred of crowds. The reader is told that
Erica habitually boards Viennese streetcars, armed with the instruments she borrowed from the
conservatorium to hit the people standing in the crowd:
SHE is pulled into streetcars by the weight of musical instruments, which dangle from
her body, in front and behind, along with the stuffed briefcases. An encumbered butterfly.
The creature feels it has dormant strength for which music does not suffice. The creature
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clenches its fist around the handles of violins, violas, flutes. It likes to make negative use
of its energy, although it does have a choice. Mother offers a selection: a broad spectrum
of teats on the udder of the cow known as music. SHE bangs into people’s backs and
fronts with her stringed instruments and wind instruments and her heavy musical scores.
Her weapons bounce off these people, whose fat is like a rubber buffer. (Jelinek 14-15)
The paragraph strips Erika of her humanity, transforming her into an “it”—a set of
uncontrollable desires to harm others, making “negative use of her energy.” The implication is
that Erika’s need to cause harm is attached to her conviction that violence and music are the only
spaces of affective relief available. When music does not suffice, Erika automatically leans
towards violence. At a different time, the narrator suggests that Erika’s violence is a result of the
fact that she had been prohibited from wanting, which in turn had deformed her desire. In the
aftermath of this process, desire is only available to her in the negative sense, as a desire to
eliminate desire—her own and that of others: “HER innocent wishes change over the years into a
destructive greed, a desire to annihilate. If others have something, then she wants it too. If she
can’t have it, she’ll destroy it” (82). Describing her sadistic escapades, the narrative voice of the
novel claims that Erika’s interest in destruction is not exclusively introverted. She can only relate
to others through envy, seeing them as competition for the scarce resources of fulfillment
available, which becomes most obvious when others enter the domain she considers” hers”—
music. As she is employed by the conservatorium as the piano teacher, her pedagogy is based on
sadism. She is portrayed fantasizing about smashing a student’s head into the piano.30 On a
different occasion the fantasy spills over into reality and she plants shreds of broken glass into a
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Jelinek's description is rather graphic: For a fleeting instant, she needs to grab the student’s hair and smash his
head against the inside of the piano until the bloody bowled of strings and wires screech and spurt. (105)
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pocket of her student’s coat (Jelinek 166). “When she teaches,” the narrator sates, “she breaks
one will after another. Yet deep inside, she feels an intense desire to obey” (Jelinek 101).
Foregrounding her envy, the narrator attaches Erika’s sadism to her masochism and
traces her masochism to her internalization of the oppressive order represented by her mother.
Erika seeks to punish those she considers more liberated than herself. Obsessed with order and
cleanliness, bereft of straightforward sexual desire or even desire to form reciprocal human
connections, fully dedicated to music, Erica strives to be a complete realization of expectation
imposed onto her by her sadistic mother, who sees her as her private property:
Erika, the meadow flower. That’s how she got her name: erica. Her pregnant mother had
a vision of something timid and tender. Then, upon seeing the lump of clay that shot out
of her body, she promptly began to mold it relentlessly in order to keep it pure and fine.
Remove a bit here, a bit there. Every child instinctively heads towards dirt and filth
unless you pull it back. (Jelinek 23-24)
Erika’s mother, riddled with aspirational concerns about how to elevate her social standing, uses
her daughter as a vessel for their mutual social mobility, only available to them at the cost of
Erika’s success. Notably, success does not necessarily mean artistic stardom, which might
negatively influence Erika’s sense of modesty and set her off into the world, leaving her mother
abandoned. Rather, it means total submission to a confined set of values, derived from the joint
traditions of Catholicism, capitalism, and ethnic supremacy: Erika is to be clean, modest, proper,
moderate, hard-working, penny-pinching, asexual, and failure avoidant. Seeking to outperform
her mother’s expectations, Erika succeeds in mastering all of these qualities, all the while
sustaining the lurking awareness that her best is not good enough, as the categories themselves
are designed to be unachievable. The outcome—Erika’s commitment to the oppressive value
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system dictated by her mother combined with the shame at her inability to perfect the role she is
pressured to play—leaves Erika in a state she experiences as disability:
Erika despises anything pertaining to bodies, animals; they are constant handicaps on her
straight and narrow path. She may not be handicapped as a cripple, but her freedom of
movement is limited, after all. You see, most people move lovingly toward another
person, a partner, a mate. That’s all they ever hanker for. If a female colleague at the
conservatory takes Erika’s arm, Erika shies away from her presumptuousness. No one is
allowed to lean on Erika. (Jelinek 90)
The language the narrator uses to describe Erika’s sense of disability identifies it as a weakness
of both the body and the spirit. Oscillating between seeing herself as either fatally lacking or
elevated above the barbarity of the common people, Erika can only envision herself in
contradiction to others. Whether she is portrayed envying their propensity to seek solace in
others or in her disgust at it, she is always characterized by her inability to form communal
attachments herself. Ipso facto the toxicity of her masochism annihilates the possibility of
solidarity. Unlike Sacher-Masoch's aristocratic characters that seek to offer themselves as a
sacrifice to the revolutionary masses of the subaltern, Erika’s desire to be punished is not
designed to offer a form of social reparation. Erika’s masochism, selfish by nature, is only
valuable for its revelatory power that exposes her lack, absolving her of her Sisyphean
aspirational struggles.
Jelinek’s interest in the revelatory nature of masochism is in line with the urgency of
revelation that defined Austrian society at the time The Piano Teacher was being written. Shortly
after its publication, Austria was forced to address the historical role it played in the war crimes
of the Third Reich, when Kurt Waldheim, who previously served two terms as the Secretary
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General of the UN, was elected president and his National–socialist past finally resurfaced.31
When asked if the Waldheim affair led to a shift in Austrian self-identification, Jelinek
responded that Waldheim's past, as well as Austrian complicity in the crimes of the Third Reich,
had been common knowledge all along. If anything, Jelinek claims, the revelations concerning
Waldheim made it impossible for Austria to quote plausible deniability in the face of the world
(Bethman 62). Since the popularization of the anti-Heimat Roman in the sixties, revelatory
tendencies seeking to excavate the ghosts of complicity from under The Sound of Musicimpersonating façade have become a growing trend in Austrian literature, corresponding with the
national trends of ethnic and domestic violence and suicidality (Long 229).32 While several
novels that popularized the genre—such as Thomas Bernhard’s Frost (1963)—focused on the
latent violence of Austrian society in relation to suppressed and unresolved guilt and complicity
in the crimes of the Third Reich, The Piano Teacher appears to be invested in the national shame
of not fitting the proposed standard of supremacist Eurocentrism enough. Erika’s racism and
classism don’t need to be revealed, as they are not latent. She carries them with pride, they are a
part of her consciously crafted persona. Instead, her masochism reveals her inability to claim that
persona and her anxiety that the truth of her uncultured peripheral belonging will be exposed
without her being able to control the exposure. Through Erika, Jelinek moves Austria’s position
from the West and into the murky borderlands constructed around the Iron Curtain, where the
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The Waldheim affair erupted in 1986, when the first in the series of several investigations, led by the World
Jewish Congress, confirmed Kurt Waldheim, freshly elected president of the Second Republic, who served two
terms as the Secretary General of the UN was involved in military atrocities committed by the Wehrmacht in Greece
and Yugoslavia, in spite of claiming he had barley seen any combat during the entire World War Two (Fiddler 16).
32
Heimatsroman (heimat meaning home or homeland) was a conservative genre depicting bucolic scenes from rural
Austria, popularized by the rise of National socialism for its rejection of modernity and idealization of a pure life,
rooted in nature (Long 226)
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quest for the definite borderline between ”civilization” and ”barbarity” serves as one of the most
powerful—and most abused—tools in service of political power.
Jelinek's cynicism regarding Erika’s personal victimhood invokes her cynicism
regarding Austrian national victimhood, established by the Moscow declaration that recognized
Austria as the first victim of Nazism. While recognizing that Erika was abused by external forces
outside of her influence, the novel identifies her past (as well as present) victimhood as irrelevant
in the face of her desire to normalize (or even romanticize) the violence committed against her
and her own sadistic traits, framing her as both complicit in the crimes of others and guilty of
crimes of her own. Importantly, the novel constitutes Erika as a grown-up, a teacher, and the sole
breadwinner of the family, signaling that several routs to liberation are in fact available to her,
making her a conscious agent of her unwillingness to utilize them and ipso facto complicit in the
violence taking place around her. Defending Jelinek’s decision to limit the narrator’s sympathy
for Erika as a victim of domestic and sexual abuse, Fiddler argues that there is a purpose to her
narrative cruelty:
It is almost as if Jelinek were using a particular kind of lens when regarding the world
about her, one which detects the ugliest, most cruel and brutal aspects and which blows
these up to oversize proportions, thus distorting the picture, but attracting attention to
things which are often deliberately concealed or reinterpreted by the ruling ideology in
the interests of its own safety and continued power. (Fiddler 31)
For Fiddler, Jelinek’s writing is organized around her desire to de-naturalize the patterns of
oppression, created by patriarchal capitalism (xii). Normalizing procedures of ideology makes
violence invisible and literary procedures are needed to bring it back into the spotlight. In
Jelinek’s view, ideology makes the world inaccessible and hence unavailable to revolutionary
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intervention. In her desire to intervene in these normalizing practices, Jelinek engages with
criticism of what Mark Fisher refers to as capitalist realism (Fisher 16). Inheriting the term from
German pop art of the sixties, Fisher identifies capitalist realism as “a pervasive atmosphere,
conditioning not only the production of culture but also the regulation of work and education,
and acting as a kind of invisible barrier constraining thought and action.” In Fisher’s view,
capitalist realism in is an epistemology that makes patterns of oppression seem not only natural,
but also unavoidable and necessary, constituting the sense that there can be no alternative.33
Fisher argues capitalist realism can only be denaturalized by intrusions of the Lacanian Real, that
expose it as an ideological fabrication (17).34 Intrusions of the Real function as a reminder of the
constructedness of human categories. They weaken the sense of control we have over the reality
we inhabit and are therefore experienced as violent and disturbing. For Jelinek, literature is a
space that can—and should—facilitate such violent disruptions. Her commitment to literary
representations of extreme brutality is a commitment to portraying the truly existing brutality
that is often made invisible by the pacifying language of ideology and can only be properly
mediated through the means that make the reader uncomfortable.
In The Piano Teacher, emotional, physical, and sexual violence is represented in ways
that make for a violent reading experience, while simultaneously contrasted with the elevated
language of high art and romantic love. This contrast exposes them as ideological tools that
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In historical addendum to Fisher’s explication, the condition for the ostensible omnipresence of capitalist realism
was the collapse of the socialist alternative in the aftermath of the Cold War, facilitated by the insistence of the
victorious market liberalism that socialism and totalitarianism are to be understood as synonymous.
33
In the Lacanian structure of the world as we experience it that consists of the Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the
Real, the latter represents the intrusive glimpse of the fact that the world is entirely independent of our control.
Fisher’s example of the intrusion of the Real that threatens the seamlessness of capitalist realism is the looming
threat of the environmental catastrophe (18).
34
In the Lacanian structure of the world as we experience it that consists of the Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the
Real, the latter represents the intrusive glimpse of the fact that the world is entirely independent of our control.
Fisher’s example of the intrusion of the Real that threatens the seamlessness of capitalist realism is the looming
threat of the environmental catastrophe (18).
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help sustain oppressive orders of patriarchy, market capitalism, and ethnic supremacy. The
narrator’s critical stance concerning Erika’s masochism does not stem from Jelinek’s lack of
commitment to sex-positive feminism; rather, it serves to encapsulate the intimate pressures
that Austria’s Cold War commitment to uphold the desire to remain on the “right side of the
West” while suppressing its role in the crimes of the Third Reich. Focusing on the effects that
the national imaginary has on the processes of subject-formation, The Piano Teacher does not
demonize masochism; it does, however, show that Deleuzian claims of its internal subversive
powers might be taken with a grain of salt.

5. Conclusion
Centering on female masochism in The Piano Teacher, this chapter shows how Jelinek
mobilizes its revelatory capacity to capture this dual paradox of Austrian positionality after the
Second World War. In the novel, Jelinek hints at a conclusion that the source of traumaproducing Austrian amnesia is double, consisting of the desire to suppress the memory of
homegrown nationalist socialism as well as the desire to maintain the supremacist ideals it was
built on, striving to forget its historical multiculturalism. In an interview, Jelinek claims that
unlike “other countries, Austria … has not been able … to identify with the great, important
figures of its past, its culture, or its history” (Bethman 62). Erica’s masochistic attachment to
Walter, which focuses on him as a source of “power” and “perfection,” mirrors this
aspirational, imitative nature of Austrian society. In The Piano Teacher, Jelinek offers a portrait
of Cold War Austria that is profoundly defined by its borderland positionality and as troubled
by the anxiety of insufficiency as its neighboring states on the other side of the Iron Curtain.
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In this chapter, I have shown how Jelinek utilizes Erika’s masochism in three separate,
yet interlaced ways: as a feminist reevaluation female masochism, as a metonym for Austrian
anxiety of insufficiency, and as a literary tool that opens up a narrative space for unsettling
revelations regarding the “truth” about power relations in sex and society. Because she is a
feminist author, Jelinek, unlike Kundera, avoids the temptation to romanticize the vulnerability
of the female masochist. Importantly, The Piano Teacher and The Unbearable Lightness of
Being share the narrative goal of dramatizing a sense of something hidden, submerged, or
difficult to articulate that I consider crucial to Central European postmodernism. Both of the
novels mobilize the masochist fantasy as site of revelation, and in both cases, what is
“revealed” is some sort of lack, binding together the conditions of femininity and Central
Europeanness. These two novels, however, differ radically in style. If Kundera approaches the
question of Czechoslovak “weakness” and “humiliation” with tenderness and care, Jelinek’s
stance on Austrian “victimhood” is one of fierce criticism. These novels offer two different
interpretations of the rhetoric of historical victimhood in the Cold War Central Europe, one
focusing on the conditions of its emergence, and the other highlighting the ways in which this
rhetoric can be abused. Drawing on feminist perspectives on female masochism, Jelinek’s The
Piano Teacher highlights the aspects of masochistic modes of attachment that help sustain the
imbalance of power rather than a path towards liberation.
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3. Chapter 3
The Ideology of Suffering: Assimilationist Guilt and Self-Sacrifice in Peter
Handke’s A Sorrow Beyond Dreams and Repetition

1. Introduction
A Sorrow Beyond Dreams (1972), Peter Handke’s autobiographical attempt to give
narrative shape to his mother’s suicide, presents the subject of its analysis as a “housewife, age
51” from the Carinthian “village of A.” She is radically incapable of desire (3). In contrast to The
Piano Teacher and The Unbearable Lightness of Being, A Sorrow Beyond Dreams does not
center on sexuality. To the contrary, in claiming that its protagonist’s desire to die is entwined
with her desirelessness in the face of life, this short novella is particularly invested in the death
drive in and of itself. Structured as a case study, A Sorrow Beyond Dreams seeks to address the
structural, political, and economic conditions that contributed to the narrator’s mother’s subjectformation, shaping her into a suicide. It focuses on an analysis of the protagonist’s positionality,
hoping to understand the relationship between her suicidality and her roles as a middle-aged
housewife in patriarchal Catholic Austria and as a member of the Slovene-speaking minority in
segregated rural Carinthia.
A Sorrow Beyond Dreams is often lauded as a landmark in Handke’s work. Many critics,
such as Robert Halsall, praise it for its “adoption of realism” (65). Some, such as Günter Heintz,
claim it represents his break with nebulous postmodernist practices and a “coming to his senses”
(59). Indeed a landmark, it also represents the beginning of Handke’s increasing interest in
Austria as a borderland, defined by its profound ties with the world on the other side of the
border as well as its aspirational relationship to Germany. In this regard, A Sorrow Beyond
Dreams also represents a shift in Handke’s writing because it marks the beginning of his anti102

capitalist focus. Handke’s work is often read with an eye to the question of “before” and “after.”
These two categories are habitually divided into his writing “before” it started focusing on the
dissolution of Yugoslavia and the subsequent war and “after” it became a space to explore his
emotional attachment to Serbian nationalism. For many critics, such as Matthias Konzett, this
division is designed to salvage Handke’s work predating 1991 from the anathema cast upon his
later work. Konzett argues that Handke’s earlier texts should be understood as “post-ideological”
due to their interest in “new subjectivity,” their refusal to “reflect upon the objective conditions
that allow literature to fulfill its function in society,” and its dedication to the critical exploration
of the “conditions of language and communication systems that in their capacity to stifle
different ways of thinking allow for ideologies such as fascism” (60). In Konzett’s view,
Handke’s work before 1991 constructs a post-, or even anti-ideological literary space that offers
an opportunity for deconstructing ideological practices that construct linguistic, affective, and
political realities outside of literature.
This conviction, shared across the spectrum of literary criticism engaged with Handke’s
work, creates a gap in understanding Handke’s hyper-politization after 1991 and his relentless
discursive engagement with the dissolution of Yugoslavia. In order to close this gap, Handke’s
work pre- and post- 1991 should be read in continuity. The speculation of Handke’s partial
political engagement through anti-ideological writing should be replaced with an assumption that
his work was in fact politicized long before the dissolution of Yugoslavia, confirming
Althusser’s claim that a linguistic existence outside of ideology is impossible. I further propose
that the ideology binding together both phases of Handke’s writing is anti-capitalism. It has its
roots in his criticism of post-1945 Austria and envisions Yugoslavia as an anti-capitalist utopia.
This chapter argues that the politicizing tendencies of his earlier work are less visible to the
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critics because they are articulated as structures of feeling. It explores Handke’s investment in
relationship to what Reik refers to as “social masochism” and material conditions in postwar
Austria, particularly in Carinthia where the questions of class and social mobility were further
complicated by the region’s borderland status.

2. Social Masochism: Capitalism, Ethnic Passing, and the Death Instinct
Looking for an adjective that would best describe his mother in a novella that tells a story
of her suicide, Peter Handke’s author-infused-narrator of A Sorrow Beyond Dreams settles for
desireless (11). Both in her relentless saving and rejection of intimacy that make her starved and
sexless, the narrator’s mother is described as a subject lacking the entitlement to form desiring
attachments to the external world, as if those were reserved for others—particularly those who
were luckier in their positionalities, having been born to a gender, an ethnicity, or a class that
could afford the luxury of wanting (21–24). The narrator’s mother is presented as a minority
figure: she is a woman in a misogynist Catholic world, she is a member of the Slovene ethnic
minority in Austrian Carinthia seeking to succeed in a German-speaking world, and she is poor.
In his introduction to Ralph Manheim’s English translation of A Sorrow beyond Dreams,
Jeffry Eugenides calls the reader’s attention to the original title of the text: unlike the English
sorrow, the German Unglück—bad luck—defines a state of affairs more than a state of mind. In
Eugenides interpretation, Handke’s original title (literally translated as “more misfortune than
you could wish for”) announces a text that will bear witness not only to “the wretchedness of his
mother’s life,” but also the historical and social conditions that produced it (x). Early in the text
her “wretchedness” is defined in historical and geographical terms:
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Well then, it began with my mother being born more than fifty years ago in the same
village where she died. At that time all the land that was good for anything in the region
belonged either to the church or to noble landowners; part of it was leased to the
population, which consisted mostly of artisans and peasants. The general indigence was
such that few peasants owned their land. For practical purposes, the conditions were the
same as before 1848; serfdom had been abolished in a merely formal sense. My
grandfather—he is still living, aged eighty-six—was a carpenter; in addition, he and his
wife worked a few acres of rented farm and pasture land. He was of Slovenian descent
and illegitimate. Most of the children born to peasants in those days were illegitimate,
because years after attaining sexual maturity, few were in possession of living quarters or
the means to support a household. His mother was the daughter of a rather well-to-do
peasant, who, however, never regarded his hired man, my grandfather’s father, as
anything more than the “baby-maker.” Nevertheless, my grandfather’s mother inherited
money enough to buy a small farm. 6–7)
The protagonist’s misfortune is tied to her birthplace. The village is defined by the inequalities
that run along the lines of class, gender, and ethnicity: quasi-feudal conditions persist even long
after the abolition of serfdom and the supposed decline of feudalism. Most of the land in the
village is owned by the German-speaking nobility and clergy, while the Slovene-speaking
peasantry struggles to obtain the means for survival. The narrator uses this condensed description
of his grandfather’s destiny to metonymize the effects that material conditions (such as poverty
and social stratification) have on subject-building. The grandfather is characterized particularly
by his identification of personal dignity with the ability to own property. Following a long line of
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villagers living under serfdom and then serf-like conditions, he subjugates his entire existence to
the ability to own and becomes obsessed with saving.35
Halsall claims that Handke’s rural Austria is a representation of “the environment [that]
forces the individual to suppress [her] desires and wishes in order to fit it” (66). In the narrator’s
view his mother’s life, her misfortune, and her suicide spring from this inheritance. Like her
father, she falls prey to capitalism, falsely believing that liberation from the subaltern conditions
of life can be achieved through another form of enslavement that consists of alienated wage and
domestic labor. She, too, is fixated on saving and austerity. Struggling to survive, they succeed at
surviving, but at the cost of a life worth wanting. Instead of developing a strategy for a genuine
liberation from inequality, they engage with the mimicry of bourgeois values, while
simultaneously sacrificing the entirety of their time to labor that never rewards them with
wealth.36 They remain poor, while simultaneously losing the opportunity for personal freedom
and independence. Much like Jelinek, Handke identifies the dystopic quality of postwar Austria
in the aspirational cultural pressures it imposes on its citizens. In contrast to Jelinek, however,
Handke focuses on how these pressures are experienced by unprivileged groups such as ethnic
minorities, women, and landless peasants.

35

Handke’s narrator describes this obsession as a part of the conviction that ownership and liberation are
synonymous: “Recently the financial section of one of our newspapers carried an apologia for the economic
principles of the Western world. Property, it said, was MATERIALISED FREEDOM. This may in his time have
been true of my grandfather, the first in a long line of peasants fettered by poverty to own anything at all, let alone a
house and a piece of land. The “consciousness of owning something had so liberating an effect that after generations
of will-lessness a will could now make its appearance: the will to become still freer. And that meant only one
thing—justifiably so for my grandfather in his situation—to enlarge his property, for the farm he started out with
was so small that nearly all his labors went into holding on to it. The ambitious smallholder’s only hope lay in
saving” (7-8).
36
Konzett argues: “the critique of society’s self-alienation that governs Handke’s inquiry reaches as far back as
Marx who attributed it largely to the monopolizing of the realm of production by a privileged class. Marx viewed
the dispossession of a large segment of society principally in terms of lack of ownership and the divorce from
authentic work. Handke’s account of his mother’s ancestral history similarly begins with a critical review of her
father’s first efforts to assert his independence from a lingering feudal order” (67).
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The narrative voice of A Sorrow Beyond Dreams maps the life of the subject it seeks to
analyze onto this matrix. Hungry for knowledge, the narrator’s mother runs away from home and
becomes a cooking apprentice at the Hôtel du Lac, a chambermaid in the Black Forest, finally
returning to the same hotel elevated to a bookkeeper (12). Seeking to escape the confines of
domestic labor in rural Carinthia where “a girl’s future was a joke,” she becomes a tourist wage
laborer, catering to the German-speaking tourist in German (10). She greets the onset of World
War Two fully assimilated, enjoying the sound of Hitler’s voice over the radio (12). She is swept
away by the affective wave of “togetherness” created by national socialism, falling in love with a
married German party member—the narrator’s father. After he fails to engage with her and her
son as a family, she marries a German army solider in search of a father figure for her newborn
son. They move in with his parents in Berlin, where her life becomes defined by her desire to
pass as German.
The narrative voice insists on a correlation between her desire to escape poverty, to shed
her status as a villager, and to belong to the German cultural world. The novella also maintains
that these attempts to “fit in” come at the cost of inhabiting a series of self-regulatory attitudes
and ultimately result in almost complete self-denial. Instead of a person, the narrator postis, his
mother becomes a “TYPE” (25). She develops an alternative persona which the narrator refers to
as a mask: “A mask-like face—not rigid as a mask but with a mask-like immobility—a disguised
voice, which for fear of attracting attention not only spoke the foreign dialect but mimicked the
foreign turns of phrase…—a copied posture, with a bend at the hips and one foot thrust forward”
(25). This mask, designed to conceal her genuine subjectivity, is many layered. It is corporeal,
encompassing a range of facial expressions and body postures, linguistic, designed to hide her
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accent, and aesthetic, allowing her to obtain “a certain [bourgeois] chic” through her modest, but
carefully curated choice of clothing (21).
Like Kundera’s Tereza, the protagonist of A Sorrow Beyond Dreams is described as a
product of concealment. She, too, aspires to conceal her working-class roots, but in her case her
project of social mobility is attached to that of reinventing herself within the German cultural
space, in Berlin as well as in her native Carinthia to which she eventually returns. This further
complicates the notion of the anxiety of insufficiency with a sense of disorientation at being
caught between two cultural identities. Importantly, the text plots its protagonist’s project of
rising above her station as unsustainable, largely due to its affective costs. She develops
inexplicable headaches that make her feel as if she is losing control over her life:
She began having headaches. She couldn’t keep pills down: at first suppositories helped,
but not for long. Her head throbbed so that she could only touch it, ever so gently, with
her fingertips. Each weak the doctor gave her an injection that eased the pain for a while.
But soon the injections became ineffectual. … She took sleeping pills but usually woke
up soon after midnight: then she would cover her face with a pillow. She lay awake
trembling until it was light, and the trembling lasted all day. The pain made her see
ghosts. … The doctor didn’t know what was wrong with her: the usual female trouble?
Change of life” … She let her head drop, first on one side, then on the other, but the pain
followed her. “I’m not human anymore.” (50-51)
Echoing Kafka’s Gregor Samsa, an older incarnation of the attempt of Central European literary
modernism to formulate the cost of the region’s ambition to keep pace with modernity’s
investment in capitalism, the narrator’s mother’s headaches force her to abandon the austerity
measures she identifies as the necessary conditions of personhood and humanity. Pain forces her
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into uselessness, robbing her of the ability to be a functional domestic laborer. She finds her
newly gained disability both humiliating and desirable. Some pages before the text commits
itself to the description of her suffering, it pauses to quote her brief confession that she finds her
constant struggle to maintain the conditions that vouch for her dignity burdensome: “I’ve always
had to be strong. I’d much rather have been weak” (49). In disability, she is granted this
weakness without claiming or declaring it.
The novella links the emergence of her disability to her emancipation and individuation.
Her headaches emerge at a time when she, following her son’s professional development,
discovers literature, develops an interest in politics, and becomes a socialist (48-49). No longer
able to “play the housewife” but unable to envision herself as a liberated subject, she first suffers
a “nervous breakdown,” and finally takes her own life, swallowing a cocktail of sleeping pills
and antidepressants (52–62). In the absence of an alternative liberatory narrative, her only vision
of escape from the oppressive conditions that make authentic attachments to the external reality
impossible for her is an escape through dying. Unable to inhabit her life as a desiring subject, she
begins to desire her own annihilation. Arriving at this conclusion, Handke’s novella plots its
protagonist as what Reik refers to as the social masochist. Reik defines social masochism as “a
particular attitude towards life of a definite type of social behavior: of enjoying one’s own
suffering or one’s own helplessness” (4). Reik’s concept of social masochism is disconnected
from, and in many ways entirely oppositional to masochism as a sexual practice, the notion of
“enjoyment” he invokes becomes increasingly vague and difficult to grasp. In his perspective,
the reward designed by social masochism is marked by extremely delayed gratification and
plotted as a status of martyrdom.
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Returning to Freud and his definition of the death drive as a means of achieving
homeostasis, Baumeister takes this argument one step further and identifies self-annihilation as
itself a source of enjoyment. He argues that the goal of masochism is a suspension of selfhood
when selfhood is experienced as burdensome due to various reasons:
Why would people want to escape from self or remove awareness of self? It is plausible
that the self can become burdensome and that self-awareness can therefore become
aversive. Aversiveness was one feature of the original theory of objective self-awareness
(Duval & Wicklund, 1972). Subsequent research has suggested that sometimes people
enjoy self-awareness, but there is ample evidence that people wish to escape and avoid
self-awareness under some circumstances, such as after receiving an unfavorable
evaluation …, after finding out that they will probably be unable to improve or succeed
on an important matter …, after experiencing an interpersonal rejection or putdown, and
after performing actions that contradict their personal attitudes. Wicklund argued that
people are generally unable to live up to their ideals and goals, so the desire to escape
from self-awareness may be very common. (34-35)
Baumeister claims that masochism emerges when the concept of selfhood is experienced as
difficult or complicated. A Sorrow Beyond Dreams makes a case that for the “housewife, age 51”
from the Carinthian “village of A.,” the question of selfhood was convoluted on multiple levels.
Importantly, Reik attaches the emergence of social masochism to modernization and “cultural
progress” that have “increased the suffering of the mankind,” establishing it as a contemporary
concern (382). In A Sorrow Beyond Dreams the pressures of modernity and modernization are
particularly convoluted in regard to the intersection of ethnicity and class. The narrator’s
mother’s ethnicity presents a problem in and of itself. In many ways, Handke uses her as a foil to
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depict the complexity of the historical trauma of the Slovene minority in Austrian Carinthia. As
Mark Mazower argues, the creation of nation states in interwar Europe resulted in growing
pressures concerning ethnic purity and the creation of minorities as a glitch in a matrix aspiring
to perfection. In borderland areas such as Austrian Carinthia portrayed in A Sorrow Beyond
Dreams, where the status of the border was never fully settled and remained an object of popular
dispute for longer periods of time, creating formal and informal difficulties for its inhabitants to
negotiate their belonging in a satisfactory way, these pressures were particularly palpable. These
became environments where the stakes concerning self-identification along ethnic lines were
particularly high, as well as increasingly difficult. In opposition to Gloria Anzaldúa, who stages
the convoluted nature of the borderlands as a space of possibility for creative reimagining of
belonging, Handke focuses on the borderland as site of trauma, rooted in confusion and
difficulty.
Thomas Barker proposes that the members of Slovenian minority in Carinthia have
developed something he refers to as the ideology of suffering:
The nationally-minded Slovene priests experience reinforcement of their primordial
perception of being victims of injustice, subjugation and oppression at the hands of
German speaking masters. In the words of France Prešeren: “In this land it is the lords
and the ladies who speak German. They command. He who speaks Slovene is of the
servile estate.” This sentiment, shared of course by their adherents, may also be found in
Slovene folk-songs … and has been labeled an “ideology of suffering.” (256)
This interpretation expresses the conviction that spaces designed on a struggle for power and
supremacy shape individuals that render this struggle inevitable and can only comprehend
intersubjectivity based on a Hegelian matrix of lordship and bondage. But as Handke indicates,
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inhabiting a minority status in Austrian Carinthia is complicated by various levels of guilt and
complicity produced by attempts at ethnic passing so as to secure material survival. The
protagonist’s self-building arc is predominantly marked by shedding her identity as a member of
the Slovenian ethnic minority and posing as German Austrian instead. This was a position
common for most Slovene Carinthians who found themselves on the Austrian side of the border
after 1920. The majority among them, descendants of landless serfs, were still largely employed
in agriculture, nearly half of them unable to make living from it (Baker 242).37 Because of the
cultural—and particularly linguistic—conditions in the region, social mobility into the ranks of
white-collar workers, most of which were employed in the newly developing sector of tourism,
demanded assimilation to German language and culture (248). At various stages of her life, the
narrator’s mother adopts German language and culture, most radically when she becomes a
National Socialist sympathizer. Later in life, she denounces these decisions, but continues to
suffer from their consequences. Invested in its protagonist’s symptoms, the novella becomes a
case study of the affective cost of passing based on the model of self-denial. Based on the life
story of the author’s mother, its narrator claims that the masochistic response to the anxiety of
insufficiency is not a trope to be romanticized, but a source of intimate suffering in communities
inhabiting liminal spaces subjected to the continuous pressures to assimilate to value systems and
cultural norms while simultaneously not being recognized as legitimate members of these spaces.
Importantly, several of the protagonist’s decisions are shaped by her desire to escape
poverty. As Handke suggests, financial hardship informs her entire life, from her ethnic
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According to Baker, the plebiscite, heavily influenced by demagogical pursuits from both the newly-formed
republic of Austrian and the kingdom of Yugoslavia saw 59,04% of Carinthians vote to remain in Austria while
40,96 % voted in favor of annexation to Yugoslavia (165). The decision was considered controversial both inside of
Yugoslavia and in the nationally aware layers of the minority community itself, particularly after the demands of the
minority for linguistic and institutional equality were not met and ethnic discrimination began to rise.
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belonging to her corporeal existence. Conditioned to believe she can escape poverty only by
adopting personal attitudes of extreme austerity, she is convinced—and perhaps rightly so—that
her survival depends on her ability to self-regulate. She forfeits all spontaneity so as to secure a
public image modeled on the demands and expectations of the protestant ethic and the spirit of
capitalism. The protagonist of A Sorrow Beyond Dreams is distilled into her desire for selfannihilation, attached to her successful, but radically traumatizing desire to purge herself of her
ethnic identity driven by her need to survive. The narrative arc of A Sorrow Beyond Dreams
arrives at a conclusion that for those whose identities were formed under the pressures of both
material and discursive inequality, internalized shame transformed into masochistic modes of
attachment to external reality represents the foundation of their subjectivities that often cannot be
altered and can sometimes only be escaped through VOLUNTARY DEATH (5). In this A
Sorrow Beyond Dreams approaches Freud’s interpretation from Beyond the Pleasure Principle,
where masochism is defined as a compulsive repetition of traumatic structures that creates an
encouraging mirage of control in those deprived of factual control over their situations. In the
narrator’s view, the impossibility of a non-masochistic liberatory strategy that might lead away
from death as its inevitable outcome is conditioned by the (un)availability of liberatory
discourses and practices in Austrian Carinthia. Constituting his mother and her propensity to
follow the dictate of her death wish as a means for understanding the position of the Slovenian
minority in Carinthia, the narrator echoes the convictions of the author—namely that the decision
from the 1920 plebiscite to remain a part of the republic of Austria was a historical mistake, paid
for with suffering. The mistake was twofold—first, it was a decision against the community’s
material interests that fixed it in its subaltern position, and second, it attached the community to
the ranks of the perpetrators in World War II and burdened them with the historical guilt for
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crimes against their own people. Combined with assimilatory pressures and economic hardship,
this particular combination of guilt and shame amounted to a self-understanding in a masochist
key. This reasoning forms a reoccurring trope in Handke’s literature of the eighties,
amalgamating his dystopic image of Austria with a utopian image of the promised land across
the border—Yugoslavia. Beginning with the Repetition and continuing with his non-fiction
concerning Yugoslavia, its dissolution, and the subsequent war in the Balkans, Handke has
developed an argument that Yugoslavia, the only regional agent built out of decolonizing
aspirations, rejecting both the pressures to adopt market liberalism and Soviet annexational
appetites, was the only state form that could allow for a non-masochistic subject-building
process. In Handke’s view, the shame experienced by the Slovenian minority in Carinthia was
the price of rejecting its part in the Yugoslavian project—a view likewise pronounced in
masochistic tones. In the next section of this chapter, I analyze how the masochistic scenarios of
guilt and self-sacrifice play out in his 1986 novel Repetition.

3. Assimilationist Guilt and Self-Sacrifice
“My image of Yugoslavia was never an ideological one. I simply loved the land,” Handke
stated in an interview he gave for Mladina—a Slovenian progressive weekly—in 1991, a year
after Slovenia declared its independence from a crumbling Yugoslavia.38 The reason for this
love, he argued, was that, in his mind’s eye, Yugoslavia represented an almost ontological
opposition to Austria and everything he hated about it. Built on the political ideals of
decolonization and anti-capitalism, Yugoslavia offered its citizens a narrative frame that did not
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He was interviewed by Ivo Štandeker, a Slovenian journalist who was killed by mortar shells while reporting from
Sarajevo a year later. In the wake of Handke’s Nobel prize the interview was digitized and is now accessible online:
https://www.mladina.si/193491/handkejev-strah-pred-slovensko-drzavo/. Emphasis mine.
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force them into the self-defeating practices of adaptation he held responsible for his mother’s
death. Simultaneously, it was a multinational state where the pressures of ethnic belonging
seemed at least temporarily suspended. But in spite of the fact that Handke’s infatuation with
Yugoslavia was—and perhaps still is—rooted in his conviction that it was the only regional
agent in Central Europe that made non-masochistic modes of attachment possible, I propose that
his own mode of attachment to it was interwoven with masochistic threads, bearing a structural
similarity to the self-hatred he analyzes in the fictional representation of his mother in A Sorrow
Beyond Dreams.
Repetition is a novel about Filip Kobal, a high school graduate from rural Carinthia who
travels to Yugoslavia in search of his brother Gregor, who went missing in the final years of
World War Two, having deserted from the Wehrmacht. The novel is organized as a travelogue of
a homecoming, tracing Filip’s footsteps through the Slovenian landscape as he revisits his
family’s lieux de mémoire: a town where their family name was first reported, the locations of
battles his father had fought in World War I, the agricultural school his brother attended, and the
place where he was last seen. Rather than into a geographical report, the text develops into a love
letter to Yugoslavia.
In the opening sequence of Repetition, the narrator—having just crossed the border
between Austria and Yugoslavia, disembarking the train in Jesenice—offers a comparative
perspective on Austrian and Yugoslavian objects sharing the train station of this border town:
The short Austrian train that had brought me and that would soon go back through the
tunnel seemed as clean and bright as a toy train beside the massive, dusty Yugoslavian
trains, and the blue uniforms of its crew, who were talking loudly on the platform,
provided a dash of exotic color amid the prevailing gray. It also struck me that the
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swarms of people in the streets of this smallish town, quite unlike the inhabitants of the
small towns in my own country, took notice of me now and then but never stared at me.
And the longer I stood there, the more certain I became that this was a great country. (5)
Compared to the massive, dusty Yugoslavian trains the short, clean, and bright Austrian train
resembles a toy. The magnitude and the dustiness of Yugoslavian trains speak to their
incorporation in the landscape: they are firmly grounded in reality and show signs of use. The
Austrian train, on the other hand, is a presented as an exhibit in a commercial advertising reality.
In the same vein the people he encounters in Yugoslavia appear to be genuinely engaged with his
presence, whereas the Austrians are evoked as either uninterested or voyeuristic. Handke echoes
several of these observations in his interview for Mladina in 1991 in which he declares his love
for Yugoslavia, repeating in particular the thought that what was attractive about the federation
was its greatness:
My image of Yugoslavia was never an ideological one. I simply loved the land. I loved
its greatness – it was so different from the meagre, mean, narrow Austria where the souls
of people stench of depravity. The crassness and roughness of those who lived in
Slovenia and Yugoslavia were much closer to me, they felt much more real. It had
nothing to with the rigid politeness and the washed-out colors that changed Austria into a
film set, it was not two-dimensional. Slovenia and Yugoslavia were genuinely threedimensional precisely because there was nothing polished, nothing Western about them.39
(“Handkejev”)
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The English translation is my own. This is the paragraph from interview as published in Slovenian: “Saj moja
podoba o Jugoslaviji ni bila ideološka. Enostavno rad sem imel deželo. Rad sem imel tudi, da je bila velika, ne pa
tako kot Avstrija piškava, hudobna, omejena, kjer se duše ljudi usmradijo od zlobe. Vsa robatost in trdota
prebivalcev Slovenije in Jugoslavije mi je bila mnogo bližja, mnogo bolj resnična. To ni bila tista čudna poštirkana
vljudnost, niso bile te izmite barve, ki Avstrijo spreminjajo v kuliso, ni bilo dvodimenzionalno. Slovenija in
Jugoslavija sta res bili trodimenzionalni, prav s tem, ker ni bilo nič lakiranega, nič zahodnega.”
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In both passages the idea of greatness that elevates Yugoslavia above Austria is used to solidify
Yugoslavia as an anti-capitalist utopia stylized in the manner of socialist realist murals that
portray the strength and solidarity of the working classes, reiterating a trope of the noble
savagery. In A Dreamer’s Farewell to the Ninth Country (Abschied des Träumers vom Neunten
Land), Handke explains that the condition of realism that for him produces a reality as an affect,
is “Die Geschichtslosigkeit”—an absence of history (or even its negation), that does not take
pride in imperial heritage (that is always already a heritage of exploitation) but in its ability to
face the challenges of modernity (such as fascism and capitalism) and victoriously overcome
them.
In spite of his own claim that his love for Yugoslavia was an emotional, rather than an
ideological fact, he declared himself envious of its post-colonial and anti-imperialist history. 40 In
his view, the self-fashioning and self-historicization of Yugoslavia offered the only regional
history of the post-Habsburg spaces that drew from ideals of equity and solidarity that made a
utopian future of a society outside of capitalism seem possible. If Handke’s Austria is primarily
characterized through the linguistic and descriptive practices representing the relationship
between commodification and alienation, Yugoslavia—its negative—is constructed through a
series of a descriptions of objects, serving to prove that this a space where things are real.

40

As he writes in Abschied des Träumers vom Neunten Land: “Zwei Daten in diesem Jahrhunder waren es, welche,
glaubte ich, die so verscheiedenen jugoslawischen Völker einigten und auf Dauer einighalten müßten: ihr eger
ungezwungenes, für viele sogar enthusiastisches Zusammenfinded 1918, mit dem Ende des Habsburgerreichs,
erstmals in einem eigenen Reich, wo die enzelnen Länder keine schattenhaften Kolonien mehr, die einzelnen
Sprachen kein Sklavengemunkel mehr zu sein bräuchten; und Zweiten Weltkrieg dann der gemeinschaftliche Kampf
der Völker Jugoslawiens, auch der unterschiedlichen Partienen und der einander widersprechenden
Weltanschauungen – austgenommen fast nur die kroatischen Ustascha-Faschisten –, gegen das Großdeutchland.
(Immer wieder habe ich in den slowenischen Dörfen die kleinen Gruppen der alter Männer als Zeugen einer ganz
andern als unserer, der deutchen und österreichischen Geschichte, eben der großen widerständlischen Jugoslawien
gesehen und dieses, ich kann’s nicht anderes sagen, um seine Geschichte beneidet.)” (21-22)
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In the following paragraph from A Dreamer’s Farewell to the Ninth Country, Handke
seeks to explain why crossing the border between Austria and Slovenia felt like a homecoming
while Slovenia was still a part of the Yugoslavian federation:
At home in Slovenia, Yugoslavia? In reality. This was the exact opposite of the unreality
that agonized the author of “Briefe eines Zurückgekehrten” (Hofmannsthal): having
returned to German lands after a long absence, he cannot feel the existence of objects:
there is no jug that would appear as a jug, no table standing as a table: to the one who
returns, all of the objects in the German zone appear “objectless.” But how objectfull did
the things become for me in Slovenia, every time, immediately after crossing the border:
they did not evade—as now most of them do not only in Germany but throughout the
entire Western world—they were close at hand. The border crossing felt like a bridge; the
surface of the water became a lake; the traveler could always feel how the hills, a line of
houses, an orchard follows him on his way, listening within he was taken by something
tangible, and all the while these things share some kind of playful inconspicuousness and
everydayness: a reality that encourages that feeling of belonging more than anything else:
“This is it, I am here at last.” (11–15)41
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The English translation is mine, here is the German original: “Zu Hause in Slowenien, Jugoslawien? In der
Wirklichkeit. Es war das genaue Gegenteil zu jener Unwirklichkeit, wie sie in Grausen versetzt den Schreiber der
“Briefe eines Zurückgekehrten” (Hofmannsthal), welcher nach langer Abwesenheit von seinen deutschen Landen
vor keinem einzigen Gegenstand da mehr dessen Eistenz fühlt: Kein Krug wirkt mehr als Ding Krug, kein Tisch
steht mehr da als Tisch; sämtliche Dinge in dem Gebiet Deutschland erscheinen dem Zurückgekehrten als
“gegenstandslos”. Wie gegenständlich aber wurden dafür mir durch die Jahre, jedesmal, gleich beim wiederholten
Überschreiten der Grenze, die Dinge in Slowenien: Sie entzogen sich nicht – wie das meiste inzwischen nicht bloß
in Deutschland, sondern überall in der Westwelt –, sie gingen einem zur Hand. Ein Flußübergang ließ sich spüren
als Brücke; eine Wasserfläche wurde zum See; der Gehende fühlte sich immer wieder von einem Hügelzug, einer
Häuserreihe, einem Obstgarten begleitet, der Innehaltende dann von etwas ebenso Leibhaftigem umgeben, wobei
das Gemeinsame all dieser Dinge die gewisse herzhafte Unscheinbarkeit gewesen ist, eine Allerwelthaftigkeit: eben
das Wirkliche, welches wie wohl nicht sonst jenes Zuhause-Gefühl des “Das ist es, jetzt bin ich endlich hier!”
ermöglicht.“
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Evoking Hofmannsthal’s Letters of a Returnee (Briefe eines Zurückgekehrten) Handke claims
that the famous Kantian inaccessibility of the ding-an-sich might not in fact be a shared
epistemological fact, but a cultural specificity of “the West.” Like linguistic practices that
commodify the experience of individuality in A Sorrow Beyond Dreams, everyday objects in
“The West” exist under the conditions that make them appear as lacking in reality. Several
passages in the Repetition reinforce the conviction that the connection between objects and
language that has become unconvincing in “the West” still holds the status of reality across the
border.
These statements are simultaneously expressions of Handke’s anti-capitalism and—as he
defines them himself—declarations of love. This love is not without resemblance to the love of
Galicia that emerges from the works of Sacher-Mascoh. As Deleuze reminds us, masochism is
profoundly attached to Masoch’s utopian vision of Galicia as a Habsburg borderland province,
where the colonizer and the colonized lived in close quarters, often invading both one another’s
imaginations and hereditary lines (10). This argument survives the era of inter-imperial
borderlands and lends itself to the discursive conations shaping the lives of minority cultures
caught on the margins of nation-states crated in the aftermath of the two great wars in the
twentieth century. As I point out in the introduction, the psychoanalytic tradition—Deleuze
included—often interprets masochism as a conflict between the ego and the super ego. This is a
structure shared by both Freud and Deleuze. In Freud’s view, masochism is a form of the
superego seeking to punish the ego for transgressing social norms. For Deleuze, the opposite is
true: a masochist is defined by a triumphant ego that has expelled inherited normativity through
the process of staged punishment (106-107). This dispute proposes two separate interpretations
as to the affective source of masochism. According to Freud, it is the shame of failing to fulfill
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social expectations. Inversely, Deleuze identifies it as the guilt in regard to masculine and
colonial privilege that the masochist seeks to purge. Both of these interpretations are in a sense
true, which simultaneously makes both of them obsolete. A Sorrow Beyond Dreams and
Repetition show the emergence of masochism from a conflict produced by a simultaneous
internalization of several conflicting social norms, particularly common in borderland subjects
who have been acculturated to several cultural traditions, often feeling shame and guilt
regardless of the personal choices made. Echoing Baumeister’s idea of masochism as a form of
suspension of a self, Handke makes the case that subject-formation that takes place under the
sign of the cultural conflict is profoundly masochistic in so far as it seeks a resolution to a fierce
internal conflict and often discovering it in self-annihilation.
For Filip, the fantasy of the suspension of the self if one of self-sacrifice. He is burdened
by his family’s complicity in Habsburg, Austrian, and German history. His father fought on the
side of the Habsburg empire in World War I, his brother joined the Wehrmacht, murdering his
from schoolmates. He feels his family—his father in particular—has succumbed to a “prisoner
mentality” that resulted in feelings of hopelessness and domestic violence (54). He takes his
travels to Yugoslavia, along with his re-acquisition of the Slovenian language, to be a form of
reparation that will simultaneously repay the historical debt his family owns to the land of its
ancestors and bring healing. Spending the first night of his journey in the tunnel under the
mountain border between Austria and Slovenia, he invokes the mythical convictions of his high
school history teacher, who believes historical injustice can only be repaired by the (self)sacrifice
of an innocent agent:
The concrete wall revealed nothing but a bit of hair clinging to it, an eyelash, which made
me think of my history teacher in Villach at the Austrian end of the tunnel. Only that
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afternoon he had told me that the vehicular tunnel running parallel to mine had been built
by prisoners during the last World War, and that many had died, some of them murdered;
he had even advised me, though only in jest, to spend the night there if I found no other
place. The sleep of one “still innocent,” he said, “would help to purify the place of
injustice, to banish the evil spirits, to blow away the horror”; he was writing just such a
fairy tale, he told me. Since the last war, he said, he had seen something sinister in all
tunnels, even the innocent Jesenice tunnel built under the Empire. (77)
But in his travels, Filip becomes increasingly aware that sleeping in tunnels does little to heal
historical trauma. He only finds he has fulfilled the purpose of his journey when he offers
himself as a hired hand to a Karst agricultural worker in exchange for a room. Invoked as “an
Indian squaw” this old lady is constructed to carry the orientalist fantasy Deleuze considers
inherent to masochism: she is the noble savage in a female body shaped by physical labor,
created to beat the violence of Western culture out of the subject who deems himself guilty for
having been indoctrinated in it. She is envisioned as a Deleuzian masochist reeducator who will
purge the toxic traits of Austrianism out of Filip through physical labor and reshape him from a
“border person” into a Yugoslav citizen, capable of uncomplicated belonging (Handke,
Repetition 172). Working her fields, he finally finds himself shedding the shame he inherited
from his parents and developing the authentic relationship with his surroundings he so craved:
Most of all, I came to understand while working with the Karst squaw that my problem
began the moment I was asked to help, even if I had plenty of time to prepare myself.
Instead of getting ready, I would brace my fingers and arms against my body as though in
self-defense, and even arch my toes in my shoes. Perhaps, I thought, my horror of
physical labor came from the look of my parents’ bodies. Even as a child, I had been
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ashamed of my father’s flat chest and sagging knees, and of my mother’s heavy buttocks,
and during my last two school years the poise and elegance shown by lawyers, doctors,
architects, and their wives, even when asking one another how their children were getting
along, made me still more ashamed of my parents. (225)
In offering the labor of his body to the villager, Filip receives a twofold award: he finds himself
simultaneously relieved of the inherited guilt he derives from the fact his family assimilated into
the ranks of its perpetrators rather than resisting them, and of the interpreted shame that forces
him to see both himself and his family as lacking. In experiencing unalienated labor, he
discovers his dignity and pride.
In this sense, the narrative arc of Repetition becomes a distilled metonym for Handke’s
controversial career in nonfiction that started out as public defense of the Yugoslav project in the
light of its disintegration and culminated in his much-criticized quest for “a justice for Serbia” in
the international debates over the war in the Balkans in the early nineties. Positioning himself as
the last and only defender of “a lost cause,” Handke staged what he felt could be a self-sacrifice
of his place in World Literature that might redeem him for his attachment to the Germanspeaking literary market and writing in German. As it has become impossible to write about
Handke without engaging with his relationship to Yugoslavia, the last section of this chapter
revisits the convoluted ethics of masochism in the context of his attachment to (post)Yugoslav
spaces.
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4. Handke in Context or, The Dubious Ethics of Masochism
If one is to understand Handke’s explorations in masochistic self-sacrifice as a labor of
love, a key question presents itself: Who is this love supposed to serve? The opening to
Repetition sheds some light on what Filip understands as love:
For to me the thought of a woman meant, not desire or lust, but the wishful image of a
beautiful companion—yes, my companion would have to be beautiful!—whom I would
at last be able to tell … Tell what? Just tell. At the age of twenty I conceived falling-intoone-another’s-arms, loving, being fond of one another, as a constant, forbearing yet
unreserved, calm yet exclamatory, clarifying and illuminating telling, and in that
connection I thought of my mother, who, whenever I had been out of the house for any
length of time, in town or alone in the woods or out in the fields, assailed me with her
“Tell me.” Despite frequent rehearsals, I had never, at least before her illness, succeeded
in telling her anything. As a rule, I could only tell unasked—though, once launched, I
needed the right questions to keep me going. (10–11)
For the narrator, love serves the subject that feels it and does not implicate either a response or
the wellbeing of the object that is being loved. Michael Biggins insists that Handke’s utopian
construction of Yugoslavia should not be understood as “portrayal of a real place,” but rather as
a romantic landscape that compensates for shortcomings in the subject's own surroundings”
(181). For Handke, Yugoslavia is an affective construct that serves the fulfillment of emotional
needs. Framing the utopian image of Yugoslavia as an object of love, Handke’s writing moves
from postcolonial care to give voice to the voiceless people towards an orientalist desire to dub
these same voices with one’s own in order to sustain the desired idealized image. As the
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cohesive anti-imperialist narrative that framed the body of a Yugoslavia-as-an-imaginedcommunity began to disintegrate and was gradually replaced by competing nationalisms, Handke
refused to acknowledge its failure, projecting instead his desire for an embodied utopia onto the
successor state, which declared itself the “protector” of its heritage—Serbia.
His unwavering allegiance to the Serbian project is particularly puzzling given that
Serbia, alongside Croatia, was one of the two former Yugoslav republics that most ferociously
embraced nationalism after the dissolution of the shared state. Rabia Ali and Lawrence
Lifschultz argue that nationalist myths such as “the Greater Serbia” or “the Greater Croatia”
represented a rejection of the Yugoslav multicultural project and resulted in the war in Bosnia,
the most multicultural of the former republics:
History returned with a vengeance in the 1990s as Yugoslavia disintegrated and the
revivified blood-and-soil nationalisms of its more powerful neighboring republics of
Serbia and Croatia brought war to Bosnia. For the new nationalist ideologues a 'hybrid'
state and civilization such as the one Bosnia represented belonged, with Yugoslavia, in
the graveyard of history. Bosnia as it had existed for six centuries had to be destroyed;
the fabric which wove the lives of its many peoples together torn beyond repair; the
loyalty of its indigenous Serb and Croat communities to a multi-ethnic Bosnian nation
subverted; its native Muslim population terrorized. The objective was to 'cleanse' Bosnia
not only of the Muslims but also of the unique and dangerous cosmopolitanism of its
cities which clearly had no place in the new 'pure' nation-states emerging from the ruins
of Yugoslavia. A 'cleansed' Bosnia could then be carved up and annexed to the national
states of 'Greater Serbia' and 'Greater Croatia.' (367)
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A Winter’s Journey to the Rivers or Justice for Serbia (Winterliche Reise zu den Flüssen Donau,
Save, Morawa und Drina oder Gerechtigkeit für Serbien), Handke’s travelogue of his voyage to
the Serbian lands, omits this narrative so as to sustain his utopian image of the place. Handke
expresses his doubt in “the Greater Serbia” as an existing political fantasy with adjacent political
and military goals, declaring it instead a figment of the Western imagination. He wonders:
And finally, I have even come so far as to ask, and not only myself: What is the
truth about this violent dream of “Greater Serbia?” Didn’t the powers that be in Serbia, if
they in fact dreamed it, have it in their power—child’s play—to bring it to pass? Or isn’t
it also possible that a few of the innumerable sand grains of legend that fly around wildly
in disintegrating kingdoms, not only those in the Balkans, have been magnified in foreign
darkrooms into stumbling blocks? (25)
Handke refers to the project of “the Greater Serbia” as a political rumor, omitting the genocidal
violence against the Bosnian population involved in its execution. This is in part due to Handke’s
desire to address the “injustice” of the international community in proclaiming Serbia as culpable
for the bloodshed in the Balkan wars, while letting several other countries, most notably his
native Austria, pass by unpunished for the atrocities committed in World War II (128).
While this observation sheds some necessary light on the hypocrisy of world politics in which
war crimes committed in the name of imperial expansion are selectively penalized or excused
depending on the standing of the power committing them, it also disregards Serbian imperial
tendencies and fails to acknowledge the historical trauma of its victims. Despite his avid
criticism of Austrian imperialist interests in post-Habsburg Central Europe, Handke overlooks
the similarities of the two in regard to the processes of othering and dehumanizing along ethnic
lines. While insistently arguing that Austria has no right to claim its presumed neutrality while it
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denies full citizenship rights to its minorities, he is not willing to make the same case for Serbia,
leaving its Islamophobic practices unquestioned and underarticulated.
If one were to judge based on the spatial descriptions from A Winter’s Journey, Handke’s
infatuation with post-Yugoslav Serbia is based on its international isolation and its economic
consequences that have shaped it into a space outside of capitalism, which remains at the center
of his utopian desires. Handke metonymizes his disillusionment with Slovenia—his former
gateway to the land of unmodified objects an sich—with a description of his stay at the hotel
Zlatorog (109-110).42 Visiting the hotel for the first time after the Slovenian secession from
Yugoslavia in 1991, he is irked by the early signs of touristification, a phenomenon closely tied
to the commodification of everyday life he had criticized in Austria. The building and its interior
design are organized to cater to the German-speaking tourist, a fact crowned by the framed
picture of Willy Brandt hanging on the wall. In Handke’s view, the Slovenian post-secession
desire to cater to the Western consumer echoes the mimicry of bourgeois tastes that had brought
his mother to suicide. In turn, he finds himself transposing the space of utopian anti-capitalist
potentiality onto Serbia—the one successor state of Yugoslavia that cannot effectively aspire to
be a functioning capitalist society due to the economic sanctions imposed on it by the
international community. He metonymizes his enchantment with Serbian modes of non-capitalist
commerce though descriptions of Serbian marketplaces in an orientalist key. Concluding his
impressions, he finds himself declaring that his desire for Serbia’s economic isolation will last
indefinitely so as to secure its status outside of capitalism and thus its purity: “I even caught
myself wishing that the country's isolation—no, not the war—might continue; that the
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This is Kranjska Gora, a ski resort immediately across the Austrian border, neighboring on the town of Jesenice
where the narrator of Repetition was once charmed by the heaviness of Yugoslavian trains.
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inaccessibility of the western or any other commodity, and the world of monopoly persist”
(27).43
The majority of criticism concerning Handke’s post-1991 work revolves around his
unwillingness to address questions of Serbian imperial interests in the Balkans and acknowledge
the fact of the ethnic cleansing of the Muslim populations in the region. This has, even among
his supporters, resulted in claims that Handke should be read—and in some cases rejected—as a
right-wing author.44 Yet, in my view, Handke’s commitment to anti-capitalism as an intimate and
societal value grounds his work firmly on the political left. In many ways, the entanglement of
postcolonial ambitions and orientalist tendencies that shape his writing and its relationship to
(and with) the subaltern populations inhabiting the spaces between Carinthia and Kosovo is a
paradigmatic example of the left-wing intellectual’s involvement with the unintellectual classes
that Gayatri Spivak refers to as the “ventriloquism of the speaking subaltern” (27). This
phenomenon again brings to mind the subject of love as a mode of attachment not only to other
individuals, but to spaces and communal ideas. Handke, like the leftist intellectuals Spivak
invokes, claims that his investment in Yugoslavia and post-Yugoslav spaces is one of love, often
veiling the difference between love’s two conflicting meanings—caring for another and
expecting that the other will fulfill one’s own needs. In this sense, the “ventriloquism of the
speaking subaltern”—a writing that produces a presumed subaltern speech that is nonetheless
coming from an intellectual, whose conditions don’t overlap with the conditions of the group he
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English translation is my own. The German original reads a follows: “Und ich erwischte mich dann sogar nei dem
Wunsch, die Abgeschnittenheit des Landes – nein, nicht der Krieg – möge andauern; möge andauern die
Unzugänglichkeit der westlichen oder sonstwelchen Waren – und Monopolwelt.”
44
In “The Scandal of the Nobel Laureate,” Bret Stephens – arguing that the art and the artist (his political
convictions included) should be viewed as two separate entities – wonders if Handke is rejected as fiercely because
of his presumed right-wing affiliations: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/17/opinion/peter-handke-nobelprize.html
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or she claims to represent—produces a subaltern subject, designed to fulfill the needs and
expectations of the intellectual. In Handke’s case, his love for Yugoslavia emerged from the
desire to articulate a postcolonial criticism of the consequences of stratification in rural Carinthia
and created an image of an anti-capitalist utopia in the process; he shifts from the desire to give
voice to an oppressed minority to falsifying those same voices.
Due to Handke’s own insistence on a presumably anti-ideological, strictly affective
position and the institutional habit of approaching Austrian literature as a sub-genre of German
literature, the public debate concerning the legitimacy of Handke’s Nobel Prize framed his
position vis-a-vis Yugoslavia, its disintegration, and the subsequent war as a subjective flaw,
failing to recognize it as a part of larger debate concerning the cultural identity of Central
European spaces in the nineteen-eighties and nineties.45 In A Dreamer’s Farewell, Handke
expresses his concern that “Die Geschichtslosigkeit”—the ahistoricity endemic to Yugoslavia—
is threatened with extinction (21-22). He sees it as being replaced by modes of historicization,
which he identifies as harmful to the very subjects producing it. The modes in question refer to
the rehabilitation of the myth of a Central Europe, bound to a shared Habsburg past arising in the
dissident communities across the westernmost member states of the Warsaw pact, particularly
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland, propagated by authors such as Milan Kundera or Czesław
Miłosz. In Austria, where contemporary authors such as Jelinek and Handke were engaged in
some form of postcolonial criticism of Austrian society and its unwillingness to address its
oppressive policies and ideologies concerning ethnic minorities, whose existence on Austrian
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B. Venkat Mani argues: “by choosing Peter Handke, the members of the academy have indulged in an unflinching
endorsement of a genocide denier. If they were trying to insult the literary readership, they have insulted themselves.
Anyone who is celebrating this award is insulting the very dignity of human beings.”
The entire text is available on Mani’s blog: https://diversityingermancurriculum.weebly.com/ddgc-blog/the-wartribunal-of-literature-publikumsbeschimpfung-insulting-the-audience-with-the-nobel-prize-2019-to-peterhandke?fbclid=IwAR2pMKVBWV9wm_DF-ouy7ebJzcNd4gZbuE-9ztfYLHgyD2A7LBksfCjWJbU
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territories is inherently intertwined with the legacy of the Habsburg empire and it history of
segregation, the utopian image of a post-Habsburg Central Europe did not take root. In Handke’s
case, it was met with severe resistance.
Establishing Vilenica in 1986, a literary festival dedicated to the promotion of a Central
European literature, Slovenia become one of the countries involved in the cultural production of
platforms contributing to the imagination of a Central Europe. In Handke’s view, substituting the
imaginary community of Yugoslavia for a Central Europe—particularly one based on Habsburg
imperial nostalgia—means abandoning a liberatory anti-imperialist narrative and handing oneself
over to market capitalism for exploitation. The appetites of Slovenian intellectuals to become a
part of this refurbished discourse on Central Europe threatened Handke’s utopian vision of
Yugoslavia. This might also help to explain his decision to transpose his utopian desires onto
Serbia—the only remaining successor state whose public intellectuals (some re-invented as war
criminals) explicitly denounced an aspirational relationship with the West and the myth of postHabsburg Central Europe.46
In Everything Was Forever, Until it Was No More: The Last Soviet Generation, Alexei
Yurchak claims that Soviet authors describing spaces on the other side of the Iron Curtain
developed an imaginary West, complementing Benedict Anderson’s idea that communities are
imagined from within, supplemented by an understanding that they are also imagined from
without, often pronounced with utopian or dystopian shades (161). While Kundera’s or Miłosz’s
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On the 8th of June 1991 the Serbian secret police intercepted a telephone conversation between two ideologues of
“the Greater Serbia,” both involved in the discursive production as writers and politicians—Dobrica Ćosić and
Radovan Karadžić—later convicted for crimes against humanity at the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia in Hague – discussing Central European cultural and literary trends. The two agreed that Central
Europe is a barren idea that “has no original achievement” and “cannot produce a myth.”. Their telephone
conversation was intercepted by and later included in the documentary Life and Deeds of Radovan Karadžić,
produced by SENSE Center for Transitional Justice in 2005. The film is available on their website:
https://www.sense-agency.com/documentaries.39.html.
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Central Europes serve as examples of such an imaginary West, Handke’s narrative production of
a Yugoslavia as an anti-capitalist utopia goes to show that the Cold War division of Central
European territories also produced an image of an imaginary East. If the imaginary West is, at
least in part, designed to contrast the oppressive Soviet reality with a utopian image of Western
market liberalism, the imaginary East is designed to harbor a vision of the world not subject to
the alienation of capitalist modes of production. In “Central European Attitudes,” Miłosz argues
that Western and an Eastern intellectuals, even when they share certain “leftist” ideals, can never
find common ground, because one side was forced to witness the failures of capitalism, while the
other side witnessed the failures of Marxism (105). What Miłosz does not account for is that,
despite their differences, these two intellectuals have something in common: a desire to impose
their utopian visions, based on the negation of the world they inhabit, onto some other world,
thus suspending the potential for a critical recognition of that world as a world an sich, not just a
platform for a projection of utopian fantasies.
Honored or not, Handke’s work was subjected to continuous criticism concerning his
unwillingness to sacrifice his desire to imagine his anti-capitalist utopia as a truly existing space.
Most of his critics have condemned the relativization of Serbian imperial interests in the postYugoslav spaces, endorsing war criminals and misappropriating the voices of their victims.47
This criticism was largely made possible by extra-literary memory-producing institutions, such
as the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in The Hague, which created
platforms for a historicization of the war following the dissolution of Yugoslavia and models of
historical accountability that arise from these platforms. But, as several voices argue, Handke’s
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The most often quoted example of Handke’s endorsement of dubious historical figures is his eulogy at the funeral
of Slobodan Milošević, convicted for the crimes against humanity at the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia in Hague.
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work should not be read strictly alongside its dubious politics.48 Indeed, in my view, his
writing—particularly its dystopian facets and his criticism of the Austrian role in regional
history—offers important insight on how communal violence is historicized. If Handke’s utopian
visions of Yugoslavia, Slovenia, or Serbia range from convoluted to orientalist and even
unethical, his criticism of postwar Austria, stands. In his writing, Handke continues to pose an
important question: how do we historicize, write, or even talk about violence in cases where the
perpetrators have been absolved from historical accountability and there are no international
institutions to enforce such accountability?

5. Conclusion
Unlike Kundera’s, Handke’s work does not romanticize or normalize masochistic
attachments to reality. Rather, it tries to create a critical conceptualization of their correlation
with the societal conditions of inhabiting a borderland, inherently stratified spaces where
thinking and feeling are conditioned by power discourses that elevate certain forms of citizenship
and subjectivity above others. Having dedicated several of his texts to the affective costs and
ethical pitfalls of ethnic passing, Handke’s notion of self-sacrifice echoes and reproduces many
of the setbacks it describes. One of the biggest pitfalls of his writing-as-self-sacrifice approach is
the fact that this sacrifice is designed to offer emotional relief to the subject sacrificed and does
little to serve those it is presumably offered to.
Suzanne Stewart argues that the ethical hypocrisy of a masochistic stance, particularly
when claimed by those in positions of power, lies in its theatrical nature (2). While a masochist
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One of those voices is a Bosnian writer Milijenko Jergović, who calls attention to Handke as more than just a
“Serbian” writer (“Peter Hadke).
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seeks to stage his phantasmatic surrender, he does not in fact relinquish the extra-phantasmatic
qualities that place him in the position of power. Handke’s position in the realm of World
Literature produces a similar effect: while discursively delivering a story about shedding the
legacy of ethnic passing through a loving self-sacrifice to various forms of Slavic-speaking
working-class communities he sees himself adjacent to, this same story is materially
disseminated by the mechanisms of World Literature granted to him as a German-speaking
intellectual living on the outskirts of Paris. Passing for a cosmopolitan author, he passingly
reproduces the orientalist practices in which the factual minority voices are overwritten by a
voice of the intellectual speaking in their place.
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4. Chapter 4
Strategic Masochism: Affective Costs of Semiperipheral Legibility in
Stanisław Lem’s Solaris
1. Introduction
In 1974 Philip K. Dick sent a letter to the FBI (Davies). It was one of the many letters in
his largely one-sided correspondence that marked his losing battle with mental illness, defined by
paranoid tendencies. In this particular letter, he sought to inform the Bureau of a Soviet attempt
to infiltrate the American subconscious via the medium he was personally familiar with—science
fiction. This was the threat: a Soviet-supported communist committee, presided over by the
renowned American Marxist, Fredric Jameson, had created a fictional author, known under the
name of Stanisław Lem, and disseminated his “translated” works to American audiences,
simultaneously disseminating the Soviet propaganda embedded in them.
The actual, historical Stanisław Lem—born to Jewish parents in Lvov in 1921,
identifying as Polish and writing in Polish—was indeed a communist as well as an ardent critic
of capitalism. But he was also a critic of Soviet imperial appetites in Central Europe.
Unbeknownst to Dick, this was a fairly common position for a number of Central European
intellectuals, but one that rarely survived the Atlantic crossing when their works became famous
in the United States.49 The increasing discursive amalgamation of communism with the politics
of the Soviet Union in the 1960’s amounted to the gradual illegibility of regional grass-roots
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Carl Tighe explores the complexity and multiplicity of the perspectives on the Polish literary left between 1945
and 1989, referring to Lem as one of its central authors.
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communisms, endemic to the majority of the mid-century Central European cultural landscape.
This illegibility became a major preoccupation of Lem’s and penetrated both his critical analysis
of science fiction as well as the plots of his novels.
Writing within the limitations of the United States dominated genre of science fiction,
Lem entertained a complicated relationship with the dominant paradigms of the genre, to say the
least. In May 1973 he became an honorary member of the Science Fiction Writers of America,
but had his membership revoked after four years for writing a series of critical articles arguing
that the US monopoly over the global market for science fiction was destroying the genre
(Goscilo 316).
If anyone is dissatisfied with SF in its role as an examiner of the future and of
civilization, there is no way to make an analogous move from literary oversimplifications
to full-fledged art, because there is no court of appeal from this genre. There would be no
harm in this, save that American SF, exploiting its exceptional status, lays claim to
occupy the pinnacles of art and thought. One is annoyed by the pretentiousness of a genre
which fends off accusations of primitivism by pleading its entertainment character and
then, once such accusations have been silenced, renews its overweening claims. … In SF
there is little room left for creative work that would aspire to deal with the problems of
our time without mystification, oversimplification, or facile entertainment: e.g., for work
which would reflect on the place that Reason can occupy in the Universe, on the outer
limits of concepts formed on Earth as instruments of cognition, or on such consequences
of contacts with extraterrestrial life as find no place in the desperately primitive repertoire
of SF devices (bounded by the alternative "we win"/"they win"). (Lem, Philip 54–56)
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In Lem’s view, the cultural hegemony of United States-based science fiction written in English
and disseminated globally created an unsatisfactory standard for the genre that marginalized the
works that approached Sci-Fi from a different angle, effectively silencing the voices of nonAmerican authors. He argued that science fiction was particularly vulnerable to the problem of
United States monopoly because of its relative novelty and the lack of meaningful transcultural
canonization.
While Lem’s critical essays sought to intervene in the issues of transcultural
communication on Earth, his creative work transposed this issue onto a trans-galactic and often
trans-humanist scale. As Adam Głaz argues, the majority of Lem’s novels and short stories, such
as The Mask, His Masters Voice, and Solaris, thematize the impossibility of communication
between the human and the not-quite-human (365). Most of them center on the desire of nonhuman agents to have their personhood recognized by their human interlocutors. More often than
not, these non-human agents are depicted as female characters and their negotiation for
personhood and dignity is constructed on the model of a woman seeking recognition within the
context of a heteronormative relationship. This happens most explicitly in Solaris.
Solaris, one of the most circulated sci-fi novels from Central Europe, is often read as a
novel staging a failed contact between a sentient planet—Solaris—and a group of scientists. The
plot is fairly well-known: some hundred years after Solaris has been discovered, a young
psychologist, Kris Kelvin, is sent to the research station to study the planet’s capacity to think
and communicate. Almost immediately, he is greeted by his wife, Rhea, who died by suicide on
Earth almost a decade prior. His fellow scientists inform him that she is one of the visitors—a
mimetic creature that Solaris recreated from his memory. Visitors, sometimes also referred to as
the phi-creatures, appear as if out of nowhere. They are indistinguishable from people the
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scientist knew on Earth, sharing their physical appearance as well as their memories. All of them
are replicas of individuals the scientists have convoluted emotional relationships with—they are
all women and children—causing the scientists to believe that they were created by the planet so
as to emotionally manipulate them. This assumption is uncomfortably complicated by Rheya’s
unthreatening presence, shedding doubt onto the scientists’ perspective. Because the story is
narrated from Kelvin’s first-person perspective, the novel stages him as an unreliable narrator.
The plot moves through a series of Kelvin’s conversations with Rheya that tell a story of
discursive inequality between the observer and the observed with a strong emphasis on how it
feels for the one who occupies a less privileged position.
Feminist critics such as Ann Weinstone and Jo Alyson Parker have stated that the
thematic amalgamation of gender inequality and narrative imbalance of power between the
observer and the observed within scientific discourse makes Solaris a novel about epistemic
violence rather than generalized inability to communicate. In line with this interpretative
tradition this chapter analyzes how Lem shapes Rheya—and Solaris—as characters who seek to
negotiate their legibility within a discourse that is taking place on somebody else’s terms.
However, this chapter also seeks to introduce some nuance into what Weinstone and Parkes
claim should be read as “coloniality.” Reading Solaris with an eye to Central Europe’s
semiperipheral status within the Cold War world, I argue that the novel proposes a framework
for understanding the condition of semiperipherality in both its difference from and overlap with
the condition of coloniality. The chapter explores how it uses the combined forms of science
fiction and the romance novel to expose the affective costs of negotiating for recognition from
the margins with a focus on discursive invisibility. Lem uses the speculative nature of science
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fiction to create a generalizing claim on how discursive illegibility effects subject-building,
resulting in a concept I refer to as strategic masochism.

2. Strategic Masochism
At the level of its plot, Solaris is staged as a romance novel. Rhea and Kris are introduced
as a hyper-normative heterosexual couple and the novel exploits the masochistic structures
inherent in normative heterosexual relationships rooted in patriarchal dichotomies. Not only is
Rheya portrayed as a submissive partner whose actions are dictated by the fear of her spouse’s
anger, but she is also characterized as suicidal. Her suicidality is doubly coded as a combination
of despair over her illegibility to the man she loves and an attempt to become more legible to him
through her dying. As framed by the text, Rheya operates on the amalgamation of self-sacrifice
and liberation. As opposed to Handke and Jelinek, who are interested in the affective costs of
masochistic mode of adaptation, or Kundera who seeks to romanticize it, Lem’s Solaris is
predominantly interested in masochism as a process of adaptation and seeks to capture it in its
formation. This is largely due to nature of the text: Solaris is written as a process of arbitration
and pays particular attention to how the act of negotiating itself influences those who are
involved in it. To put it differently, the plot is invested in how using masochism strategically
shapes Rheya and Solaris in the course of the novel. Because this dissertation is interested in the
emergence of the rhetoric of masochism as a form of negotiating from the margins, all of the
texts I analyze share a perspective on masochism that claims its uses are, at least in part,
strategic. For Lem, however, these strategic qualities become central as he seeks to avoid
invoking them as an essential part of Rheya’s and Solaris’ “nature.”
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In The Queer Art of Failure Jack Halberstam seeks to articulate what he refers to as
shadow feminism. In an attempt to extend some aspects of the masochist ethics introduced into
queer studies by Leo Bersani to gender normative spaces, Halberstam argues that—much like the
queer community—several female artists have understood self–annihilation as a liberatory
practice. His cardinal examples are Yoko Ono and Elfriede Jelinek. Much of Halberstam’s
argument is based on the desire to uncover an alternative to the liberal feminist position, which
he understands as propagating equality in the sense of equal access to power. In stark contrast to
that idea, he proposes shadow feminism as a radical refusal of power. In his view, this refusal
creatively (and hence subversively) utilizes some of the structural stereotypes of femininity,
notably the myth of inherent female masochism professed by Krafft–Ebing and consolidated by
Freud:
It may be illustrative to turn to Freud, who refers to masochism as a form of femininity
and a kind of flirtation with death; masochism, he says, is a byproduct of the unsuccessful
repression of the death instinct to which a libidinal impulse has been attached. While the
libido tends to ward off the death drive through a “will to power,” a desire for mastery,
and an externalization of erotic energy, sometimes libidinal energies are given over to
destabilization, unbecoming, and unraveling. This is what Leo Bersani refers to as “selfshattering,” a shadowy sexual impulse that most people would rather deny or sublimate.
If taken seriously, unbecoming may have its political equivalent in an anarchic refusal of
coherence and proscriptive forms of agency. (135–36)
Halberstam seeks to expand the subversive ethics of queer masochism to femininity, where it
presumably originated. He foregrounds a conceptualization of masochism that recognizes its
capacity for subversion. Its subversive power stems from its opposition to the social Darwinism
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inherent in patriarchal capitalism, which normalizes the will to power and pathologizes all those
who do not act according to the desire to reign over others. Halberstam’s concept of shadow
feminism is a useful point of departure from which to think about strategic masochism as
conceptualized by Solaris. Much like Halberstam, Lem seems to believe that the masochism
produced by the pressures of normative femininity could be mobilized for a revolutionary
purpose. However, Halberstam’s perspective on masochism remains unequivocally queer in its
optimist stance, portrayed as a portal to a subcultural space where power relations are twisted
upside down and unexpected things are allowed to happen. In his view, shadow masochism is
allowed to remain on the level of worldview or artform. Lem, on the other, hand maintains that
strategic masochism in turn produces adaptive masochism and that its affective cost should not
be taken lightly.
As I outlined earlier, Lem’s Rheya is staged as a hyper–normative woman in a hyper–
normative heterosexual relationship ridden with layers of patriarchal oppression. She is
significantly younger than her husband, who habitually refers to her as a child (137). While no
scene of domestic violence transpires within the novel, her relationship to Kelvin is defined by
fear of his anger (54). She is cautious around him, but relentless in her demand that they have a
conversation about what is going on—both ontologically and intimately. Rheya and Kris are both
confused by their encounter, but she insists that this confusion should be addressed jointly, and
yet he refuses to enter a conversation with her on equal terms. This is partly because he does not
understand Rheya to be his equal, but predominantly because he understands the apparition of
Rheya to be a hostile manipulation by Solaris. Unable to acknowledge her personhood and afraid
that her presence will turn out to be a threat to his wellbeing, Kelvin hides his discomfort from
her, speaking to her in terms of endearment and care. Sensing his fear and disgust, Rheya is
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confused and saddened by this performance and retreats into a masochistic mode of desiring. She
asks him to “beat her,” “get rid of her,” or tell her that he “hates” her instead (138). Frustrated by
the fact that she cannot make herself heard or acknowledged, she becomes obsessed with the
notion that the only way for her to escape her frustration is one of humiliation, and ultimately
self-annihilation. She demands transparency at all cost and in anticipating that this transparency
will come in a shape of a painful revelation, she begins to desire the pain itself, equating it with
the truth.
In my analysis of Kundera’s Unbearable Lightness of Being, I refer to this affective
inversion as the anxiety of insufficiency. Anticipating that her husband will never be fully able to
accept the cultural lack of her provincial background, Kundera’s Tereza begins to dwell on
masochistic fantasies of revelation, that disclose her as an unsophisticated, dirty peasant. The
“anxiety of insufficiency” and its reliance on masochistic scenarios that internalize external
pressures to fit into a certain model of “civilizational progress” are crucial to my analysis. I
thereby conceptualize how non-hegemonic cultural production often displays concerns with not
meeting certain standards, most often pertaining to the questions of modernity and
modernization. In the context of Central European postmodernism with its propensity to
structure these affective traits around familial, romantic, or erotic narratives, I reveal how heavily
these narratives rely on the gaze of the other, most often represented by a male lover or a
parental figure. The anxiety of insufficiency is anchored in spaces where some entity has usurped
the right to create the conditions for cultural, discursive, or narrative exchange.
It is the argument of this chapter, however, that Lem’s Rheya cannot be completely
encapsulated by the anxiety of insufficiency. The most meaningful difference between her and
Kundera’s Tereza is that while Tereza sees her relationship to her husband as normalized or even
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romantic, Rhea is acutely aware of the fact that something is amiss and actively tries to negotiate
a different relationship, namely one in which she could be heard. Lem portrays Rheya as an
individual involved in an active negotiation for recognition, using the limited resources her
position allows. She relies on a model historically available to subaltern groups which should be
able to negotiate for their dignity by means of the law, existing political representation, or armed
rebellion, but are often forced to limit themselves to the only thing available to them—their
bodies. This is what constitutes her as a strategic masochist. As in Handke’s Repetition, selfsacrifice is also one of the central themes in Solaris. Handke explores self-sacrifice on a
symbolic, metaphorical level. For him, self-sacrifice is inscribed in the act of labor: working in
the field of an old Slovene villager, Filip Kobal can relieve himself of the guilt he feels in light of
his ethnic passing. In Solaris, on the other hand, the meaning of self-sacrifice becomes literal and
indistinguishable from self-annihilation.
One of many urban murals dedicated to the history of the anti–imperialist struggle in
Northern Ireland bears a caption that quotes Terence MacSwiney. It reads, "It is not those who
can inflict the most, but those who can suffer the most who will conquer.” The mural depicts the
faces of many who, like MacSwiney, died in a hunger strike in British prisons. In “Irish Hunger
Strikes and the Cult of Self-Sacrifice” George Sweeney argues that the political tradition of the
hunger strike in Irish history does more than transcend simple political utility and has over time
become a facet of cultural heritage that “caters for the needs of machismo and masochism”
(433). The comparative invocation of self–annihilating strategies of political revolt—in Central
European cultural spaces most notoriously represented by Jan Palach’s 1969 self–immolation—
in the context of masochism is, however, potentially problematic, particularly because of the role
desire habitually plays in the narratives of masochism. This is a problem similar to the one legal
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scholars such as Deckha warn about in the context of female masochism: what is at stake in
invoking masochism in cases where self-annihilating attitudes represent the only remaining
agency? Because the rhetoric of masochism presupposes desire, or even pleasure, discussions of
masochism in nonhegemonic groups are always at risk of producing a narrative in which
oppressive violence will be interpreted as desired. Both Halberstam’s shadow feminism and
Sweeney’s stance on masochism as Irish cultural heritage are at a risk of downplaying the fact
that these practices emerged as a form of adaptation to unfavorable external conditions.
This is why reconceptualizing the function of desire in the context of masochism—and
perhaps in general—is such a crucial task. The rhetoric of masochism is in and of itself an
attempt to theorize the relationship between pain, power, and desire. Somewhat unexpectedly,
the function of desire is one of the least investigated elements of masochism despite the fact that
it is often invoked. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud offered a model of masochistic desire
based on control. Like most Freudian models, it is decisively ahistorical and generalizing,
extended across the entirety of humanity. Observing a child playing and deliberately discarding a
toy he enjoys, Freud argues that people share a propensity to recreate negative scenarios so as to
create an illusion of agency in a world where pain happens uncontrollably and at random (15).
As I argue in the introduction, Ferenczi maintains that this propensity is heightened in child
survivors of sexual abuse. At the core of Ferenczi’s argument lies a realization that the
experience of powerlessness is not equally distributed. Following in his footsteps,
Rommelspacher adapts this argument for feminist purposes. In her view structural inequality—
and she is particularly interested in inequality in terms of gender—produces conditions for
subject–formation similar to abuse. She interprets it as adaptational and relational and invites us
to reconceptualize it as a survival strategy instead (31). This element of survival is what
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differentiates what I refer to as strategic masochism from the subversive masochism we inherit
from Deleuze. Despite the risk of sounding like a contradiction in terms, the notion of strategic
masochism opens the possibility of conceptualizing internalized self–hatred as a sediment of
strategic uses of self-sacrifice, mobilized in order to survive.
Through Rheya, Lem explores the tension inherent to strategic masochism, showcasing
her as a subject that has internalized the structural conditions of her oppression and that
continues to struggle for recognition with the means available to her, which are thoroughly
interlaced with self–annihilation. In the chapter curiously entitled Victory, Rheya commits
assisted suicide with the help of Kelvin’s colleague Snow (Lem 189). This action follows a
frustrating period of domestic bliss. Earlier in the chapter the reader is told that Kris and Rheya
have submitted to a shared fantasy of a relationship situated on Earth. In Kelvin’s voice, the
reader is also told that this fantasy is unsustainable because of various legal and possibly
ontological setbacks. Because Rheya’s ontological status remains undetermined, it is unclear
whether or not she would survive the voyage. What is clear, however, is that she would face
complications at customs that would possibly result in the couple’s separation and Rheya’s
persecution (186). The alternative fantasy where the couple would settle on Solaris or at the
station appears to be inconceivable. It only becomes apparent to Kelvin after Rheya’s suicide.
Like the figure of sati in Gayatri Spivak’s Can the Subaltern Speak, Rheya’s suicide is both
ridden with traces of agency and uninterpretable (Spivak 102). The novel offers no stable
interpretation for it, because it is written in Kelvin’s first-person voice, and to him both Rheya
and Solaris remain largely opaque. Lack of interpretation aside, Rheya’s suicide produces a shift
in Kelvin’s relationship with Solaris. After her death, Kelvin determines that a return to Earth
has become impossible and he dedicates the rest of his life to the study of Solaris. This speaks to
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the fact that Rheya’s negotiation for recognition has been at least partially successful. While
Kelvin remains unable to take Solaris on its own terms and the novel closes with his meditation
on the planet’s illegibility and a speculation that there can be no meaningful contact between
Solaris and the scientists, he no longer approaches either Rheya or Solaris on hostile terms.
Because Solaris delivers this negotiation for legibility tightly packaged in the form of
scenes from a marriage, it becomes easy to lose track of the fact that Rheya is in fact a
representative of the planet itself, which is arguably the most fascinating facet of the novel. The
only way the planet can become at least partially legible to the scientists is for it to adapt its
mode of communication, with which they are already familiar. With this in mind, Solaris
approaches them in the shape of their earthly loved ones, hoping that recreating situations that
invoke feelings of guilt and responsibility will remind them that their supremacist attitudes have
always been destructive, and historically have harmed everybody, including themselves.
This facet of the novel is particularly fascinating because it shows how the conditions for
the reception of a certain content shape its form. While Solaris is communicating with the
scientists on its own terms, it remains unheard. Its capacity for being acknowledged marginally
increases after it adapts its speech and self-presentation to the expectations of the observers and
begins to communicate with them in a form they already know. This is not to say that Rheya
should be understood as a mere simulacrum. Coding Solaris within the conventions of two
genres—the romance novel and science fiction—Lem invites us to consider both of these
narrative layers as equally “real.” On the one hand, Rheya’s individual, personified suffering
showcases the affective costs of discursive invisibility. But on the other hand, thorough Rheya
and beyond her, the central figure of this epistemological drama is Solaris—an entity that
remains largely opaque and inaccessible until the end.
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Adam Głaz claims that Solaris should “be read as Lem’s artistic statement of disbelief in
the possibility of meaningful contact with Others” (365). Echoing ecocritical feminist
perspectives from the late eighties and early nineties such as Parker and Weinstone, I suggest
instead that Lem’s position is narrower and more specific. The first-person narrative perspective
of a scientist whose thoughts are organized by way of research questions, shapes the novel into a
disciplinary inquiry within the field of Solaristics. Solaris is this not just a novel about
communication; it is also a novel about epistemology. More specifically, as I propose in the
following section, it is a novel about epistemological violence.

3. Epistemology and the Violence of Erasure in the Semiperiphery
In perhaps the most quoted passage from the novel, Kelvin’s colleague Snow proposes
that Kelvin’s inability to engage with Rhea is an extension of the researchers’ anthropocentric
predicament:
We take off into the cosmos, ready for anything: for solitude, for hardship, for
exhaustion, death. Modesty forbids us to say so, but there are times we think pretty well
of ourselves. And yet, if we examine it more closely, our enthusiasm turns out to be all
sham. We don’t want to conquer the cosmos, we simply want to expand the boundaries of
Earth to the frontiers of the cosmos. … We are humanitarian and chivalrous: we don’t
want to enslave other races; we simply want to bequeath them our values and take over
their heritage in exchange. We think of ourselves as the Knights of the holy Contact. This
is another lie. We are only seeking Man. We have no need of other worlds. We need
mirrors. (Lem, Solaris 72)
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In Snow’s view, the research methods of Solaristics are inherently fraught because they are
constructed around loaded cultural comparisons that always center on Earth and bend other
planets to its image. Weinstone states, “the subject of Solaris is colonization, especially those
colonizing activities that proceed from hegemonic science. In Solaris, Lem positions
oversignification as the essence of scientific colonization. Oversignification, in Lemian terms, is
a one-way relationship of naming, describing, explaining, defining, and identifying. In other
words, the medium of colonization is representation” (177). While Weinstone accurately
identifies epistemological violence as one of the central themes of Solaris, I believe that invoking
it in the contest of colonization requires more nuance. Importantly, Lem does not stage the
relationship between the scientists and the planet as one of material extraction. As Snow states in
his description of the scientists’ endeavor, their mission is predominantly motivated by research.
Through Rheya’s suffering, however, the plot of the novel hints at a conclusion that this project
is problematic in and of itself. The scientists’ unwillingness to communicate with Solaris on its
own terms creates a discursive hierarchy harmful for the planet. In Lem’s view this inequality,
albeit not material in its nature, produces material results. Showcasing how Rheya’s strategic
masochism transforms into self-annihilation, Lem explores how discursive inequality itself
produces trauma.
At the core of Lem’s interest, I argue, is the exploration of the semiperipheral status as
one based primarily on epistemological invisibility. In many ways, the difficulty with articulating
its position, as well as the difficulty of being legible to others, has been a Central European, as
well as a particularly Polish problem since the articulation of cultural and national identity
became a meaningful intellectual endeavor in the nineteenth century. As Witold Gombrowicz
claimed about Poland, it is “something that wants to be, but cannot, that wants to express itself,
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but is unable to” (Warsza and Sowa). In the context of contemporary comparative literature, this
problem has been heightened by a lack of a functional framework that would capture the
specificity of Central European positionality as it is defined by an overlapping presence of
coloniality and imperialist impulses. This concern is particularly pronounced in Poland, which
was for centuries a major political power in Central Europe, as well as a victim of historical
oppression by several of its neighboring states. The lack of an interpretative framework helped to
create the sense of illegibility—and helplessness in the face of it—articulated by many
semiperipheral authors. Explicitly or implicitly, all five novels analyzed in this dissertation share
many of the concerns I refer to as specifically semiperipheral, ranging from cultural illegibility to
a sense of cultural lack, and anxiety of insufficiency. Lem, however, seems to be particularly
invested in the emotional burden of not fitting into epistemological categories imposed from
outside.
Difficulty in articulating semiperipheral narratives is not only a prevalent theme within
Central European fiction; it also presents a major obstacle in conceptualizing the works of
semiperipheral authors within literary studies more generally and calls for an alternative
reconceptualization of these spaces. Adam F. Kola argues that the epistemological invisibility of
semiperipheral spaces can be attributed to the immense expansiveness of postcolonial studies in
the past few decades, combined with the fact that postcolonial narratives fail to capture the
semiperiphery in its complexity. In his view, this is largely due to the fact that invoking
coloniality in peripheral spaces is often problematic, or even deliberately misused so as to
exonerate local supremacist tendencies, as has been the case all across post-communist Central
Europe. In the last decades scholars sought to address this problem by expanding the
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postcolonial model so as to encompass the specificity Central and Eastern Europe.50 These
explorations are valuable both to Central European as well as postcolonial studies. However, I
suggest supplementing them with a narrative that would encapsulate the specificity of the
semiperiphery.
As I argue in the introduction, critics such as Franco Moretti and the Warwick Research
Collective define semiperiphery on a gradient of “development,” locating it in the regions that
have not quite yet reached the desired level of modernization, but defined by their aspirational
potential. In this context, the semiperiphery and the periphery share a similar position, even
though the three-fold construction of the map distorts this fact. Epistemologically, neither the
periphery nor the semiperiphery is in a position to dictate the standard and the conditions of
development and thus succumb to a narrative imposed from without. The aspirational status of
the semiperiphery, however, often produces immense pressures towards always inherently
unachievable meritocracy and the feelings of shame after the attempts to advance inevitably fail.
The affective dynamics of this process reveal why semiperipheral structures of feeling are so
often coded in the language of masochism.
Authors like Kundera often articulate the problem with Central European
semiperipherality as one lacking modernization, equating the semiperiphery and the periphery,
provinciality and coloniality, and expressing a sense of internalized self-hatred. Interestingly, one
of the most fruitful affective analyses of this sentiment emerges from a presumably very different
space—Canada. In 1972 Margaret Atwood published Survival, a thematic guide to Canadian
literature. In Survival, Atwood argues that Canadian literature is defined by victimhood (37). In
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her view, Canadian literature is organized around “a will to lose,” focusing on narratives of
failure. Atwood herself is profoundly preoccupied with the myth of loserdom, professing an
intense shame over her cultural inheritance. Several facets of her argument operate with a
nagging concern that Canadian literature is somehow provincial, lacking, and boring. This
anxiety becomes most palpable when Atwood seeks to situate it within a comparative model.
The choice of this model is telling in and of itself: seeking to articulate the specificities of
Canadian literature, Atwood places it next to American and British literary traditions. She
organizes this extremely narrow Anglophone model on a center-periphery axis, situating
Canadian cultural production as doubly peripheral and inherently lacking (29). For Atwood, this
structural lack permeates the level of contents, giving shape to a thematic lack. In her view, this
is most visible when Canadian “will to lose” is placed side by side with the expansive, victorious
tendencies of American literature (33). Particularly because its focus is Canada—one of the
world’s wealthiest nation states—Atwood’s invocation of coloniality fails to account for the
difference between countries that have been impoverished by the colonial process and those that
benefited from it. While the comparison between Canada and Cold War Central Europe on a
material level also fails to account for the difference between them (namely one of the economic
system), it captures the notion that discursive marginality is not strictly bound to the question of
development. As Larry Wolff states, this also true for Central and Eastern European spaces
which have suffered from epistemological marginality regardless of their relative development
(Inventing 8). In contrast to Canada, this sense of marginality in Central Europe has been
exaggerated by linguistic marginality. I attribute the question of language to Lem’s interest in the
limits of communication between those who belong to the realm of hegemonic speech, and those
who are excluded from it because of their linguistic strangeness. Despite their insistence on
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seeking contact, the discursive relationship between the scientists and Solaris is one-sided and
defined by their instance on creating and imposing their categories onto the planet.
Despite his insightfulness, Snow himself is just as unable to encounter Solaris on its own
terms. When describing the “visitors” and his idea of their purpose, he resorts to an objectivizing
rhetoric, comparing the visitors to a fetish:
Who hasn’t had, at some moment of his life, a crazy daydream, an obsession? Imagine …
imagine a fetishist who becomes infatuated with, let’s say, a grubby piece of cloth, and
who threatens and entreats and defies every risk in order to acquire this beloved bit of
rag. A peculiar idea, isn’t it? A man who at one and the same time is ashamed of the
object of his desire and cherishes it above everything else, a man, who is ready to
sacrifice his life for his love, since the feeling he has for it is perhaps as overwhelming as
Romeo’s feeling for Juliet. Such cases exist, as you know. So, in the same way, there are
things, situations, that no one has dared to externalize, but which the mind has produced
by accident in a moment of aberration, of madness, call it what you will. At the next
stage, the idea becomes flesh and blood. That’s all. (71)
For Snow, the visitors are inherently relational. He cannot interpret them without
centering on himself. His interpretation is also laden with the paranoid tone with which all
scientists at the station approach Solaris and its actions. Because most of them assume that
Solaris produces the visitors to manipulate the scientists, they approach the visitors with
hostility. Because the novel simultaneously makes Rheya so highly visible and almost
omnipresent in her non–violent and caring presence, the scientists’ suspicion resonates as
unjustified. But perhaps even more peculiar is the scientists’ insistence that the planet is not
communicating with them despite the omnipresence of the visitors who talk and act and initiate
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contact with the scientists. Because the contact does not transpire in line with their expectations,
the scientists are unable to process it. Despite the fact that Solaris adapts to their speech and
learns to communicate in their language, it remains invisible to them. Importantly, Solaris is
introduced as an “impossible planet” early in the novel:
The planet orbits two suns: a red sun and a blue sun. For 45 years after its discovery, no
spacecraft had visited Solaris. At the time Gamow-Shapley theory—that life was
impossible on planets which are satellites of two solar bodies—was firmly believed. The
orbit constantly being modified by variations in the gravitational pull in the course of its
revolutions around the two suns. (15)
Much like Snow’s reduction of the visitors to the ontological status of a fetish, this interpretation
reduces Solaris to the status of an observed object but —perhaps more importantly—it situates it
as a poorly observed object. Because of their epistemological limitations, it takes the scientists
almost half a century to pay scientific attention to Solaris, assuming life on planets that orbit two
solar bodies is impossible. To them, life on Earth is the measure of life in general. After having
discovered that Solaris is indeed a sentient entity, a set of similar structural prejudices makes it
impossible for them to recognize Solaris’ communication as speech.
What is perhaps even more intriguing, however, is the assumption behind the GamowShapley theory, according to which Solaris is anticipated to be uninhabitable. From the
perspective of Earth, the radical liminality that defines Solaris makes the planet appear as an
obviously hostile space. The presumably insurmountable problem appears to be the necessity to
adapt to two sets of gravitational pulls simultaneously. Not only is Solaris marginal, but its
marginality is also essentially intersectional, demanding two different sets of adaptations,
which—from the perspective of Earth—is more than any living thing could handle. This
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perception produces earthlings’ lack of trust, as well as understanding of the life they in fact find
on Solaris once they start investigating. Solaris is populated by a sole inhabitant—a sentient
ocean that covers the entirety of its surface. The ocean developed so as to regulate and stabilize
the difference in the gravitational pulls of the two suns and secure a more stable position for the
planet. The ocean communicates with the scientists exclusively through mimicry: first, its
surface produces three-dimensional shapes of objects they might be familiar with from Earth.
Instead of interpreting these as a language, the scientists take them as a threat. The sense of
threat is heightened when mimicry transcends the surface of the ocean and enters the research
Station in the shape of the visitors. The more effort Solaris invests in making itself readable to
the scientists, the more opaque it becomes, as the scientists are unable to exit their own
epistemological frameworks. In a sense, the plot of Solaris indeed stages the impossibility of
communication—namely, between a world that has been shaped by radical external pressure to
adapt and the world where that never happened.
Lem’s conceptualization of Solaris parallels WEB du Bois’ notion of doubleconsciousness, which du Bois describes as a “sense of always looking at one’s self through the
eyes of others.” Like du Bois, Lem is invested in inspecting the burden of adaptation endured by
those who are not invited to construct the conditions for their own cultural reception. The
difference between du Bois’ and Lem’s positionality—one seeking to articulate how the question
of marginal subject-building is affected by racism and the other referring primarily to the
condition of epistemological invisibility—once again begs the question as to how to account for
the difference of semiperipheral literature within the postcolonial context. We should
conceptualize the semiperiphery as both similar and different from the periphery. While the
periphery and the semiperiphery differ in their material relation vis-à-vis the center, they share a
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discursive relationship with it. This is a relationship of exclusion, as the center is the space where
epistemological categories, including centrality, peripherality or the semiperipheral are created.
To the center, epistemological categories created on the margins—regardless of relative
privilege—are illegible. From the perspective of discourse, periphery and semiperiphery are
indistinguishable. They are joined by the condition of a double consciousness, as they are the
spaces where indigenous speech is produced, and simultaneously always already adapted to the
discursive demands of the center. As Terence K. Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein argue,
however, invoking coloniality in semiperipheral context fails to capture its position vis-à-vis the
periphery: “Looking at the world-economy as a whole, some states are clearly "in-between" in
the core-periphery structure, in that they house within their borders (in adjacent but often
unrelated sectors) both peripheral processes in relation to core states and core-like processes in
relation to adjacent peripheral states” (116). As Pascale Casanova notes, the world-system of
global capitalism as proposed by Wallerstein and the world-system of World Literature do not
align perfectly, as the World Republic of Letters has a structure and laws that are somewhat
independent from those of global history and economy. In this regard, semiperiphery as an
analytical category imported from the economic to literary context must be appropriately
adapted.
As Lem hints with Solaris, the condition of semiperipherality is defined by
epistemological violence imposed on it by the center, that is not by definition attached to
material exploitation and is traumatic in and of itself in the ways in which it affects subjectbuilding. As Fredric Jameson maintains, this is not a non-material problem. The impossibility of
cognitive mapping has intense political consequences. In Jameson’s words “the incapacity to
map socially is crippling to political experience” (238). The problem with semiperipheral spaces
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is that they are especially difficult to articulate, and even when articulated, they are especially
difficult to comprehend. In post–socialist Central Europe, a part of the problem is de facto
produced by the mapping or more specifically the amalgamation of “the Second World” onto
Soviet–themed singularity that leaves little room for specific, complicated local narratives. This
erasure is itself a byproduct of the Cold War as an interimperial conflict of two superpowers in
which smaller agents become increasingly invisible. Simultaneously, it is also a problem of the
increasing hegemony of the Global English in the realm of World Literature, which Lem
experienced as an increasing pressure of science fiction to adapt to the American narrative model
so as to be successful in the global market.

4. The Labor of Analogy: Transcending the Woman-A-Land Model
In The Lay of The Land Anette Kolodny argues that the genre of the American pastoral is
marked by metaphors of femininity that depict the land as mother or lover, selflessly offering the
fruits of her body to new settlers, rendering the act of their taking invisible. As a genre, science
fiction lends itself particularly well to allegorical readings, which often interpret sci–fi novels as
romans à clef. In this regard, Solaris has been no exception. Popularized interpretations of
Solaris have sometimes gone so far as to claim that the planet—in this version perceived as
genuinely hostile—is to be understood as the Soviet Union and the scientists its vulnerable
satellite states. By contrast, I propose that the relationship between femininity and
semiperipherality in Solaris is constructed by way of a metonymy, inviting an analogous rather
than an allegorical reading. Rheya is not to be understood as a metaphor for Solaris, she is in fact
a part of Solaris. Its equal investment in the genres of the romance novel and science fiction
forces the reader to take both aspects as equal and interrelated, but most importantly, as literal.
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Aesthetically, Lem was a strong proponent of realism. As a fiction writer, he debuted in
the genre of socialist realism. This was later often interpreted as an adaptation to Soviet
censorship, based on the idea that Lem chose to house his work in the only genre that could be
published without considerable intervention by censors. Lem himself never confirmed or denied
this assumption, but in many ways his science fiction remained both realist as well as socialist.
This vision of what sci-fi as a genre could, and perhaps should, offer was at the core of his
criticism of the unbalanced hegemonic influence that United States–based sci–fi had globally. In
his essay “Philip K. Dick: A Visionary Among the Charlatans” where he declares Dick to be the
only decent sci–fi author this side of the Atlantic, he argues that the biggest setback of the United
States mode of writing sci–fi is its propensity towards “mystification.” In Lem’s view,
mystification is synonymous with narrative as wish–fulfillment, which betrays the laws of
causality in favor of a desirable and pacifying outcome. Lem praises Dick for his capacity to take
science fiction more seriously than the genre–at least within the US–has been taking itself. “A
Visionary Among Charlatans” makes a complicated case for how sci–fi should be similar, as
well as different from realist fiction. At the core of the similarity lies the loyalty to the principles
of narrative causality described above, which for Lem separates good fiction from bad fiction.
The principal difference, however, is what for Lem truly defines the epistemological value of
sci–fi as an inherently futurological and speculative genre. The difference in question is,
superficially speaking, a difference in matter: while realist fiction describes the world that either
is or was, sci–fi speculates about the world that could, would, might, or will be. This difference
in the matter dictates a difference in approach marked by the difference between description and
speculation. In Lem’s view, both of these epistemological processes are and, strictly speaking,
neither is capable of full grasping reality. Speculation, however, seeks to conceptualize processes
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that have not yet stabilized–much as what Raymond Williams defines as structures of feeling.
Describing the difference between Dick and Balzac, Lem hints that the purpose of science fiction
should be to capture the conceptual changes that are making ninetieth-century categories–
particularly “progress”—obsolete and inadequate:
According to an opinion quite generally held by readers, SF ought to depict the world of
the fictional future no less explicitly and intelligibly than a writer such as Balzac depicted
the world of his own time in The Human Comedy. Whoever asserts this fails to take into
account the fact that there exists no world beyond or above history and common to all
eras or all cultural formations of mankind. That which, as the world of The Human
Comedy, strikes us as completely clear and intelligible, is not an altogether objective
reality, but is only a particular interpretation (of nineteenth century vintage and hence
close to us) of a world classified, understood and experienced in a concrete fashion. The
familiarity of Balzac's world thus signifies nothing more than the simple fact that we
have grown perfectly accustomed to this account of reality and that consequently the
language of Balzac's characters, their culture, their habits and ways of satisfying spiritual
and bodily needs, and also their attitude toward nature and transcendence seem to us
transparent. However, the movement of historical changes may infuse new content into
concepts thought of as fundamental and fixed, as for example the notion of "progress,"
which according to nineteenth-century attitudes was equivalent to a confident optimism,
convinced of the existence of an inviolable boundary separating what is harmful to man
from what benefits him. Currently we begin to suspect that the concept thus established is
losing its relevance, because the harmful ricochets of progress are not incidental, easily
eliminated, adventitious components of it but are rather such a cost of gains achieved as,
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at some point along the way, liquidates all the gain. In short, absolutizing the drive
toward "progress" could prove to be a drive toward ruin. (Lem, “Phillip”)
In Lem’s view, the lack of attachment sci-fi has to objective reality should not be squandered on
wish-fulfillment scenarios. Rather, it should become an exercise in analyzing the present as
mediation between the epistemologies of the past and their future consequences, which have
already transpired but are yet to fully develop and are still not fully understood. “A Visionary
Among the Charlatans” concretizes this movement into a critique of nineteenth-century
capitalism and its vision of progress, which is beginning to show itself to be potentially
harmful—the essay was published in 1975—and might prove to be ruinous in the future.
The plot of Solaris is structured so as to cater to both Lem’s realist aspirations in the
sense of commitment to causality as well as his desire to depict a changing world in conflict with
outdated epistemologies. This double aim is achieved by its literalization of the woman–as–land
trope in the entity that is Rheya/Solaris. This entity becomes the vessel through which to explore
how the epistemology of discovery imported by the earthly scientists fails to capture their
encounter with the planet, as well as the affective cost this failed encounter produces. It becomes
a playground in which alternative modes of thinking can be developed, but also a site where the
trauma of this process is experienced. Because Solaris is equally a romance and a sci-fi novel, it
successfully houses this double ambition.
This double play is ensured by the fact that the entity in communication with Kelvin is
simultaneously Rheya and Solaris and that she is presented as somebody who herself does not
understand the conditions of her existence. Her sadness and ultimate suicidality force the reader
to focus on the question of personhood. In light of both interpersonal recognition as well as legal
rights, this question is central to many of Lem’s stories. Most prominently it figures in “Washer
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Tragedy” (1963), where the capitalist competition between two washing machine companies
produces machines that demand legal recognition. In turn, the plot of The Mask flips the script.
There a robot developed to murder a man finds herself developing a consciousness by falling in
love with him. These stories share a profound investment in collapsing the narrative divide
between entities that are “obviously” entitled to personhood and those who are not. A major
preoccupation of Lem as a sci-fi author is achieving a post-humanist equality and eliminating the
hierarchy of subjecthood that instinctively prioritizes human subjects.
In this sense, it is important to keep in mind that the subject speaking in Solaris is in fact
Solaris. One of the key goals of the novel is to portray how this radically non-human entity might
try to communicate with humans despite their attempts to render it incapable of speech. With this
in mind, the reader is invited to imagine a radically different interpretation of the visitors from
the one provided by the novel’s scientists. Unanimously, the scientists assume that the fact that
the visitors take on the features of their earthly loved ones serves some sort of ruse on the
planet’s behalf. But if one were—in line with Lem’s work in general—to consider them as a
genuine attempt of the planet to communicate with the scientists, this choice becomes strategic
rather than manipulative. This possibility brings me back to the concept of strategic masochism
that I defined earlier in this chapter. Lem’s interest in personhood as a result of subject–building
processes makes it impossible for the reader not to take the phenomenological layer of the
visitors at face value. Not only does Kelvin’s particular visitor appear to be his deceased wife, in
many aspects she is in fact her. She is defined by their shared memories and an experience of
their relationship. While Solaris seeks to establish contact with the scientists and achieves it the
shape of the visitors, Solaris itself undergoes a transformation caused by this adaptation. In the
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shape of Rheya the visitor, Solaris establishes an opportunity to be heard, but this process is as
traumatizing as seeking Kelvin’s recognition is for the original Rheya on Earth.

5. Conclusion
As a sci–fi novel primarily interested in communication with ontologically different
Others, Solaris explores how the scientists adapt their language to a changing, and ungraspable
reality. As a romance novel, Solaris hosts Lem’s realist commitment to depict the causal gravity
of speculation that is experienced as difficult, painful, and traumatic—perhaps beyond repair. In
several of her essays, bell hooks deploys “imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” as
a singular interconnected term. In an interview, she claims that “we can’t begin to understand the
nature of domination if we don’t understand how these systems connect with one another”
(Yancy). The a–realistic nature of science fiction gives Lem room to portray discursive
inequality as truly structural, regardless of it being gender–, species–, or geography–based. As
readers of Solaris we are not invited to consider that the planet’s discursive illegibility vis-à-vis
the scientists is like Rheya’s emotional invisibility vis-à-vis Kelvin. In line with Lem’s
conviction that science fiction is a conceptual playground, we are encouraged to see them as
literally the same. A part of this sameness is constructed through the narrative voice. The novel
is mediated by Kelvin’s first-person perspective, disclosing the modes in which he as a
professional and a lover approaches his research material as well as his wife. Both of these
discursive relationships are defined by hostility and negligence, distorted by a performance of
care. Kelvin approaches both Rheya and Solaris on antagonistic terms, but—as Snow would put
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it—he does so in such a way that he can continue to see himself as chivalrous. Both Rheya and
Solaris are of interest to him inasmuch as they can serve to support his idea of himself and
remain completely inaccessible to him until the end of the novel.
In the case of Solaris, sidelining allegory in favor of analogy is more than a mere
rhetorical move. In many ways, Solaris is in fact a play on the woman–as–land pastoral model,
but one particularly invested in questioning the epistemology that continues to bring femininity
and semiperipherality into neighboring spaces. Because Solaris is not only using Rheya’s façade
to be able to communicate with Kelvin, but in becoming her also gains a language in which to
express the trauma of discourse invisibility, as well as the experience of the pain itself, Solaris
offers a literalized exercise in intersectional thinking. In this sense, it produces a narrative of
strategic masochism as a mode of negotiating from the margins. Like Handke’s A Sorrow
Beyond Dreams, Solaris investigates the self-annihilating structure of desire of its protagonist as
a result of adaptation to external conditions. While Handke is explicitly materialist, constructing
his critique from an anti-capitalist perspective that primarily focuses on poverty and social
marginality, Lem is predominantly interested in how marginality is constructed through
linguistic and discursive practices, helping to shape a fictional framework for the
conceptualization of the semiperiphery.
The Unbearable Lightness of Being, The Piano Teacher, A Sorrow Beyond Dreams,
Repetition, and Solaris—the novels analyzed in this dissertation—share a two-fold investment in
masochism. On the one hand, they explore masochism as a theme, paying particular attention to
female masochism, which often figures as a metonym for masochism in marginalized groups in
general. On the other hand, these novels mobilize masochism as a formal procedure that can
serve as a site of revelation, helping their authors capture the object of representation they deem
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paradoxical and hence difficult to articulate. This double function of masochism as both a theme
and a formal procedure allows these works to conceptualize the condition of Central European
semiperipherality on two levels, exploring both its material as well as discursive consequences.
In the wealth of their perspectives, these five novels showcase the multidirectionality and
elasticity of the narrative uses of masochism. The Unbearable Lightness of Being plots the
masochistic desire of its female characters so as to encapsulate the complexity of their being in
the world, refraining from an ethical evaluation. The Piano Teacher, on the other hand, mobilizes
its textual focus on sado-masochism with an attempt at a critique of 1980’s Austria. Both Solaris
and A Sorrow Beyond Dreams focus primarily on masochism as a mode of adaptation to
inequality that requires criticism as well as analysis. Wanting to account for this difference, this
dissertation avoids staking a claim in the conversation on the ethics of masochism. Instead, it
proposes that we redirect our attention to the manifestation of difficulty—on the level of
articulation as well as on the level of lived experience—shared by all of these texts and their
investment in representations of masochism. In this dissertation I have argued that this sense of
overbearing convolutedness defines Central European postmodernism across the Iron Curtain,
stemming from its semiperipheral status in the context of World Literature and its borderland
cultural status. As a discourse that lends itself particularly well to questions of liminality,
masochism becomes a space for Central European postmodern fiction to explore the condition of
inbetweenness in an era of increasing polarization.
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Note

This dissertation represents the theoretical part of the two-fold thesis required for the
completion of the requirements for the International Writers Track in the Program in
Comparative Literature. My novel The Masochist (Mazohistka), represents the creative part of
this project. The novel was published in the Slovene original in 2018 and translated into English
by Michael Biggins in 2020. The Masochist was created out of my curiosity to explore how the
ideas that generate my research would develop if I put them to use in fiction instead. The novel is
designed as a documentary novel staged as a pseudo-autobiographical text written by Nadezhda
Moser née Sacher Masoch—an imaginary patient of Freud’s and adopted daughter of Leopold
von Sacher Masoch. Like this dissertation, the novel was generated by my fascination with the
late Habsburg empire as the birthplace of psychoanalysis and, with it, of a certain concept of
masochism.
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